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Introduction   
  

“The   physician   or   herbalist   who   is   ignorant   of   the   virtues   of   herbs,   or   who   knows   the   virtues   of   
some   but   does   not   seek   to   know   the   virtues   of   all,   knows   little   or   nothing.   He   must   work   until   he   

knows   them   all,   whether   useful   or   injurious,   in   order   to   deserve   the   title   he   claims.”   
  

-   loosely   attributed   to   the   ninth   Inca   king,   Pachacutic   Inca   Yupanqui 1     
  
  

“Medicine”   is   a   complex   and   culturally-specific   concept.   It   can   denote   a   pill,   therapy,   or   

even   laughter.   It   changes   across   cultures,   climates,   genders,   and   generations,   as   does   the   idea   of   

sickness. 2    To   recognize   these   fluid   concepts   in   other   cultures   and   times,   we   need   to   be   able   to   

ignore   our   preconceptions   of   what   “medicine”   means   to   us   today.   As   it   is   understood   in   the   

modern   sense,   medicine   is   a   clinical   term   that   connotes   the   inclusion   of   modern   science   in   the   act   

of   curing   disease.   In   this   thesis,   I   have   chosen   “healing”   as   a   better   descriptor   for   what   people   

did   to   prevent,   treat,   or   remove   illnesses.   Recognizing   this   difference   is   crucial   to   understanding   

a   premodern,   non-Western   idea   of   dealing   with   sickness.   “Healing”   is   another   dynamic,   universal   

concept,   and   it   can   describe   any   number   of   processes.   For   the   Incas   and   other   Andean   peoples   in   

the   16th   century,   healing   was   not   one   process   or   medication   that   fixed   their   somatic   symptoms.   It   

was   an   everyday,   communal   activity,   and   it   was   a   result   of   their   worldview.   It   combined   the   

powers   of   deities   and   spirits   with   natural   remedies   to   heal   their   physical   ailments   along   with   

improving   their   standings   with   the   gods.   In   studying   these   ideas,   we   can   discover   more   about   

what   “medicine”   is   and   even   how   modern   medicine   is   more   similar   to   the   Inca   concepts   of   

healing   than   we   might   have   previously   thought.     

  

1Rick   Vecchio,   Peruvian   Travel   Trends   Blog,   “The   Wisdom   and   Wisecracks   of   Inca   Pachacutec.”   Peru   Travel   Blog,   
February   20,   2020.   https://www.fertur-travel.com/blog/2016/the-wisdom-and-wisecracks-of-inca-pachacutec/5953/.     
2Think   of   homosexuality   and   transgenderism   being   in   the   DSM   (the   main   diagnostic   reference   work   for   
psychological   disorders)   as   recently   as   2013,   the   changing   definitions   of   various   mental   illnesses,   the   growing   call   to   
not   define   autism   as   a   disease,   etc.     
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Any   discussion   of   the   Incas   necessitates   first   a   distinction   of   who   exactly   was   an   “Inca.”   

Usually,   when   people   speak   of   the   Inca   Empire,   they   describe   anybody   who   lived   under   Inca   rule   

to   be   Inca   themselves.   In   the   primary   sources   I   use,   the   authors   use   “Inca”   in   this   way   as   well.   

This   can   be   misleading   because   it   was   only   the   noble   and   royal   classes,   descended   from   the   

original   Inca   group   that   had   established   the   empire,   who   were   considered   Incas   during   the   

empire’s   rule.   Other   peoples   within   the   empire   would   have   maintained   their   ethnic   identity   and   

cultural   practices,   although   there   were   some   religious   and   labor   practices   that   were   forced   onto   

conquered   groups   in   return   for   Inca   protection   and   resources. 3     

The   Inca   Empire   began   forming   in   the   early-   to   mid-1400s   CE,   when   the   Inca   ethnic   

group   started   conquering   other   groups.   Less   than   one   hundred   years   later,   the   empire   spanned   

around   3,200   miles   between   modern   Ecuador   and   Chile,   its   northern   and   southernmost   points. 4    It   

is   famous   for   its   impressive   architecture   and   irrigation   systems,   both   of   which   can   be   appreciated   

when   visiting   Machu   Picchu,   the   most   internationally-renowned   Inca   site.   It   reigned   until   late   

1532   when   Francisco   Pizarro   and   other   Spaniards   came   and   exacerbated   its   fall.   Pizarro   took   

advantage   of   the   disunity   that   had   followed   from   a   devastating   epidemic   that   had   killed   the   king,   

Huayna   Capac,   in   1524.   His   sons,   Atahualpa   and   Huascar   Capac,   fought   over   who   would   inherit   

the   throne,   with   Atahualpa   finally   victorious   in   April   1532,   just   months   before   Pizarro’s   journey   

to   Peru.     

The   civil   war   cost   many   lives,   which   meant   the   empire’s   armies   were   ill-prepared   for   

another   war   with   an   unknown   enemy.   When   Atahualpa   heard   reports   of   a   new   kind   of   people   

showing   up   on   the   outskirts   of   his   land,   he   invited   these   men   to   his   court   as   a   show   of   good   faith,   

3I   talk   more   about   this   in   Chapter   One,   as   it   reflects   how   the   Incas’   viewed   their   religion   against   other   religions.     
4For   reference,   the   United   States   is   around   2,800   miles   wide,   between   the   East   and   West   coasts.     
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but   Pizarro   and   his   men   ambushed   the   Inca   forces   and   took   Atahualpa   captive. 5    In   the   summer   of   

1533,   after   ransoming   Atahualpa   for   all   of   the   Inca’s   precious   metals,   

Pizarro   killed   the   man   who   is   widely   considered   to   be   the   

last-reigning   Inca   king. 6     

The   invasion   of   the   Inca   Empire   and   the   acquiring   of   vast   

amounts   of   resources   motivated   the   Spanish   to   better   understand   

their   newly   conquered   territory.   As   more   Spaniards   arrived   in   the   

new   colony,   the   Spanish   administration   needed   people   to   travel   

through   the   new   lands   and   write   down   what   they   experienced.   These   

writers,   of   whom   there   were   about   a   dozen   over   150   years,   have   

become   known   to   those   who   study   the   Incas   as   the   “chroniclers   of   

the   Inca   Empire,”   even   though   they   were   not   writing   during   the   time   

of   the   Inca   Empire’s   reign.   A   “chronicle”   usually   denotes   a   work   that   relates   historical   events   in  

a   chronological   order   with   the   least   amount   of   analysis   or   interpretation   possible. 7    Most   of   the   

primary   sources   I   will   be   using   did   present   an   order   of   the   Inca   kings   and   the   characteristics   of   

their   rule,   which   fits   within   the   definition.   However,   almost   all   of   them   also   included   

interpretations   of   the   events   they   witnessed,   usually   regarding   the   Incas’   religious   celebrations   

and   beliefs   that   some   authors   describe   as   devil   worship   or   superstition.   Despite   not   meeting   the   

5Juan   de   Betanzos,    Narrative   of   the   Incas ,   trans.   Roland   Hamilton   and   Dana   Buchanan   (Austin:   University   of   Texas   
Press,   (1550s)   1996),   235.     
6Ibid.,   273-5.   A   timeline   of   Inca   kings   (whom   I   reference   periodically)   is   in   Appendix   1.    Figure   1 .   The   Execution   of   
the   Inca   King   Atahualpa   c.1502-33   in   Cajamarca   in   1533.   Engraving   by   Guamán   Poma   de   Ayala,   around   1615.   In   
Nueva   Corónica   y   Buen   Gobierno    (1610s).   WikiGallery.   
https://www.wikigallery.org/wiki/painting_232286/Felipe-Huaman-Poma-de-Ayala/The-Execution-of-the-Inca-King 
-Atahualpa-c.1502-33-in-Cajamarca-in-1533.     
7“Chronicle,”   Encyclopædia   Britannica.   Encyclopædia   Britannica,   inc.   Accessed   March   29,   2021.   
https://www.britannica.com/art/chronicle-literature.     
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technical   definition   in   this   way,   all   of   these   works   tend   to   be   collectively   known   as   “the   

chronicles.”   

Catherine   Julien   wrote   a   comprehensive   historiography   of   these   men   in   2000   that   

described   who   they   were   and   how   their   various   biases   would   have   affected   their   writing. 8    The   

men   wrote   between   1540-1660,   after   the   conquest   of   the   Inca   Empire,   and   they   all   lived   in   a   

colonial   society.   The   chroniclers   I   studied   came   from   different   backgrounds,   but   all   were   

educated   Christian   men   and   most   were   Spaniards.    No   woman   wrote   a   chronicle   of   the   Inca   

Empire,   at   least   that   has   been   found   and   recovered,   so   we   have   no   writings   or   descriptions   from   a   

woman’s   perspective.    All   were   writing   about   an   unfamiliar   culture   with   different   values   and   

practices   from   their   own.   The   likely   resulting   discrepancy   between   what   the   authors   described   

and   the   reality   of   Inca   practices   blurs   the   extent   of   what   we   know   about   the   true   meanings   and   

beliefs   of   the   Incas,   especially   in   a   pre-colonial   sense   when   European   influence   had   not   been   

introduced   or   forced   onto   the   indigenous   practices.    The   chronicles   are   also   mostly   written   from   

the   perspective   of   the   colonizer.   I   discuss   various   aspects   of   the   chroniclers’   biases   within   the   

chapters   when   they   are   especially   relevant.   In   general,   recognizing   the   presence   of   these   biases   

means   that   when   using   these   sources,   one   has   to   be   constantly   vigilant   in   looking   for   biased   

accounts   that   would   paint   the   Incas   or   their   customs   in   an   unnecessarily   negative   light.   There   

would   have   been   multiple   reasons   for   this,   including   the   justification   for   the   Spanish   occupation   

of   land,   exploitation   of   indigenous   populations,   and   destruction   of   indigenous   cultures   as   well   as   

pure   ignorance   of   said   cultures   and   customs.   As   I   describe   each   author   in   turn,   I   will   try   to   be   

clear   in   describing   which   biases   would   have   been   the   most   prevalent   in   their   writings.     

8A   timeline   of   the   chroniclers   is   in   Appendix   2.     
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Some   of   the   earliest   chronicles   I   use   are   by   Pedro   de   Cieza   de   León,   a   Spaniard   who   

wrote   during   the   early   1540s   and   50s. 9    He   traveled   extensively   in   western   South   America,   cited   

Incas   as   resources,   and   was   cited   by   Garcilaso   de   la   Vega,   another   well-known   chronicler   that   I   

use   in   this   thesis. 10    A   soldier,   Cieza   de   León   spent   much   of   his   time   writing   about   conflicts   in   the   

places   where   he   traveled. 11    The   two   volumes   of   his   chronicle   I   use   also   describe   the   geography,   

spatial   layout,   and   cultures   of   South   America   in   great   detail,   including   their   creation   myths   and   

the   origins   of   the   Inca   people.   The   reason   he   went   to   South   America   and   wrote   on   what   he   

experienced   there   is   not   clear,   but   his   work   was   used   to   inform   the   biggest   Spanish   

administrative   body   at   the   time,   which   speaks   to   the   staying   power   of   his   narrative.     

Juan   de   Betanzos,   another   Spaniard,   wrote   during   the   1550s   as   well.   He   spoke   with   the   

higher   classes   of   the   Incas   to   inform   his   chronicle,   including   his   wife   Dona   Angelina   Yupanqui,   a   

member   of   the   Inca   royal   family. 12    Relative   to   the   other   authors,   Betanzos’   chronicle   has   a   

greater   emphasis   on   women’s   status,   including   his   description   of   how   an   Inca   king   mourned   the   

death   of   his   mother.   His   was   also   the   only   chronicle   I   studied   to   mention   specific   births   within  

the   royal   family.   Betanzos   is   known   to   have   spoken   the   Inca   language   of   Quechua,   which   could   

make   his   accounts   more   reliable   relative   to   other   writers   who   did   not   have   knowledge   of   the   

language.   While   this   may   be   the   case   regarding   the   cultural   customs   he   wrote   about,   some   

historical   events   have   been   incorrectly   described   or   completely   left   out 13    Julien   mentions   

Betanzos’   writings   as   potentially   biased   by   his   wife,   as   he   might   have   changed   some   aspects   to   

fit   his   wife’s   version   of   events   and   genealogy,   which   would   explain   the   discrepancies. 14     

9The   dates   listed   in   the   bibliography   for   the   chronicles   are   based   on   when   they   were   published.   Those   dates   can   be   
different   from   when   they   were   actually   written,   sometimes   by   decades.   When   I   present   the   authors   here,   I   will   try   to   
mention   the   years   when   they   experienced   what   they   wrote   about   to   the   best   of   my   knowledge.     
10Catherine   Julien,    Reading   Inca   History    (Iowa   City:   University   of   Iowa   Press,   2000),   53,   ProQuest   Ebook   Central.     
11Julien,    Reading ,   3.      
12Ibid.,   52.     
13Ibid.,   91.      
14Ibid.,   20.     
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Julien   also   made   note   of   how   many   chroniclers   copied   older   manuscripts   and   how   their   

work   at   times   offers   an   interpretation   of   what   they   read.   For   example,   José   de   Acosta,   a   Spanish   

Jesuit   missionary   who   compiled   his   manuscript   in   the   1580s,   largely   drew   from   another   writer   by   

the   name   of   Polo   de   Ondegardo   when   composing   his   writings. 15    Ondegardo   was   a   Spanish   

lawmaker   who   lived   in   Cuzco   in   the   mid-16th   century. 16    While   his   original   manuscript   detailing   

the   Inca   administration   did   not   survive,   Julien   notes   that   Acosta   admitted   in   his    Historia   Natural   

y   Moral   de   las   Indias    to   largely   paraphrasing   much   of   what   Ondegardo   wrote   on   the   matter   of   

the   Incas   and   their   cultural   practices. 17     The   only   reason   historians   know   Ondegardo’s   chronicle   

existed   is   because   other   chroniclers   mentioned   him   and   his   work   in   their   own   writings.   Within   

Acosta’s   manuscript,   he   did   add   his   own   material   alongside   Ondegardo’s   information,   including   

accounts   of   his   1570s   travels   through   the   Andes   and   his   personal   experience   with   Andean   

cultural   materials.   He   in   particular   wrote   extensively   about   the   harmful   effects   of   traveling   high   

in   the   mountains,   or   what   we   now   recognize   as   altitude   sickness.     

Felipe   Guamán   Poma   de   Ayala   was   a   native   Peruvian   who   wrote   his   chronicle   in   the   

early   1600s   in   Peru,   probably   around   the   Cuzco   area.   Guamán   Poma   de   Ayala   spoke   Quechua  

and   possibly   other   indigenous   languages.   He   based   his   manuscript   on   his   experiences   growing   

up,   his   travels   around   Peru,   and   his   interaction   with   another   chronicler,   Martín   de   Morúa,   who   

was   writing   at   the   same   time. 18    Guamán   Poma   de   Ayala   filled   his   manuscript   with   drawings   that   

were   widely   copied   and   distributed   as   realistic   depictions   of   the   empire,   and   they   are   still   

frequently   included   in   histories   of   the   Inca   Empire   today. 19    Scholars   note   that   because   Guamán   

Poma   de   Ayala   did   not   draw   the   pictures   when   he   experienced   the   events   he   depicted,   they   might   

15Ibid.,   54.     
16Ibid.     
17Ibid.     
18Ibid.,   59.     
19Ibid.     
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not   be   as   accurate   as   possible.   Still,   they   are   some   of   the   best   images   available   about   Inca   culture   

close   to   the   time   before   and   after   the   invasion.   When   I   said   before   that   these   chronicles   represent   

the   perspective   of   the   colonizer,   Guamán   Poma   de   Ayala   is   an   important   outlier.   He   wrote   his   

chronicle   specifically   to   portray   Spanish   cruelty   against   the   indigenous   

population,   and   many   of   his   drawings   depict   Spaniards   exploiting   

the   natives   through   forced   labor   practices. 20    Guamán   Poma   de   

Ayala’s   chronicle   is   a   good   example   of   the   gray   area   surrounding   

the   identity   of   his   work   being   an   actual   “chronicle”   or   not;   

regardless   of   whether   or   not   it   meets   the   technical   definition,   his   

work   helps   characterize   the   early   relationship   between   indigenous   

people   and   the   Spanish   invaders.     

One   of   the   best-known   chroniclers   of   the   Inca   Empire   was   

Garcilaso   de   la   Vega,   a   Peruvian   who   grew   up   during   the   

mid-1500s   in   Cuzco,   Peru.   His   mother   was   a   member   of   the   Inca   royal   family   while   his   father   

was   a   Spaniard. 21    While   his   chronicle   is   one   of   the   most   recognizable,   de   la   Vega   actually   wrote   

his   chronicle   of   the   Incas   while   living   in   Spain   as   an   older   man   in   the   early   1600s.   He   had   left   

Peru   multiple   decades   before,   when   he   was   around   the   age   of   twenty. 22    He   based   his   writings   on   

20Figure   2 .   Untitled.   Engraving   by   Guamán   Poma   de   Ayala,   around   1615.   In    Nueva   Corónica   y   Buen   Gobierno  
(1610s).   ArtStor.   Place:   Division   of   Rare   and   Manuscript   Collections,   Cornell   University   Library.   
https://library-artstor-org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/asset/SS33623_33623_1658062.   While   this   photo   is   not   
titled,   it   seems   to   portray   a   Spaniard   abusing   native   Andeans.    Figure   3 .   The   Massacre   of   Inca   Nation.   Engraving   by   
Guamán   Poma   de   Ayala,   around   1615.   In    Nueva   Corónica   y   Buen   Gobierno    (1610s).   ArtStor.   Place:   Division   of   
Rare   and   Manuscript   Collections,   Cornell   University   Library.   
https://library-artstor-org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/asset/SS33623_33623_1658050.   This   image   depicts   a   
Spaniard   beating   a   native   Andean.     
21“Inca   Garcilaso   De   La   Vega,”   Inca   Garcilaso   de   la   Vega   -   LIBROS   PERUANOS   -   Autores.   Portal   Educativo.   
Accessed   March   29,   2021.   http://www.librosperuanos.com/autores/autor/1067/Garcilaso-de-la-Vega-Inca.     
22Julien,    Reading ,   60.      
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his   childhood   memories   and   from   second-   or   third-hand   accounts,   as   evidenced   in   how   he   

mentions   certain   stories   or   events   as   being   told   to   him   by   friends   or   even   sometimes   strangers.     

The   latest   chronicler   I   use   is   Bernabé   Cobo,   a   Jesuit   missionary   who   travelled   to   and   

lived   in   South   America   for   most   of   his   life   and   wrote   his   chronicle   in   the   first   half   of   the   17th   

century.   He   emphasized   the   moral   nature   (or   lack   thereof)   of   the   people   he   came   into   contact   

with   and   greatly   disapproved   of   their   religious   and   cultural   

beliefs.   His   role   as   a   Jesuit   priest   likely   skewed   his   observations   

of   certain   Inca   practices,   such   as   the   mass   binge-drinking   that   

followed   their   religious   rituals   that   I   discuss   in   Chapter   Three.   

Julien   points   out   that   Cobo   also   took   information   from   

Ondegardo,   although   not   to   the   extent   that   Acosta   did.   Alfred   

Crosby   calls   Cobo   a    “great   expert   on   the   Americas,” 23    which  

might   be   an   epithet   better   suited   to   Ondegardo.     

Among   the   most   important   biases   that   these   men   had   were   the   

preconceptions   they   had   about   what   was   culturally   appropriate,   especially   in   regards   to   their   

judgements   on   Inca   culture.   The   two   religions,   Christianity   and   the   Inca   religion,   were   quite   

different   in   what   they   valued   in   moral   and   social   senses,   and   the   Europeans   certainly   saw   these   

differences   in   a   negative   way.   Even   so,   the   way   the   Incas   used   religion   would   have   been   

recognizable   to   the   authors   as   would   have   been   the   distinction,   or   lack   thereof,   between   medicine   

and   religion.    Sixteenth-century   European   popular   ideas   of   medicine   and   healing   were   similar   to   

how   the   chroniclers   describe   their   observations   of   Inca   methods   of   healing.   Many   Europeans   also   

prayed   to   their   God   and   saints   to   take   away   bad   luck,   disease,   and   bad   weather. 24    They   saw   

23Crosby,   Alfred   W.,    The   Columbian   Exchange:   Biological   and   Cultural   Consequences   of   1492 ,   Vol.   2.   (Greenwood   
Publishing   Group,   2003),   15.     
24William   A.   Christian,    Local   Religion   in   Sixteenth-Century   Spain .   Princeton   University   Press,   1989,   55.   
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disease   as   a   God-sent   punishment   due   to   the   sinfulness   of   individuals. 25    There   were   also   local   

religious   customs   within   an   overarching,   centralized   version   of   religion,   much   like   in   the   Inca   

Empire. 26     Further,   communal   knowledge   of   herbs   and   other   medicinal   plants   was   common   in   

cultures   all   over   the   world.   I   am   not   arguing   that   these   aspects   are   specific   or   unique   to   the   Incas   

or   Andean   people   in   general   but   that   their   knowledge   and   methods   can   be   useful   in   today’s   

society   and   should   not   be   conceptualized   as   “primitive”   or   “backward.”   

In   regards   to   modern   study   of   the   Incas,   the   historiography   has   not   changed   much   as   far   

as   the   information   available.    John   Rowe’s   1946   study   of   Inca   culture,   politics,   and   economy,   

while   written   nearly   80   years   ago,   remains   as   the   oft-cited   foundation   for   the   study   of   the   Inca   

culture   and   is   the   earliest   secondary   source   I   use.   Most   modern   scholars   agree   that   Rowe’s   work   

is   still   accurate   and   continues   to   be   one   of   the   best   sources,   especially   for   cultural   knowledge,   on   

the   Incas.   The   primary   sources   he   used   included   the   chronicles   of   Cieza   de   León,   Garcilaso     de   la   

Vega,   Cobo,   and   Guamán   Poma   de   Ayala,   among   others   that   I   was   not   able   to   find   for   my   own   

study.   Because   the   chronicles   are   the   only   written   sources   we   have   from   the   time   close   to   the   end   

of   the   Inca   Empire,   their   information   has   not   changed,   so   much   of   the   information   Rowe   

presented   has   only   been   solidified   in   recent   years.   Oral   histories   of   Andean   people   would   be   rich   

sources   of   cultural   and   historical   transmission   and   a   potential   way   to   check   biases   and   other   

preconceptions   current   works   have   on   the   Incas.   While   Andean   oral   histories   do   exist   and   have   

been   studied,   the   ones   I   have   found   tend   to   focus   on   preserving   memory   of   historical   events   

rather   than   cultural   norms,   which   lie   outside   the   scope   of   this   thesis.     

Recent   scholarship   has   focused   on   more   specific   cultural   studies   of   Andean   people.   

These   studies   often   come   from   the   field   of   ethnography,   which   is   a   type   of   anthropology   that   

25Christian,    Local   Religion ,   56.     
26Ibid.,   3.     
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entails   studying   a   group’s   culture   and   social   practices.   This   area   of   study   can   include   how   the   

practices   have   changed   over   time,   which   is   helpful   for   my   purposes   as   knowing   how   European   

influence   affected   indigenous   practices   can   allow   us   to   look   past   European   bias.   We   can   then   be   

more   in   tune   with   Andean   concepts   of   religion   and   healing   which   can   help   inform   our   readings   

of   the   primary   sources.     

For   example,   in   1987   Joseph   Bastien   published   his   study   of   the   Kallawaya   healers,   the   

modern   use   of   rituals   in   their   diagnostic   process,   and   how   social   behavior   and   reputation   impact   

disease.   His   ethnographic   study   touches   on   how   the   Kallawaya   trace   their   intellectual   history   

back   to   Inca   times   and   how   studying   them   can   help   characterize   ideas   that   influenced   the   Incas   

as   well.   His   work   nearly   acts   as   an   encyclopedia   for   the   Kallawaya   culture   and   healing   practices,   

which   is   helpful   when   comparing   the   primary   source   observations   to   modern   day   descriptions.   

Another   ethnography   includes   Thomas   Abercrombie’s   1998   study   on   the   K’ulta   healers   in   

Bolivia.   His   work   is   also   crucial   to   understanding   the   Andean   past   and   present.   He   describes   

rituals   as   mediators   for   “the   past   experience”   and   argues   that   erasing   the   importance   of   ritual   as   a   

historical   concept   erases   certain   components   of   oral   history. 27    Both   Bastien   and   Abercrombie   

discuss   how   to   view   Andean   healers   in   the   greater   historical   context   of   the   Incas   and   other   

Andean   groups.     

Catherine   Allen’s   2012   book   on   the   Sonqo   people   of   southern   Peru   reveals   that   certain   

practices   that   the   chroniclers   described   are   still   practiced   today   with   similar   motivations.   Making   

offerings   to   prevent   illnesses   is   still   common,   and   she   talks   about   the   cultural   significance   of   the   

coca   leaf   and   its   presence   in   important   life   and   family   events   like   funerals. 28    As   with   Bastien   and   

27Thomas   Abercrombie,    Pathways   of   Memory   and   Power:   Ethnography   and   History   among   an   Andean   People   
(Madison,   WI:   University   of   Wisconsin   Press,   1998),   11.      
28Catherine   Allen,    The   Hold   Life   Has:   Coca   and   Cultural   Identity   in   an   Andean   Community    (Washington,   DC:   
Smithsonian   Institution,   2012).     
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Abercrombie,   her   ethnography   allows   specific   practices   to   be   analyzed   and   compared   with   Inca   

beliefs   and   practices   to   show   how   they   may   have   developed   over   time.   We   do   not   want   to   

assume   that   modern   practices   are   direct   descendants   of   Inca   practices,   but   we   can   look   at   the   

similarities   and   differences   between   these   Andean   practices   to   see   if   there   are   any   similar   

concepts   or   methodologies   that   provide   insight   into   Inca   beliefs.     

Another   important   recent   work   is   Thierry   Saignes’   1993   book    Borrachera   y   Memoria   

specifically   about   the   Andean   idea   of   drunkenness. 29    Chapter   Three   goes   into   more   detail   about   

chicha ,   a   type   of   beer   common   to   the   Andes,   and   how   the   chroniclers   interacted   with   this   aspect   

of   Inca   society,   but   the   general   concept   that   Saignes’   study   provides   is   a   way   to   separate   Andean   

society   and   culture   from   its   colonized   past.   European   norms   certainly   affected   Andean   cultural   

and   social   norms,   but   there   are   still   some   purely   Andean   concepts   that   have   mostly   managed   to   

escape   a   European   overhaul.   Studying   these   practices   and   concepts   helps   reveal   an   Andean   

identity   that   can   inform   the   potential   motivations   for   the   practices   we   read   about   in   the   

chronicles.    

This   thesis   will   show   how   the   Incas’   healing   system   revolved   around   religious   rituals   

dedicated   to   the   gods   and   spirits   they   believed   in,   as   well   as   including   medicinal   herbal   

knowledge.   Chapter   One   will   describe   Inca   religious   beliefs   and   introduce   examples   of   healing   

as   integrated   into   their   religion.   In   Chapter   Two,   I   will   discuss   the   role   of   the   coca   plant   and   its   

ritual   use   in   16th-century   and   modern   Andean   society.   Chapter   Three   does   the   same   with   chicha,   

which   is   also   commonly   used   in   rituals.   Chapter   Four   will   round   out   our   discussion   of   Inca   

healing   through   looking   at   its   modern   legacy   in   the   Kallawaya   healers   of   western   Bolivia.   This   

last   chapter   will   also   include   a   discussion   of   rituals   within   modern   Western   medicine   and   how   we   

29Thierry   Saignes   and   C.   Salazar-Soler,    Borrachera   y   Memoria:   La   Experiencia   De   Lo   Sagrado   En   Los   Andes    (La   
Paz,   Bolivia:   Hisbol,   1993).     
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can   see   conceptual   similarities   between   the   Incas   and   modern   medicine.   All   of   these   discussions   

will   reinforce   the   argument   that   the   Incas   specifically   put   rituals   at   the   forefront   of   their   healing   

system.     

I   should   clarify   my   use   of   the   word   “ritual.”   Defining   what   exactly   a   ritual   entails   can   be   

tricky,   as   people   ascribe   meaning   to   many   different   actions.   Catherine   Bell’s   1997   book    Ritual:   

Perspectives   and   Dimensions    describes   rituals   as   having   three   major   roles.   These   include   their   

place   in   religion,   how   they   help   organize   society   and   social   dynamics,   and   how   they   help   with   

cultural   transmission. 30    She   also   makes   it   clear   that   the   definition   of   a   ritual   changes   over   time,   is   

different   between   cultures,   and   is   never   static.   These   overall   categories   place   rituals   within   their   

social,   cultural,   and   historical   context   that   allows   us   to   analyze   if   or   how   a   practice   can   be   

thought   of   as   a   ritual.   Within   this   thesis,   I   will   use   “ritual”   to   denote   the   Inca   practices   of   

religious   sacrifices   and   offerings,   with   sacrifices   generally   meaning   the   burning   or   destruction   of   

the   material   included   in   the   ritual.   An   offering   does   not   have   to   include   burning   and   can   instead   

be   thought   of   as   the   person   giving   up   the   material   they   are   presenting.   While   all   of   these   can   be   

used   interchangeably   to   some   extent,   I   will   try   to   be   as   specific   with   my   language   as   possible.   

My   fourth   chapter   will   go   further   into   applying   this   flexible   definition   for   rituals   in   a   Western   

context.     

When   discussing   modern   practices   that   have   roots   in   the   past,   there   is   a   danger   of   

“upstreaming.”   Scholars   define   the   error   of   upstreaming   as   using   the   present   as   definitive   proof   

of   what   happened   in   the   past.   This   logical   fallacy   assumes   that,   for   example,   since   Andean   

people   pray   a   certain   way   now,   they   must   have   gotten   that   tradition   from   somewhere,   so   it   must   

have   been   an   Inca   practice.   Such   an   assumption   is   all   too   easy   to   make,   and   I   will   aim   to   avoid   it.   

Looking   at   modern   Andean   culture   can   help   inform   what   we   see   in   the   chronicles,   but   even   then   

30Catherine   M.   Bell,    Ritual:   Perspectives   and   Dimensions    (Oxford   University   Press   on   Demand,   1997),   2.     
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we   have   to   be   careful   to   not   impose   our   own   ideas   about   what   we   read   onto   the   Incas   themselves.   

This   danger   is   especially   pertinent   to   my   fourth   chapter   about   the   Kallawaya   healers.   I   discuss   

these   modern   healers   and   if   or   how   their   traditions   tie   back   to   Inca   practices   to   show   continuity   

and   change   over   time.     

One   example   that   shows   this   analysis,   and   which   I   reference   in   the   coming   chapters,   is   

how   the   Kallawaya   healers   have   a   humoral   system   in   place   that   is   based   on   three   humors   (hot,   

cold,   and   cordial)   and   how   they   cure   disease   through   maintaining   a   balance   between   the   three. 31   

This   system   is   similar   to   the   European   humoral   system   that   was   popular   in   the   16th   century   and   

consisted   of   balancing   between   the   hot,   cold,   wet,   and   dry   humors. 32    The   ideas   of   health   that   the   

chroniclers   would   have   had   largely   drew   from   this   Galenic   humoral   system.   Curing   diseases   was   

seen   as   “balancing”   the   humors   in   a   person’s   body,   and   medicine   was   highly   individualized   and   

based   on   what   a   person   consumed.   The   primary   evidence   is   inconclusive   as   to   whether   the   Incas   

or   other   Andean   peoples   had   a   humoral   concept   before   the   Europeans   arrived.   While   this   could   

be   a   healing   concept   that   the   Incas   subscribed   to,   it   is   much   too   similar   to   the   European   system   to   

just   assume   it   was   Incan   or   Andean   originally.   Further   complicating   this   matter   is   that   the   

Kallawaya   healers   were   and   are   known   for   integrating   different   cultural   healing   knowledge   into   

their   own   practices.   Making   sure   to   take   each   perspective   into   account   helps   prevent   upstreaming   

and   speculating   on   past   events   as   much   as   possible.     

The   reason   for   studying   the   Incas’   system   of   medicine   and   healing   is   not   to   place   their   

system   above   any   of   the   ones   present   today.   This   study   shows   how   some   aspects   of   healing   are   

universal   and   connect   us   to   the   past   in   ways   we   might   not   have   realized.   Studying   indigenous   

practices   and   how   they   continue   to   be   today   reveals   centuries   of   knowledge   and   tradition   that   

31Joseph   Bastien,    Healers   of   the   Andes:   Kallawaya   Herbalists   and   their   Medicinal   Plants    (University   of   Utah   Press,   
1987),   45.     
32Erwin   Ackerknecht,    A   Short   History   of   Medicine    (JHU   press,   2016),   40-41.     
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have   value   outside   of   their   cultural   context.   Through   recognizing   the   power   of   rituals,   we   can   

then   realize   that   Western   medicine   is   not   exempt   from   rituals.   Over   the   past   three   centuries,   

Western   medical   culture   has   revolved   increasingly   around   scientific   data,   but   this   does   not   erase   

its   own   past   that   was   based   on   medicinal   and   healing   rituals.   While   Western   healing   rituals   are   

not   as   commonly   perceived,   they   have   not   gone   entirely   away   either.   Some   even   work   within   

science,   as   the   last   chapter   will   explain,   and   their   survival   is   in   fact   based   on   scientific   data.   

Rituals   are   much   more   ingrained   in   our   society   and   healing   practices   than   we   realize   or   admit.   

Learning   about   the   healing   methods   of   different   cultures   and   times   allows   us   to   explore   our   own   

practices   as   a   part   of   the   whole   and   as   a   part   of   history.   Our   medical   system   as   it   stands   today   is   

not   the   pinnacle   of   medical   achievement.   But   in   five   hundred   years   what   we   knew   and   how   we   

healed   will   still   have   value   for   those   who   will   be   alive   then.     

The   quotation   at   the   beginning   of   this   Introduction   is   more   applicable   than   people   might   

first   consider.   Even   though   physicians   trained   in   Western   medicine   might   not   work   directly   with   

herbs   or   other   medicinal   plants,   they   do   work   with   and   prescribe   pharmaceuticals.   Many   of   these   

drugs   are   made   from   medicinal   plants,   such   as   the   bark   from   willow   trees   that   makes   aspirin   or   

the   periwinkle   flowers   native   to   Madagascar   that   can   be   used   in   cancer   treatments.   The   legacy   of   

herbal   medicine   lives   on   in   Western   medicine.   Studying   its   practices   helps   us   remember   our   

roots,   when   healers   observed   a   person’s   symptoms   and   reaction   to   treatment   and   used   available   

knowledge   to   decide   how   to   proceed.   The   methods   may   be   different,   but   the   pursuit   to   heal   has   

stayed   the   same.   As   we   discuss   Inca   religion   and   medicine   in   the   coming   chapters,   we   should   try   

not   to   think   of   their   practices   as   lesser   than   those   of   today,   but   as   a   system   put   in   place   to   heal   the   

hurt   and   suffering.   The   similarities   to   Western   medicine   should   shine   through.     
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Chapter   1:   Inca   Religious   Beliefs,   Healing   Practices,   and   Their   Intersection     
  
  

This   chapter   analyzes   how   religion   informed   Inca   ideas   of   what   constituted   healing.   To   

achieve   this   goal,   it   is   necessary   to   have   a   clear   idea   of   what   their   religion   entailed.   By   

discussing   the   intersection   of   these   two   practices,   we   see   how   these   aspects   of   Inca   life   created   a   

rich   culture   that   revolved   their   idea   of   medicine   around   their   idea   of   religion.   Examining   this   

Inca   perspective   will   lead   into   more   general   discussions   of   Inca   religion   and   healing   practices   

that   will   provide   context   for   when   we   go   deeper   into   specific   aspects   of   Inca   rituals   in   later   

chapters.     

  
I. The   Intersection   of   Inca   Religion   and   Healing   

  
To   the   Incas,   there   likely   was   no   difference   between   the   concepts   of   “religion”   and   

“medicine.”   Many   of   the   Incas’   methods   to   “cure”   different   diseases   called   on   their   deities   and   

spirits.   Some   of   their   remedies   were   based   on   the   resources   they   could   find   in   nature,   as   will   be   

explored   in   the   chronicler’s   descriptions   of   their   use   of   medicinal   plants.   To   remove   sicknesses   

that   those   resources   could   not   help,   they   turned   to   religious   rituals.   

Sacrifices   and   offerings   were   an   integral   part   of   Inca   culture,   present   at   every   festival   and   

common   in   daily   life.   They   all   were   to   a   certain   deity,   spirit,   or    huaca    and   had   the   goal   to   remain   

in   their   favor.    The   chroniclers   tell   how   huacas   were   specific   sites,   geological   formations,   or   parts   

of   nature   that   the   Incas   believed   to   hold   great   spiritual   power,   but   each   deity,   spirit,   and   place   

necessitated   different   kinds   of   offerings.    It   could   be   as   small   as   a   singular   coca   leaf   or   as   

consequential   as   a   person. 33    Most   did   not   include   people,   and   certainly   none   of   the   offerings   

about   one   individual’s   sickness   or   bad   luck   necessitated   this   kind   of   sacrifice.   The   ones   that   did   

33That   is   not   to   say   coca   was   seen   as   inconsequential.   In   fact,   offering   coca   was   quite   a   big   deal,   as   Chapter   Two   will   
discuss.   Here,   I   mean   to   call   attention   to   the   leaf’s   physical   size,   not   its   cultural   importance.   John   Rowe,    Inca   
Culture   at   the   Time   of   the   Spanish   Conquest    (Washington,   DC:   US   Government   Printing   Office,   1946),   312.   
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involve   human   sacrifice   included   the   biggest   religious   festivals   of   the   year,   when   famine   or   

disease   overran   the   empire,   or   when   a   king   or   high-ranking   official   died. 34    In   all   cases   of   ritual,   

the   materials   offered   and   the   intention   of   the   offerer   were   most   important.   

These   offerings   integrated   religious   beliefs.   The   Inca   religion’s   “chief   interests   were   the   

food   supply   and   curing.” 35    The   presence   of   specific   “curers,”   or   religious   specialists,   further   

portrays   how   connected   these   two   concepts   were. 36    Curing   diseases   was   a   role   of   the   priestly   

class,   and   the   Incas   used   religion   to   explain   these   phenomena. 37    These   curers   “claimed   to   have   

been   contacted   by   spirits   and   told   how   to   heal   illnesses.” 38    They   mostly   used   divination   and   

dreams   in   which   spirits   appeared   to   determine   which   god   or   spirit   a   person   had   angered   that   gave   

them   the   disease   and   what   kind   of   sacrifice   would   be   sufficient   to   take   it   away. 39    Dreams   and   

visions   have   a   long   history   in   Inca   religion,   going   back   to   their   foundation   stories,   so   they   added   

to   the   legitimacy   attributed   to   these   religious   officials.   Bernabé    Cobo   observed   how   “in   times   of   

their   greatest   needs   and   hardships,   it   was   their   custom   to   resort   to   sacrifices,   invoking   help   from   

those   they   adored   as   gods.” 40    Seen   in   these   contexts,   the   priests,   as   religious   experts,   and   the   

structure   of   their   religion   determined   the   people’s   relationships   with   their   gods.   Such   

relationships   further   allowed   the   Incas’   healing   ideas   to   become   a   part   of   their   spiritual   lives   as   

well   as   their   physical   ones.   

The   chroniclers   mentioned   rituals   as   the   main   method   to   remove   sickness.   Early   in   the   

colonial   period,   Cieza   de   León   described   the   indigenous   people   making   sacrifices   to   “beg   health”   

34Rowe,    Inca   Culture ,   305.     
35Ibid.,   293.     
36Michael   Malpass,    Daily   Life   in   the   Inca   Empire    (Westport,   CT:   Greenwood   Press,   2009),   107.     
37Rowe,    Inca   Culture ,   299.     
38Michael   Malpass,    Daily   Life,    107.     
39Rowe,    Inca   Culture ,   302.      
40Bernabé   Cobo,    History   of   the   Inca   Empire:   an   Account   of   the   Indian's   Customs   and   Their   Origin,   Together   with   a   
Treatise   on   Inca   Legend ,   trans.   Roland   Hamilton   (Austin:   University   of   Texas   Press,   (1653)   1979),   169.   
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from   their   gods. 41    This   practice   tied   into   the   Incas’   relationships   with   their   deities.   Acosta’s   

chronicle   detailed   how   sacrifices   were   made   to   “obtain   good   growing   seasons   or   health,   or   to   

deliver   them   from   dangers   and   evils.” 42    Cobo   observed   how   “sacrifices   happened   often   and   for   

many   different   reasons,   such   as   for   the   health   of   the   [king],   when   he   got   sick.” 43    The   extent   to   

which   the   Incas   performed   rituals   to   better   their   health   shows   how   common   a   treatment   rituals   

were   for   different   kinds   of   sicknesses.     

Other   examples   of   religion   and   healing’s   intersection   in   the   Inca   culture   include   how   

religion   played   a   part   in   the   healing   process   at   all   stages   of   any   sickness   or   health   risk.   An   

interesting   case   study   on   this   topic   is   how   they   dealt   with   pregnancy.   While   none   of   the   

chroniclers   discussed   pregnant   women   or   births   at   great   length,   Juan   de   Betanzos   mentioned   

some   throughout   his   writings.   The   most   he   said   about   them   was,   “[Huayna   Capac,   the   Inca   king,]   

asked   him   what   had   happened.   Yamque   Yupanque   told   him   that...his   wife   had   given   birth   to   a   

daughter.” 44    Daughters   were   not   in   line   to   become   head   of   the   empire,   so   their   births   were   not   of   

political   note,   which   is   most   likely   why   there   is   no   mention   of   them   in   the   other   chronicles.   The   

most   modern   scholars   can   parse   out   about   this   process   is   that   “before   bearing   a   child,   a   woman   

was   supposed   to   confess   and   pray   to   the   huacas   for   a   successful   birth.” 45    After   a   successful   birth   

or   the   passing   of   any   sickness,   it   was   then   considered   common   knowledge   that   the   person   would   

give   thanks   to   the   gods   for   sparing   them   and,   if   after   childbirth,   their   child,   which   would   take   the   

form   as   a   sacrifice   as   well. 46    The   chroniclers’   knowledge   of   their   own   cultural   rituals   

41Pedro   de   Cieza   de   León,    The   Seventeen   Years   travels   of   Peter   de   Cieza,   through   the   Mighty   Kingdom   of   Peru,   and   
the   large   Provinces   of   Cartagena   and   Popayan   in   South   America:   from   the   City   of   Panama,   on   the   Isthmus,   to   the   
Frontiers   of   Chile    (London,   (1553)   1709),   130.     
42José   de   Acosta,    Natural   and   Moral   History   of   the   Indies ,   trans.   Jane   E.   Mangan,   Walter   Mignolo,   and   
López-Morillas,   Frances   M   (Durham:   Duke   University   Press   (1589)   2002),   289.   
43Cobo,    History ,   237.   
44Betanzos,    Narrative ,   180.     
45Rowe,    Inca   Culture ,   282.   
46Ibid.,   312.     
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surrounding   pregnancy   and   birth   could   have   affected   their   ability   to   describe   accurately   what   

they   saw.   European   Catholics   had   their   own   rituals   surrounding   recently   pregnant   women   and   

their   purification,   which   they   called   “churching.”   It   involved   a   priest   praying   over   the   woman   in   

a   public   ceremony   in   the   local   church,   and   it   was   done   in   part   to   “ensure   salvation   after   death.” 47   

The   similarities   between   the   Inca   practices   the   chroniclers   describe   and   the   practices   that   the   

chroniclers   would   have   been   familiar   with,   such   as   praying   at   a   place   of   worship   for   safety   and   in   

thanksgiving,   could   be   evidence   that   their   own   cultural   biases   skewed   their   observations.   In   

defense   of   this   description,   there   are   other   mentions   of   indigenous   peoples   praying   to   take   away   

bad   luck   for   accidentally   wronging   a   certain   god   or   spirit.   Despite   the   potential   bias   from   the   

chroniclers,   the   example   of   the   childbirth   process   most   likely   further   reveals   how   the   Incas   

tightly   linked   their   religion   and   medical   practices   together.     

While   the   chroniclers   agreed   on   the   presence   of   rituals   within   the   healing   beliefs,   they   

contradicted   each   other   in   how   they   described   sickness   in   the   royal   family.   Garcilaso   de   la   Vega   

observed   that   “they   did   not   in   fact   consider   the   sickness   of   kings   the   same   as   those   of   common   

people,   but   held   them   to   be   messengers,   as   they   said,   from   their   Father   the   Sun,   who   came   to   call   

his   child   to   rest   with   him   in   heaven”   and   that   “[the   kings]   would   not   oppose   his   will   by   offering   

sacrifices.” 48    Cieza   de   León,   however,   wrote   that   when   Huayna   Capac   came   down   with   a   disease,   

he   “ordered   great   sacrifices   to   be   offered   up   for   his   health   throughout   the   land,   and   at   all   the   

huacas   and   temples   of   the   Sun.” 49    Cieza   de   León   is   probably   more   trustworthy   in   this   case   as   he   

wrote   closer   to   the   events   he   witnessed,   and   the   secondary   sources   tend   to   agree   with   him   as   

well.   The   time   difference   between   when   the   two   authors   were   writing   could   also   show   a   cultural   

47Jane   Hatter,   “Converting   the   Soundscape   of   Women’s   Rituals,   1470–1560:   Purification,   Candles,   and   the   Inviolata   
as   Music   for   Churching,”   In    Conversions    (Manchester   University   Press,   2017):    176.     
48Garcilaso   de   la   Vega,    Comentarios   Reales ,   (Barcelona:   Castalia,   (1609)   2000),   Ch.   15.      
49Pedro   de   Cieza   de   León,    The   Second   Part   of   the   Chronicle   of   Peru ,   trans.   Clements   Markham   (New   York,   NY:   
Franklin,   (1550s)   1964),   221.      
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difference.   Potentially,   de   la   Vega’s   1600s   account   is   true,   as   it   could   portray   a   more   

post-conquest   and   Christianized   idea   of   sickness,   while   Cieza   de   León’s   1540s   account   comes   

from   information   people   told   him   about   the   pre-conquest   years.   Whatever   the   case   may   be,   

making   sacrifices   was   clearly   seen   as   a   way   to   appease   the   gods   and   remove   diseases   from   those   

afflicted.    

Oher   reliability   questions   arise   from   how   Cobo   mentioned   that   the   Spaniards   had   

baptized   many   Incas   and   indigenous   people   into   the   Catholic   faith.   Interesting   questions   come   

from   this   observation:   Did   this   change   anything   culturally   for   the   indigenous   people?   Or   was   this   

more   of   a   baptism   in   name   rather   than   in   practice?   Given   how   all   the   chroniclers   talk   about   the   

indigenous   practices,   it   is   safe   to   say   that   many   baptisms   were   “in   name   only.”   If   the   newly   

baptized   had   truly   changed   their   beliefs   and   practices   to   reflect   their   newfound   Christian   beliefs,   

it   is   doubtful   Cobo   or   any   other   author   would   have   written   about   their   religion   with   such   vitriol.   

It   is   more   likely   that   the   Incas   were   able   to   hold   onto   ancestral   beliefs   and   only   integrated   

Catholic   beliefs   into   their   existing   religious   ideas.     

In   studying   the   intersection   of   religion   and   healing   in   the   Inca   culture,   it   quickly   becomes   

clear   how   intricately   connected   they   were.   In   all   circumstances   related   to   healing,   their   religious   

beliefs   were   an   ever-present   force   that   shaped   their   conception   of   healing.   The   next   section   of   

this   chapter   will   expound   upon   their   religious   beliefs   in   general   and   will   hopefully   provide   

context   for   the   argument   set   up   so   far.     

  
II.   The   Incas’   Religious   Beliefs   

   
Studying   general   aspects   of   the   Inca   religion   will   help   us   more   clearly   characterize   how   

and   why   they   attributed   healing   to   be   a   religious   subset.   Their   religion   was   widespread   

throughout   the   Andean   region,   mostly   because   it   was   one   of   the   justifications   the   Incas   used   for   
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conquering   the   peoples   around   them.   The   Incas   saw   their   religion   as   “the   purest   and   highest   form   

of   religion”   and   believed   that   its   main   purposes   were   found   in   “worshipping   the   creator,   the   sky   

gods,   and   the   place   spirits.” 50    They   believed   it   was   “the   Inca’s   duty   to   spread   this   religion   

throughout   the   world.” 51    When   the   Incas   conquered   a   people,   they   mostly   left   them   alone   except   

for   two   caveats.   In   return   for   the   Incas’   protection   and   integration   into   their   economy,   the   group   

had   to   1)   honor   the   Inca   Sun   god   above   all   their   other   deities   and   2)   submit   to   their   labor   tax.   

This   mindset   is   eerily   similar   to   that   of   the   Spaniards   who   reaped   the   benefits   of   an   unstable   Inca   

Empire   and   aided   in   its   downfall,   ultimately   forcing   the   same   of   the   indigenous   peoples   they   

would   come   across.   What   these   requirements   do   show   about   the   Incas   was   how   much   they   

prioritized   their   religion   and   how   it   motivated   much   of   their   day-to-day   activities.     

Understanding   the   Incas’   religious   beliefs   reveals   information   about   their   culture   and   

ideas   surrounding   healing.   Having   a   clear   idea   of   what   exactly   the   Incas’   religion   entailed   helps   

us   understand   their   cultural   and   spiritual   motivations.   In   general,   their   religion   revolved   around   

their   belief   in   deities   that   governed   the   environment   with   which   they   could   interact.   For   example,   

they   believed   the   Sun   to   be   the   physical   manifestation   of   their   Creator   god,   Viracocha. 52    Also,   

they   believed   a   person’s   bad   luck   was   due   to   one   of   these   beings   punishing   them   for   any   

multitude   of   reasons. 53    In   this   way,   while   the   Incas’   world   revolved   around   interactions   with   their   

environment,   their   spiritual   beliefs   determined   just   as   much,   if   not   more,   of   their   mindset.     

The   Incas   believed   the   Sun,   moon,   Earth,   seasons,   and   other   natural   forces   were   living   

entities   that   controlled   the   world   around   them. 54    Their   agricultural   system   was   heavily   dependent   

on   these   factors,   as   was   the   case   everywhere   in   the   pre-industrial   age. 55    Nature   also   determined   

50Rowe,    Inca   Culture ,   280.   
51Ibid.     
52Ibid.,   293.   
53Malpass,    Daily   Life,    95.     
54Cieza   de   León,    Seventeen   Years,    100.     
55Malpass,    Daily   Life,    42.      
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the   calendar   system   which   spelled   out   when   each   religious   celebration   would   take   place,   which   

often   corresponded   to   annual   agricultural   milestones.   For   example,   Betanzos   detailed   how   the   

king   Inca   Yupanque   created   the   Incan   calendar.   He   organized   it   around   agricultural   practices,   as   

seen   when   one   celebration   “would   start   at   the   beginning   of   the   maize   harvest   and   would   last   until   

the   end   of   June.” 56    In   fact,   most   months   corresponded   to   some   kind   of   agricultural   practice,   such   

as   watering   fields,   planting   and   sowing   crops,   harvesting,   and   making   chicha,   which   were   most   

likely   pre-Inca   traditions. 57    Along   with   these   practices,   the   Inca   also   organized   rites   of   passages   

within   the   calendar.   Betanzos   wrote   about   how   the   king   decided   that   “the   next   [coming]   month,   

when   the   boys   were   made   into    orejon    warriors,   marks   the   beginning   of   the   year.” 58    Different   

stages   of   boys   becoming   these   warriors   also   corresponded   to   certain   months   and   celebrations. 59   

Behind   the   authors’   sometimes   derogatory   comments,   their   descriptions   show   that   the   natural   

world,   religion,   and   culture   were   tightly   connected   and   that   they   dominated   much   of   the   Incas’   

lives.     

Another   way   we   see   this   connection   is   in   how   the   Incas   respected   nature   as   having   its   

own   autonomy.   For   example,   Rowe   claimed   that   “in   passing   or   crossing   a   river,   travelers   stopped   

to   take   a   drink   of   the   water   and   prayed   for   permission   to   pass   and   a   safe   journey.” 60    The   

chroniclers   noted   this   as   well,   as   seen   when   Acosta   described   how     

When   they   travel   they   are   wont   to   toss   onto   the   roads...old   shoes   and   feathers   and   chewed   
coca.   And   when   they   have   nothing   else   they   will   toss   a   stone,   and   all   this   is   like   an   
offering   to   allow   them   to   pass   and   give   them   strength,   and   they   say   that   they   pay   with   
this. 61     
  

56Betanzos,    Narrative,    66.     
57Ibid.      
58Ibid.     
59Ibid.     
60Rowe,    Inca   Culture ,   301.     
61Acosta,    Natural   and   Moral   History ,   255.     
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The   idea   of   “paying”   to   travel   along   certain   paths   shows   how   they   understood   the   power   of   

nature   and   of   respecting   the   world   around   them.   If   they   did   not   offer   these   things   to   the   huacas   or   

natural   spaces,   they   believed   bad   luck   would   follow.   Such   bad   luck   could   entail   economic   ruin,  

injury,   or   illness,   and   it   could   only   be   removed   by   making   an   appropriate   sacrifice   to   a   certain   

huaca   or   deity. 62    Through   this   belief,   these   natural   spaces   held   power   over   their   lives.   This   

power,   though,   was   rooted   in   their   deities   and   spirits,   which   also   formed   a   strong   basis   of   their   

beliefs.    The   deities   they   worshipped   included   a   Creator   god,   much   like   the   Christian   God,   that   

had   created   all   things   and   was   “the   theoretical   source   of   all   divine   power.” 63     Present   in   the   

primary   sources   are   accounts   of   apparitions   and   visions   helping   people. 64    They   highly   revered   

the   spirits   of   the   dead   and   sacrificed   to   huacas   for   good   luck   and   to   show   respect. 65     

Huacas,   they   believed,   held   spirits   and   were   often   landmarks   or   other   geographical   

features,   from   rocks   to   trees   to   rivers. 66    Sometimes,   temples   would   be   built   around   or   near   them,   

but   not   always.   Huacas   could   be   locally   worshipped   or   known   empire-wide.   Acosta   described   

how,   “In   each   province   of   Peru   there   was   one   chief   huaca,   or   house   of   worship,   and   in   addition   

to   this   there   were   several   universal   ones   that   served   for   all   the   realms   of   the   Incas.” 67    Sometimes,   

even   the   Inca   kings   travelled   to   sacrifice   to   these   main   sites   to   pray. 68    The   widespread   nature   of   

huacas   show   how   local   practices   were   just   as   important   to   communal   identity   as   the   major   sites.   

Such   emphasis   on   spirituality   has   been   put   aside   by   some   major   scholars,   such   as   in   

Rowe’s   classic   work   on   the   Inca   culture   and   religion.   He   described   the   Inca   religion   as   

“emphasizing   ritual   and   organization   rather   than   mysticism   and   spirituality.” 69    He   then   stated   that   

62Rowe,    Inca   Culture ,   305.     
63Ibid.,   294.      
64Cieza   de   León,    Seventeen   Years ,   62-3.      
65Rowe,    Inca   Culture ,   296.   
66Malpass,    Daily   Life ,   104.     
67Acosta,    Natural   and   Moral   History,    276.      
68Rowe,    Inca   Culture ,   296.      
69Ibid.,   293.      
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“sin   and   purification   were   important   concepts   and   gave   Inca   religion   something   of   an   ethical   

character.” 70    It   could   be   convincingly   argued   that   the   Incas   prioritized   their   material   world   over   

the   spiritual,   as   Rowe   does   when   he   described   their   dependence   on   physical   rituals   and   

sacrifices.   His   sidelining   of   their   intense   spirituality,   an   example   of   which   is   their   emphasis   on   

removing   sins,   could   be   misleading.   Spirituality   also   usually   connotes   a   personal   relationship   

with   the   deities   one   worships.   While   there   is   no   direct   evidence   about   this   aspect   from   the   

chronicles,   the   necessity   of   removing   sins   shows   that   one’s   “soul”   (using   a   Western   concept   in   

this   instance)   was   very   much   at   risk.   The   Incas   saw   having   an   illness   as   a   form   of   divine   

punishment   for   their   actions,   which   necessitated   a   physical   form   of   “penance”   (again,   a   Western,   

Christian   concept).   The   root,   then,   of   these   rituals   was   in   one’s   actions   and   how   the   Incas   

composed   themselves   in   their   personal   relationships   with   their   deities.   Minimizing   their   

spirituality   carries   the   danger   of   conceiving   of   a   less   intellectual   or   philosophical   image   of   Inca   

society,   which   is   not   a   realistic   image   for   what   was   a   flourishing   empire.   

Descriptions   of   the   Inca   imperial   foundations   further   support   this   point   that   Inca   

spirituality   played   a   bigger   role   in   their   religion   than   scholars   have   acknowledged.   Cobo   

described   how   Inca   oral   culture   included   stories   of   their   kings   having   dreams   or   visions   that   they   

used   to   expand   their   territory   and   become   successful   rulers.   One   story   tells   of   how   Inca   

Viracocha,   eighth   king   of   the   Incas,   needed   to   quell   an   uprising   of   the   powerful   Chanca   people,   

so   he     

made   up   a   story   that   was   the   beginning   of   his   fortune,   good   luck,   and   name...he   told   his   
subjects   that...the   god   Viracocha   appeared   to   him   in   a   dream...with   [Viracocha’s]   favor   
and   help   the   Inca   would   defeat   [a   rival   group]   and   Viracocha   would   make   him   lord   of   the   
land...he   said   that   victory   was   achieved   not   so   much   because   of   the   fighting   done   by   the   
men   of   his   army   as   because   of   the   help   and   assistance   from   the   god   Viracocha. 71     
  

70Ibid.      
71Cobo,    History ,   127-8.     
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Even   though   the   vision   had   not   happened,   the   rival   group   believed   Viracocha   and   the   Incas   had   

divine   help   when   this   rumor   spread   through   their   ranks.   It   then   became   a   self-fulfilling   prophecy   

as   it   so   demoralized   the   rival   group   that   the   Incas   routed   the   rival   army. 72    The   theme   of   royal   

visions   continued   with   Viracocha’s   son   Pachacutic   Inca   Yupanqui,   the   ninth   Inca   king,   when   he   

had   a   vision   in   which   the   Sun   god   Inti   spoke   to   him   saying,   “‘I   know   that   you   will   subjugate   

many   nations   and   take   great   care   to   honor   me   and   remember   me   in   your   sacrifices.’” 73   

Pachacutic   Inca   built   many   temples   and   places   of   worship   for   Inti   during   his   reign,   and   when   

conquering   peoples   the   Incas   are   purported   to   have   proclaimed   how   “only   the   power   of   the   Sun’s   

offspring   could   accomplish   those   great   deeds.” 74   

What   these   stories,   myths,   or   beliefs   tell   us   (depending   on   how   one   wants   to   write   about   

the   Incas,   any   of   those   descriptors   could   work)   is   that   their   religion   played   a   part   not   just   in   

describing   their   world   but   in   defining   it   as   well.   The   Inca   world,   politically,   geographically,   

economically,   and   culturally,   was   rooted   in   their   beliefs   through   these   visions   that   augmented   the   

kings’   power.   Potentially,   the   people   also   saw   these   visions   as   legitimizing   the   king,   as   the   gods,   

in   sending   him   the   vision,   showed   him   their   favor. 75    With   this   in   mind,   religion   becomes   the   

single   most   important   aspect   of   Inca   culture,   able   to   allow   a   king’s   rise,   determine   the   food   

supply,   and   conquer   peoples   across   the   Andean   valleys.   Seen   here,   the   spiritual   and   cultural   

aspects   together   formed   the   foundation   of   much   of   their   religion.   

To   further   understand   the   historical   context   behind   these   descriptions   of   Inca   beliefs,   we   

have   to   recognize   that   none   of   the   chroniclers   were   writing   from   an   Andean   lens   or   during   the   

time   of   the   Inca   Empire   itself.   All   were   Europeans   writing   after   the   Spanish   invasion   of   the   

72Ibid.,   128.     
73Ibid.,   134.      
74Ibid.,   135.      
75This   can   be   paralleled   to   Constantine   the   Great’s   vision   of   a   cross   during   the   battle   that   would   change   the   course   of   
the   Roman   Empire’s   history   and   lead   to   the   legalization   of   Christianity   in   the   Roman   Empire.    
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Americas   had   abolished   Inca   rule.   Cobo   wrote   on   the   Inca   religious   practices,   saying   “They   are   

all   idolaters,   given   to   infinite   superstitions   and   auguries.” 76    Apparently,   being   “idolaters”   was   

better   than   having   no   religion   at   all,   as   he   described   religionless   groups   as   being   “so   gross   and   

savage,   indeed   so   beastly,   that   they   neither   recognized   earthly   or   heavenly   deity,   nor   practiced   

any   kind   of   religious   ritual.” 77    At   least   on   this   basis,   he   gave   the   Incas   credit,   but   not   so   much   as   

to   describe   their   religion   without   bias.   He   went   even   further   in   describing   how   this   “idolatry”   

created   “the   corruption   of   customs   and   the   stream   of   vices   and   misery   in   which   these   unfortunate   

people   were   submerged.” 78    Through   such   disparaging   remarks,   these   writers   skewed   their   

descriptions   to   justify   Spanish   conquest   and   evangelization.   Cobo   certainly   did   so   as   a   Catholic   

priest,   but   the   other   chroniclers   did   as   well.   Acosta,   another   Jesuit,   specifically   named   the   huacas   

as   evidence   for   idolatry   while   pointing   out   their   widespread   worship. 79    Cieza   de   León   described   

how   the   Incas   “performed   many   superstitious   ceremonies   before   the   idols.” 80    Any   god   that   was   

not   the   Christian   God,   the   chroniclers   classified   as   an   idol,   damning   those   who   worshipped   them   

to   be   sinful   under   the   eyes   of   a   God   they   had   never   heard   of.     

Noting   where   and   how   the   chroniclers   skew   their   descriptions   can   further   help   us   make   

sense   of   some   of   their   more   sensational   descriptions.   It   can   also   help   us   realize   that   what   they   

describe   is   most   likely   not   the   actual   religious   belief,   but   what   the   Europeans   thought   the   purpose   

of   the   Incas’   actions   to   be.   For   example,   we   should   not   take   the   chroniclers’   word   for   it   that   the   

Incas   believed   in   or   worshipped   the   Christian   idea   of   the   devil.   We   can,   however,   use   the   actions   

the   chroniclers   described,   such   as   how   the   Incas   held   religious   festivals   with   offerings   at   places   

of   worship,   to   form   our   own   opinions   about   the   Incas’   beliefs   and   how   they   saw   the   world.   The   

76Cobo,    History ,   29.     
77Ibid.     
78Ibid.,   29.      
79Acosta,    Natural   and   Moral   History ,   255.     
80Cieza   de   León,    Seventeen   Years ,   101.      
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evidence   that   we   have   about   the   Inca   religion   is   refracted   through   the   prism   of   16th-century   

Spanish   religion,   but   that   does   not   mean   we   have   to   completely   discount   the   chroniclers’   

observations.   It   just   means   we   have   to   be   cautious   and   mindful   of   any   assumptions   we   might   

make.     

Despite   these   constraints,   we   can   see   that   all   throughout   the   Inca   religion   is   a   reliance   on   

their   religion   to   explain   their   natural   environment.   This   idea   is   relatively   common   for   religions,   

and   parallels   can   be   seen   throughout   most   major   world   religions.   Even   though   Europeans   wrote   

these   accounts   and   inserted   their   own   concepts   of   religion   into   their   descriptions,   we   can   use   

these   commonalities   to   create   as   accurate   a   picture   as   possible.     Despite   a   European   bias,   a   

reliance   on   religion   seems   likely   for   the   Incas.   Such   reliance   determined   much   of   their   culture   

and   daily   life,    which   created   an   integrated   form   of   healing   heavily   based   on   their   religious   

beliefs.     

  
III.   Methods   of   Inca   Healing     

  
Healing   was   a   daily   aspect   of   the   Incas’   lives,   much   like   it   is   today   in   the   modern   world.   

Just   as   we   have   bottles   of   ibuprofen   in   our   cabinets   ready   for   when   we   need   to   cure   a   headache,   

the   Incas   used   the   resources   available   to   them   to   create   numerous   medicines.   The   chroniclers’   

accounts   are   full   of   notes   on   different   medicinal   plants   the   authors   saw   the   indigenous   people   use   

to   cure   different   maladies.   These   resources   varied   in   form   from   leaves,   herbs,   and   roots   to   even   

the   beer   that   was   universally   consumed   throughout   the   empire.     

Cieza   de   León   described   many   plants   in   great   detail,   one   being   the    molle    tree,   often   used   

to   treat   open   wounds   and   to   stop   swelling:   “the   Bark   of   this   Tree   has   such   Virtue,   that   if   a   Man   

has   great   Pains   in   his   Legs,   and   they   swell   very   much,   he   need   only   boil   it   in   Water,   and   wash   
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them   sometimes,   and   all   the   Pain   will   cease,   and   the   Swelling   fall.” 81    He   noted   another   use   that   

others   might   have   overlooked,   in   that   “The   little   Twigs   are   good   to   pick   the   Teeth.” 82    He   also   

described   an   herb   with   a   yellow   flower   that   an   herbalist   used   to   cure   a   young   woman’s   sore   

stomach. 83     

Garcilaso   de   la   Vega   and   Acosta   also   had   extensive   descriptions   of   medicinal   plants   and   

their   uses.   De   la   Vega   detailed   a   common   remedy   for   teeth   and   gum   problems:     

They   roasted   [the   root   of   a   couch-grass-like   plant]   on   embers,   and   then   while   still   hot,   
split   it   between   their   teeth…[after   three   or   four   days]   the   burnt   flesh   sloughs   off   the   
gums,   revealing   a   new   flesh   underneath   which   is   very   red   and   healthy.” 84     
  

To   cure   their   eye   pain,   he   observed   how   “the   Indians   ate   [the    mattecllu ,   an   herb,]   raw...when   it   

had   been   mashed,   the   juice   was   poured   on   the   ailing   eye...in   the   space   of   a   night   it   removes   a   

cloud   before   the   eye   and   eases   any   pain   or   harm.” 85    De   la   Vega   detailed   how   some   used   tobacco   

smoke   to   cure   headaches,   as   some   still   do   today. 86    Multiple   chroniclers   mentioned   Inca   herbalists   

using   coca   leaves   to   help   relieve    soroche ,   the   Spanish   word   for   altitude   sickness,   also   a   remedy   

still   used   today. 87    Acosta   described   the   indigenous   people   using   sarsaparilla   and   cassava   roots,   

pineapple,   and   the   jícama   plant   for   medicinal   purposes. 88     

Acosta   mentioned   how   the   Incas   used   cassava   root   to   make   bread,   while   also   knowing   

that   “the   juice...pressed   from   that   root...is   a   deadly   poison.” 89    Cieza   de   León   also   noted   that   the   

81Ibid.,   234.      
82Ibid.,   234.     
83Cieza   de   León   could   potentially   be   describing   a   method   of   helping   decrease   the   pain   of   menstrual   cramps   or   an   
abortifacient,   but   this   is   pure   speculation,   as   he   provides   no   other   details   about   this   young   woman   or   any   information   
from   her   perspective.   Other   abortifacients   used   by   the   Incas   and   the   Kallawaya   healers   today   have   been   determined   
through   archeological   research,   but   the   chroniclers   did   not   mention   any   directly.     
84Garcilaso   de   la   Vega,    Comentarios ,   Ch.   25.   De   la   Vega   admitted   to   forgetting   the   name   of   the   “couch-grass-like   
plant.”     
85Garcilaso   de   la   Vega,    Comentarios ,   Ch.   25.     
86Ibid.      
87Cieza   de   León,    Seventeen   Years ,   81.   For   more,   see   Chapter   Two.     
88Acosta,    Natural   and   Moral   History ,   203-222.      
89Ibid.,   201.      
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indigenous   people   would   “dip   the   Points   of   their   Arrows...in   this   pernicious   Poison.” 90    There   is   

evidence   that   poisons,   as   described   by   people   outside   of   the   culture,   could   be   misclassified   as   the   

observers   were   not   familiar   with   the   proper   usage.   Catherine   Allen   urged   caution   when   analyzing   

alleged   “poisons”   as   “medicine   in   one   context   is   poison   in   another.” 91    Still,   the   presence   of   

“poisons”   and   knowing   how   to   avoid   them   to   make   otherwise   edible   products   points   to   the   issues   

of   health   being   widespread,   recognizable,   and   manipulated   for   multiple   purposes.     

Another   widespread   product   that   was   widely   used   was   the   corn   beer   chicha,   and   no   

chronicle   would   be   complete   without   its   mention.   Chicha   is   still   made   and   drunk   in   Andean   

countries   today,   was   ubiquitous   throughout   the   Inca   Empire,   and   has   many   health   benefits.   We   

know   of   these   positive   effects   due   to   our   scientific   and   medical   understanding   of   its   components   

now,   and   the   16th-century   chroniclers   remarked   on   this   fascinating   point.   Cobo   observed   how   

the   Incas   rarely   had   kidney   or   urinary   tract   problems,   which   he   postulated   was   an   effect   of   

drinking   chicha   regularly. 92    Modern   scientists   have   studied   these   aspects   of   chicha   and   have   

found   the   health   benefits   to   match   what   the   chroniclers   describe   along   with   others,   including   

increased   stimulation   of   the   immune   system. 93    Chicha   was   hugely   important   in   Inca   culture,   as   

its   continual   use   in   modern   Andean   society   portrays,   and   it   was   regularly   used   in   religious   

festivals   and   at   funerals   as   an   offering.   While   I   detail   its   ritual   use   and   go   more   in   depth   about   its   

biological   effects   in   Chapter   Three,   I   note   its   medicinal   properties   here   to   show   another   way   

Andean   people   used   medicinal   resources   to   their   benefit.     

The   chroniclers   even   noted   the   use   of   alcohol,   hypnotism,   and   various   plants   as   sedatives   

for   certain   medical   procedures,   such   as   in   the   quotation   about   the    molle    tree   above.   

90Cieza   de   León,    Seventeen   Years ,   23.     
91Allen,    The   Hold   Life   Has ,   Saturation   and   Decoration   section   (page   numbers   were   not   available).      
92Cobo,    History,    18.     
93Diego   Vargas-Yana,   et   al.,   "Ancestral   Peruvian   Ethnic   Fermented   Beverage   “Chicha”   Based   on   Purple   Corn   (Zea   
mays   L.):   Unraveling   the   Health-Relevant   Functional   Benefits,"    Journal   of   Ethnic   Foods    7,   no.   1   (2020):   1-12.      
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Archaeologists   have   found   evidence   of   Inca   skeletons   with   multiple   healed   cuts   in   their   skulls,   

which   suggests   the   Incas   practiced   trepanation,   or   the   cutting   of   holes   into   the   skull.   Multiple   

healed   trepanation   scars   mean   these   kinds   of   procedures   were   not   only   successful   but   trusted   

enough   to   be   undergone   multiple   times. 94    Scholars   also   note   how   the   infection   and   mortality   rates   

of   these   procedures   were   low,   which   brings   interesting   questions   to   the   table. 95    The   Incas   did   not   

know   about   germs   or   bacteria,   so   how   did   they   perform   these   procedures   so   successfully?   Did   

they   heat   up   the   instruments   they   used,   thereby   indirectly   killing   any   harmful   bacteria?   Why   

would   they   have   done   so?   While   outside   the   scope   of   this   thesis,   these   questions   would   reward   

further   study   to   understand   pre-germ-theory   ideas   and   practices   of   healing.   The   general   thought   

is   that   people   underwent   these   procedures   to   remove   evil   spirits   from   their   heads. 96    This   evidence   

and   likely   motivation   for   trepanation   show   how   the   Inca   religion   created   the   need   for   these   

remedies   and   how   they   used   their   medicinal   knowledge   to   fix   the   problems.     

As   seen   in   the   previous   example   on   trepanation,   the   understanding   of   the   presence   of   

sickness   was   mostly   religious   in   origin.   The   Inca   saw   sickness   and   disease   as   condemnations   

from   their   gods. 97    Cieza   de   León   described   a   sickness   that   killed   many   and   noted   that   some   

people   claimed   to   have   seen   apparitions   that   brought   the   disease   with   them:     

they   saw   a   Tall   Man,   with   his   Belly   ripp'd   open,   and   all   the   Bowels   taken   out...on   
Horseback,   and   scowring   over   the   Hills   and   Mountains   like   Lightning,   where,   a   few   Days   
after,   the   Pestilence,   and   Pain   in   the   Ear   began   to   rage   so   furiously,   that   it   destroy'd   most   
of   the   People   in   the   Province. 98   
  

94Valerie   Andrushko   and   John   Verano,   "Prehistoric   Trepanation   in   the   Cuzco   Region   of   Peru:   A   View   into   an   
Ancient   Andean   Practice,"    American   Journal   of   Physical   Anthropology:   The   Official   Publication   of   the   American   
Association   of   Physical   Anthropologists    137,   no.   1    (2008):   9,    https://doi.org/10.1002/ajpa.20836 .     
95Andrushko   and   Verano,   “Prehistoric,”   10.      
96Rowe,    Inca   Culture ,   312-4.      
97Bastien,    Healers ,   39.     
98Cieza   de   León,    Seventeen   Years ,   62-3.     

https://doi.org/10.1002/ajpa.20836
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He   mentioned   how   the   people   said   “devils”   would   walk   around   and   bring   illness   to   the   area   as   

well. 99    Cobo   talked   about   the   walking   devils   as   well,   although   his   descriptions   were   much   more   

derogatory. 100    Yet   again,   Christianity   influenced   how   these   men   wrote   about   what   they   saw.   Even   

as   these   descriptions   color   our   understanding   of   the   real   beliefs,   it   becomes   clear   that   the   Incas   

considered   apparitions   and   visions   important   markers   of   future   events.     

Just   as   with   the   Incas’   religious   practices,   integral   to   the   Inca   idea   of   healing   was   

community.   While   there   were   some   trusted   herbalists,   healing   was   a   communal   activity.   The   

plants,   herbs,   and   other   resources   the   chroniclers   mention   would   have   been   available   to   anybody   

who   knew   of   their   properties.   De   la   Vega   mentioned   how   some   of   the   herbalists   passed   their   

knowledge   down   to   their   children,   also   a   common   practice   in   other   parts   of   the   world.   Such   a   

tradition   reveals   that   there   was   some   specialization   among   families   regarding   healing   in   Inca   

society.   Often   though,   it   was   the   “ordinary”   people   who   healed   others   in   their   community   based   

on   what   they   heard   and   saw. 101    Everybody   was   involved   in   the   healing   process,   not   just   the   

specified   “healers.”   Just   as   religion   was   an   everyday   part   of   their   lives,   so   was   medicine.     

Another   aspect   that   mirrors   the   communal   nature   of   healing   is   that   there   is   evidence   of   

imperial   infrastructure   that   allowed   support   for   the   sick.   When   the   Incas   conquered   a   new   group   

of   people,   the   Spanish   would   institute   a   labor   tax   requiring   a   portion   of   the   Inca   men   to   work   for   

the   Inca   administration.   Cieza   de   León   noted   how   if   a   man   currently   working   for   the   Incas   

became   sick,   he   was   sent   back   so   his   family   could   care   for   him,   and   his   town   would   send   another   

man   in   his   place:   “The   Inca   [king]   ordered   that   the   provinces   should   provide   20,000   men...If   any   

fell   sick,   another   labourer   was   to   supply   his   place,   and   he   was   to   return   to   his   home.” 102    The   

99Ibid.,   90.     
100Cobo,    History ,   29.     
101Garcilaso   de   la   Vega,    Comentarios ,   210.      
102Cieza   de   León,    Second   Part ,   160.     
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presence   of   sick   leave   for   a   forced   laborer   most   likely   shows   that   the   Inca   administration   was   

concerned   with   having   efficient   workers,   but   it   also   reveals   how   they   recognized   and   dealt   with   

sickness   and   disease   at   a   governmental   level.   Cieza   de   León’s   observation   portrays   how   the   

procedure   for   dealing   with   sickness   went   beyond   going   to   a   healer.   The   Incas   recognized   

sickness   as   debilitating   and   necessitating   some   form   of   treatment   and   care.   This   care   would   have   

most   likely   taken   the   form   of   a   ritual.     

While   the   primary   sources   are   necessary   to   analyze   the   details   described   in   the   past   few   

paragraphs,   we   have   to   understand   how   the   writers’   own   beliefs   about   healing   and   religion   

infused   their   descriptions   of   the   Incas’   methods.   Acosta   and   Guamán   Poma   de   Ayala   both   talked   

about   the   Inca   system   of   healing   within   the   humoral   frame   that   European   medicine   was   founded   

on   in   this   period.   They   mentioned   “hot”   and   “cold”   diseases,   and   Acosta   discussed   the   specific   

humors   certain   medical   plants   promoted   and   when   they   should   or   should   not   be   used. 103    Some   of   

them   also   mentioned   “purging”   and   bloodletting   practices,   other   elements   of   the   European   

notions   of   medicine   and   health.   In   using   Galenic   humorism   and   European   notions   to   describe   

Andean   diseases,   the   chroniclers   fit   the   Inca   practices   into   the   European   boxes   and   concepts   they   

already   knew,   skewing   what   actually   happened   to   fit   what   they   were   familiar   with.     

Another   example   of   this   concept   is   when   Garcilaso   de   la   Vega,   in   an   earlier   quotation,   

described   a   medicinal   plant   as   “couch-grass-like.”   Couch   grass   is   a   type   of   grass   native   to   

Europe,   but   not   to   South   America,   so   the   plant   in   question   is   almost   certainly   not   couch   grass.   

The   reason   de   la   Vega   calls   it   “couch-grass-like”   could   be   because   of   similar   physical   attributes,   

medicinal   uses,   ease   of   availability,   or   any   number   of   aspects.   He   based   this   description   on   what   

he   knew   and   was   familiar   with,   which   would   have   included   17th-century   European   plant   

knowledge   rather   than   knowledge   that   would   have   been   familiar   to   an   Inca.   As   this   example   

103Acosta,    Natural   and   Moral   History ,   203-4.   
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shows,   the   chroniclers   described   what   they   saw   in   words   and   concepts   they   understood,   which   

potentially   clouded   what   they   actually   used   or   how   certain   plants   actually   helped   treat   illnesses.   

  Further,   other   biases   have   to   be   taken   into   account   to   read   these   writings   in   a   productive   

way.   As   seen   with   their   descriptions   of   the   Inca   religion,   all   of   the   authors   were   writing   from   a   

Christian   standpoint.   For   example,   they   described   sacrificing   to   spirits   and   huacas   as   “devil   

worshipping”   and   the   “devil’s   method   of   deceiving   the   Indians.” 104    Hardly   a   sentence   goes   by   in   

Cobo’s   discussion   of   Inca   healing   processes   without   some   mention   of   the   devil   or   the   debased   

morality   of   the   indigenous   peoples. 105    These   descriptions   color   the   already   scant   information   we   

have   on   the   Inca   culture.   

The   information   available   on   Inca   medicines   is   abundant,   as   we   have   seen.   The   detailed  

accounts   about   specific   measures   and   plants   used   provide   colorful   imagery   of   resourceful   people   

who   prioritized   health   and   wellbeing   in   their   culture   and   everyday   lives.   Studying   these   details   

allows   us   a   glimpse   into   their   lives   and   the   lives   of   most   everyone   who   lived   before   the   

development   of   modern   medicine.   In   learning   more   about   their   specific   ideas   on   healing   and   

what   they   actually   used   to   ameliorate   some   common   afflictions,   the   picture   of   the   Inca   healing   

system   becomes   more   complex.   Their   reliance   on   nature   and   medicinal   plants,   which   has   a   basis   

in   science   and   which   scholars   have   found   to   be   medically   useful,   supplemented   their   

supernatural   beliefs   that   formed   their   religion.   These   distinct   but   connected   topics   complicate   

how   we   view   medicine   and   will   continue   to   do   so   as   we   further   explore   Inca   culture   and   ritual   

theories.     

  
What   this   discussion   shows   is   an   understanding   of   how   pervasive   Inca   religion   and   

healing   were   in   the   Incas’   everyday   lives.   Combined   with   their   religion   were   their   culture,   

104Ibid.,   260.     
105Cobo,    History ,   29-33.     
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economy,   and   politics,   as   seen   with   how   their   calendar   came   together.   More   than   just   a   mindset,   

their   religion   was   a   way   of   life.   Their   ideas   of   healing,   as   seen   with   the   plants   they   used,   cured   

their   physical   ailments   through   natural   means   while   serving   their   spiritual   needs   through   their   

supernatural   beliefs.   This   intersection   of   religion   and   healing   reveals   a   different   conception   of   

medicine   from   how   we   understand   it   today.     

In   studying   different   versions   of   medicine,   this   concept   becomes   more   fluid   than   

previously   thought.   While   aspects   of   medicine   like   anatomy   and   physiology   are   based   on   data,   

the   act   of   actually   healing   a   person   can   be   much   more   subjective.   Each   person   has   their   own   idea   

of   what   healing   means   to   them,   even   if   they   do   not   realize   it.   In   the   Incas’   case,   healing   had   a   

spiritual   aspect   as   well   as   a   physical   one.   Some   cultures   prioritize   one   aspect   over   the   other,   as   

seen   in   countries   that   follow   the   most   recent   medical   practices,   and   some   recognize   the   multiple   

facets   of   healing   that   include   mental,   emotional,   and   spiritual   health   along   with   the   curing   of   

physical   symptoms.     

In   recognizing   these   aspects   of   medicine,   a   greater   understanding   develops   for   what   it   

means   to   heal   a   person   and   not   just   treat   the   symptoms.   The   next   chapter   will   continue   this   

analysis   of   medicine’s   multifaceted   cultural   role   as   we   look   at   the   role   of   the   coca   leaf   in   Inca   

healing   rituals.   Used   throughout   the   Andean   region   for   centuries   before   the   Inca   came   to   power   

and   still   used   in   the   region   today,   coca’s   cultural   significance   is   unparalleled,   except   maybe   by   

chicha,   which   will   be   the   subject   of   the   third   chapter.   In   examining   the   history   of   coca   and   how   

indigenous   people   have   used   it   over   time,   we   will   see   what   made   this   plant   such   an   important   

aspect   of   Inca   material   culture.   Looking   at   coca’s   ritual   use   will   also   reveal   just   how   crucial   these   

rituals   were   to   Andean   society   in   Inca   times   and   still   today.     
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Ch   2:   The   Use   of   Coca   in   Inca   Times,   Healing   Practices,   and   Today     
  
  

From   its   healing   role   to   its   cultural   significance,   coca   was   everywhere   in   Inca   society   and   

included   in   nearly   every   activity.   Acknowledging   the   multiple   facets   of   its   use   helps   us   

characterize   its   importance   to   the   Andeans   of   the   15th   and   16th   centuries.   Its   remarkable   

practical   importance   lent   itself   to   religious   use,   as   the   Incas   commonly   offered   other   useful   and   

valued   economic   items   to   honor   their   gods   as   well.   Its   healing   potential   and   the   large   quantities   

of   the   plant   available   meant   it   was   an   indispensable   part   of   the   culture.     

In   this   chapter,   coca’s   ritual   use   and   its   significance   in   the   Andean   culture   today   will   

show   how   this   unassuming   leaf   has   left   an   indelible   mark   as   a   healing   substance.   I   will   explore   

wide-ranging   social   and   cultural   roles,   as   well   as   its   medicinal   properties.   The   continuation   of   

coca’s   role   from   Inca   times   to   modern   Andean   society   allows   us   more   context   through   which   to   

study   the   Incas’   healing   legacy.   Comparing   coca’s   role   through   rituals   as   the   chroniclers   

described   them   and   its   modern   uses   can   show   how   some   of   these   practices   developed   over   time   

and   how   the   role   of   rituals   as   healing   changed   as   well.   Looking   specifically   at   the   practice   of  

divination   through   coca   leaves   and   sacrifices   will   further   portray   coca’s   sacredness   and   show   it   is   

and   was   more   than   just   a   cultural   object.     

As   discussed   in   the   Introduction,   there   is   a   potential   for   using   modern   information   and   

practices   to   color   how   we   read   the   primary   sources   through   upstreaming.   This   process   involves   

unaware   or   unchecked   speculation,   so   wherever   I   speculate   I   will   make   note   of   it   explicitly.   

Another   difficulty   in   analyzing   Inca   culture   is   that   outsiders   unfamiliar   with   the   culture   they   

were   describing   wrote   most   of   our   few   sources.   By   their   own   admission,   they   often   did   not   

understand   the   purposes   of   what   they   observed.   Their   negative   biases   therefore   affect   the   

information   available   to   us.   Historians,   then,   have   to   balance   between   believing   too   much   of   
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what   the   chroniclers   say   and   speculating   on   what   actually   happened   as   they   attempt   to   discern   

the   true   meaning   of   a   cultural   practice.   Studies   of   modern   Andean   culture,   despite   some   potential   

dangers,   can   help   reveal   some   potential   concepts   that   have   links   in   Inca   or   pre-Inca   times.   

Looking   at   the   science   behind   coca   now   will   begin   the   process   of   revealing   not   only   the   

chroniclers’   biases   but   also   coca’s   role   in   the   healing   process   in   general.     

  
I. The   Science   of   Coca     

  
Coca’s   most   recognizable   use   is   how   it   helps   negate   the   symptoms   of   altitude   sickness.   

At   high   altitudes,   people   commonly   combat   shortness   of   breath,   headaches,   insomnia,   and   even   

vomiting,   with   coca   consumption   in   some   form.   Those   who   have   traveled   throughout   the   Andean   

region   might   recognize   how   coca   tea   is   usually   offered   as   a   preventative   measure   to   foreigners   to   

avoid   these   inconveniences,   as   a   majority   of   people   are   not   used   to   breathing   at   altitudes   of   over   

9,000   feet.   This   section   expounds   upon   coca’s   physical   effects   as   modern   science   has   discovered   

them   to   be   along   with   how   the   Incas   used   it   as   a   healing   substance.   These   effects   help   describe   

why   coca   became   such   a   staple   in   Inca   and   modern   Andean   society   and   even   became   associated   

with   the   divine.     

The   scientific   basis   for   coca   that   we   have   access   to   with   modern   technology   has   

reinforced   longstanding   empirical   observations   that   coca   has   somatic   effects,   or   physical   effects   

on   the   body.   Scientists   have   studied   the   chemistry   of   the   coca   leaf   and   have   found   that   many   of   

the   side   effects   of   chewing   coca   leaves   or   drinking   its   tea   that   the   Incas   and   their   ancestors   would   

have   observed   are   scientifically   sound.   Scientists   classify   the   coca   plant   and   its   derivatives   as   

stimulants,   which   typically   produce   increases   in   heart   rate,   blood   pressure,   metabolic   rate,   and   

body   temperature. 106    Chewing   or   sucking   on   the   leaves   allows   the   stimulant   alkaloid   cocaine   

106Amy   Biondich   and   Jeremy   Joslin,   "Coca:   High   Altitude   Remedy   of   the   Ancient   Incas,"    Wilderness   &   
Environmental   Medicine    26,   no.   4   (2015):   567,    https://doi.org/10.1016/j.wem.2015.07.006 .     

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.wem.2015.07.006
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(which   is   made   more   concentrated   in   cocaine   sold   as   a   drug)   to   be   absorbed   into   the   

bloodstream,   creating   these   effects. 107    An   increased   heart   rate   and   blood   pressure   increases   blood   

flow   which   allows   for   more   oxygen   to   reach   the   brain,   which   is   important   at   higher   altitudes   

when   there   is   less   oxygen   in   the   air.   The   increase   in   metabolic   rate   as   well   increases   body   

temperature,   which   helps   combat   the   colder   temperatures   found   at   higher   altitudes. 108    All   of   these   

effects   would   allow   for   the   greater   productivity   in   laborers   that   the   chroniclers   noted.     

Other   effects   include   how   some   of   the   chroniclers   mention   that   chewing   the   coca   leaf   

made   one   “insensible   to   hunger,”   which   is   related   to   a   hyperglycemic   response   that   coca   

creates. 109    Coca   leaves   also   “possess   local   anesthetic   properties.” 110    These   effects   can   be   felt   

when   sucking   on   the   leaves,   as   one’s   mouth   and   throat   might   feel   numb.   One   study   further   

concluded   that   coca   leaves   contain   trace   amounts   of   protein,   vitamins   E   and   D,   calcium,   iron,   

zinc,   and   magnesium,   along   with   other   alkaloids   besides   cocaine   that   are   biologically   active. 111   

There   has   been   less   study   on   these   other   alkaloids,   so   while   their   effects   are   uncertain,   they   are   

potentially   involved   in   the   somatic   response   that   coca   provides   as   well.     

We   also   know   now   that   activating   the   coca   leaf’s   alkaloid   properties   requires   mixing   the   

coca   leaves   in   the   mouth   with   a   chemical   base,   today   commonly   with   bicarbonate. 112    Acosta   

provided   evidence   that   the   Incas   knew   of   this   concept   as   well,   noting   that   “The   Indians   sprinkle   

[the   coca]   with   an   ash   made   of   burned,   ground   bones,   or   with   lime[stone],   as   others   say.” 113    This   

specific   practice   still   takes   place   today,   “ with   a   saliva-moistened   stick,   a   little   lime   ( llipta ),   e.g.   

107Biondich    and   Joslin ,   “Coca,”   567.     
108“Coca:   A   Blessing   and   a   Curse,”    History   Magazine ,   November   15,   2016.      
109Cieza   de   León,    Seventeen   Years ,   210.   Biondich    and   Joslin ,   “Coca,”   569.      
110Andrew   Weil,   "The   Therapeutic   Value   of   Coca   in   Contemporary   Medicine,"    Journal   of   Ethnopharmacology    3,   no.   
2-3   (1981):   372.   
111Mary   Penny,   et.   al.,   "Can   Coca   Leaves   Contribute   to   Improving   the   Nutritional   Status   of   the   Andean   Population?,"   
Food   and   Nutrition   Bulletin    30,   no.   3   (2009):   205-216.   
112“How   to   Chew   Coca   Leaves.”    Bolivia   for   91   Days .   Accessed   January   23,   2021.     
113Acosta,    Natural   and   Moral   History ,   211.   
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ashes   of   burnt   seashells,   limestone,   or   [when]   plants   but   also   soda   bicarbonate,   is   added .” 114   

These   physical   effects   were   likely   what   led   to   coca   being   held   in   such   high   regard   in   Inca   and   

modern   Andean   society,   as   will   be   explained   in   the   next   section.   Together   with   coca’s   role   in   

rituals,   the   physical   symptoms   of   coca   created   the   healing   effect.     

Many   of   the   chroniclers   discussed   these   physical   effects.   Cieza   de   León   remarked   that   

coca   “added   strength   and   vigor”   to   those   who   either   chewed   its   leaves   or   drank   its   tea. 115    De   la   

Vega   observed   that   it   “strengthens   laborers.” 116    Acosta’s   opinion   was   that     

the   Indians   say   it   gives   them   strength,   and   it   is   a   great   treat   for   them...I   do   not   think   it   
pure   imagination...for   effects   can   be   seen   that   cannot   be   attributed   to   imagination,   such   as   
doubling   the   workload   with   a   handful   of   coca   without   ingesting   anything   else… 117     
  

He   also   said   that   his   personal   experience   trying   coca   helped   him   conclude   that   the   natives’   

practice   of   chewing   it   should   be   recognized   as   effective   and   not   solely   based   on   superstition   or   

what   we   might   call   today   the   placebo   effect. 118    As   we   now   know   the   science   behind   the   coca   leaf,   

this   modern   evidence   validates   what   the   Incas   knew   and   the   chroniclers   observed.   Going   more   in   

depth   into   how   the   Incas   used   coca   and   what   they   believed   its   power   to   be   will   further   illuminate   

its   role   in   their   healing   processes.     

  
II. Coca   in   Inca   Times     
  

Knowing   the   historical   and   cultural   context   of   coca   in   the   Andes   is   critical   in   fully   

understanding   coca’s   place   in   Inca   society.   Describing   its   cultural   importance   may   seem   to   

digress   from   the   main   point   about   Andean   healing   systems.   Discussions   of   Inca   and   modern   

Andean   cultural   views   of   coca   focus   on    very   different   issues   from   medicine,   but   they   are   

114Irmgard   Bauer,   "Travel   Medicine,   Coca   and   Cocaine:   Demystifying   and   Rehabilitating   Erythroxylum–   A   
Comprehensive   Review,"    Tropical   Diseases,   Travel   Medicine   and   Vaccines    5,   no.   1   (2019):   1-14.   
115Cieza   de   León,    Seventeen   Years ,   210.     
116Garcilaso   de   la   Vega,    Comentarios ,   Ch.   15.     
117Acosta,    Natural   and   Moral   History ,   211.   
118Ibid.,   210.     
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necessary   to   include   in   this   thesis   as   coca’s   cultural   importance   (which   stemmed   from   its   

medicinal   properties)   increased   its   value   and   use   in   offerings.   If   we   do   not   understand   its   cultural   

role,   we   may   see   coca’s   place   and   value   in   Andean   society   as   limited   to   its   consumption   for   the   

somatic   effects   it   brings   about,   and   that   is   not   true.   The   Incas   did   not   separate   medicine   from   

ritual,   so   separating   them   now   would   yield   a   misleading   analysis   of   the   culture.     

The   use   of   coca   predated   the   Incas’   15th-century   rise   to   power.   Evidence   suggests   coca  

use   for   several   hundreds   if   not   thousands   of   years   beforehand   in   the   

Andean   region. 119    Some   scholars   believe   that   some   pre-Incan   art,   

for   instance   that   of   the   Wari   people   who   lived   a   few   centuries   

before   the   Incas,   shows   the   practice   of   chewing   coca   in   figurines   

with   bulging   cheeks. 120    The   Incas   did   not   just   rise   fully   formed   and   

create   a   culture   from   scratch;   it   makes   sense   that   any   Andean   

people   would   have   taken   practices   from   multiple   cultures   they   

came   into   contact   with,   especially   those   practices   that   were   

thousands   of   years   old   and   well-known   throughout   the   region.   

Evidence   of   multiple   woven   bags,   used   to   carry   coca   leaves,   found   

at   known   Inca   sites   further   support   the   notion   that   coca   was   an   integral   part   of   this   culture. 121     

Most   scholars   think   the   woven   bags   carried   coca   because   the   physical   evidence   matches   

accounts   in   the   chronicles.   Cieza   de   León   observed   that   a   boy   taking   part   in   a   religious   ceremony   

119Lidio   Valdez,   Juan   Taboada,   and   J.   Ernesto   Valdez,   “Ancient   Use   of   Coca   Leaves   in   the   Peruvian   Central  
Highlands,”    Journal   of   Anthropological   Research    71,   no.   2   (2015):   235,   
https://doi.org/10.3998/jar.0521004.0071.204.      
120Valdez,   Taboada,   and   Valdez,   “Ancient   Use,”   237.    Figure   4 .   Wari.    Face   Neck   Jar ,   550-850.   Ceramic,   pigment,   8   
3/16   x   7   x   7   in.   (20.8   x   17.8   x   17.8   cm).   Brooklyn   Museum,   Museum   Expedition   1941,   Frank   L.   Babbott   Fund,   
41.1275.62.   Creative   Commons-BY   (Photo:   Brooklyn   Museum,   CUR.41.1275.62_overall.jpg).   Link   to   license:   
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/.     
121Figure   5 .   Aymara.    Bag   for   Carrying   Coca   Leaves ,   20th   Century.   Camelid   fiber   and   wool   (speculated),   10   1/2   x   10   
1/2   in.   (26.7   x   26.7   cm)   not   including   strap   and   pom-poms.   Brooklyn   Museum,   Alfred   T.   White   Fund,   30.1165.22.   
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had   “in   his   left   [hand]   a   great   Woolen   Purse,   in   which   they   carry   their   Coca.” 122    This   evidence   is  

based   on   a   European’s   idea   of   what   the   ceremony   entailed,   which   could   also   be   coloring   how   we   

interpret   the   events.   The   Quechua   word   for   these   bags   is    ch’uspa ,   and   they   are   highly   symbolic   

and   differ   by   region.   The   colors   and   designs   can   relate   “social,   political   or   cosmic   tensions”   

along   with   showing   an   individual’s   identity   to   a   certain   ethnic   group. 123    Symmetry   is   common   

within   the   textile   itself,   as   seen   in   the   ch’uspa   in   Figure   5   as   the   

patterns   and   colors   of   the   fabric   are   reflected   along   

the   central   vertical   axis.   These   patterns   show   an   

emphasis   on   balance   and   allow   quick   recognition   

of   the   weaving   style   of   a   certain   group.   The   

specifics   of   ch’uspas   further   emphasize   the   cultural   

importance   of   coca   in   that   even   the   bags   people   

carry   it   in   honored   its   value   and   sacredness.   

In   the   same   religious   ceremony   in   which   Cieza   de   

León   described   the   coca   bags,   he   then   observed   

how   a   girl   in   an   equally   central   role   to   the   boy   

mentioned   above   had   in   her   hand   “a   rich   Woolen   Purse   full   of   many   carv’d   Pieces   of   Gold   and   

Silver.” 124    In   this   case,   the   Incas   gave   coca   the   same   prominence   as   these   precious   metals. 125   

Based   on   the   date   Cieza   de   León   gives   for   this   account,   the   celebration   he   was   most   likely   

referencing   is   the   festival   to   celebrate   the   corn   harvest   that   takes   place   in   May.   Betanzos   also   

122Cieza   de   León,    Seventeen   Years ,   239.     
123Lindsey   Crickmay,   "Space,   Time   and   Harmony:   Symbolic   Aspects   of   Language   in   Andean   Textiles   with   Special   
Reference   to   Those   from   Bolivar   Province   (Cochabamba,   Bolivia),"   PhD   diss.   (The   University   of   St   Andrews,   
Scotland,   1992),   iv-v.     
124Cieza   de   León,    Seventeen   Years ,   240.     
125The   Spaniards   certainly   placed   more   emphasis   on   gold,   silver,   and   other   metals   than   the   Incas   did,   but   they   were   
still   considered   important   enough   to   include   in   rituals,   evidently.     
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mentioned   in   his   chronicle   that   the   Incas   presented   coca   in   an   honored   way   during   this   festival   

and   most,   if   not   all,   other   religious   rituals. 126     

Other   evidence   that   the   people   in   the   Andean   region   used   coca   “in   every   rite   of   passage”   

includes   its   presence   at   the   first   haircut   at   a   baby’s   first   birthday,   the   puberty   ceremonies   for   boys   

and   girls,   and   marriage. 127    People   usually   presented   coca   as   a   gift   during   these   special   occasions,   

and   a   common   burial   practice   even   included   putting   coca   leaves   in   

the   dead   person’s   mouth. 128    According   to   Betanzos,   when   the   Inca   

king   Huayna   Capac   was   told   of   his   mother’s   death,   after   he   

mourned   he   “called   together   the   nobles   of   Cuzco   and   told   

them   that   he   wanted   to   go   and   purchase   coca...so   that   upon   his   

return   he   might   perform   [Inca   funeral   rites]   for   his   mother.” 129   

No   life   event   could   pass   without   coca   being   present   in   at   least   

some   prominent   and   honorable   form.   Cieza   de   León   remarked   

that   “Throughout   all   Peru,   from   the   Time   they   rise   in   the   

Morning,   till   they   go   to   Bed   at   Night,   they   are   never   without   

this   Coca   in   their   Mouths.” 130    This   quotation   seems   to   

encapsulate   all   the   chroniclers’   descriptions   of   the   Inca   culture,   

as   any   description   of   everyday   Inca   life   had   to   include   coca. 131     

126Betanzos,    Narrative ,   66.      
127Valdez,   Taboada,   and   Valdez,   “Ancient   Use,”   233.     
128Ibid.,   232.     
129Betanzos,    Narrative ,   171.      
130Cieza   de   León,    Seventeen   Years ,   211.     
131Figure   6 .   Coca   Addiction,   alt.   title:   Depiction   of   Incans   Cultivating   Medicinal   Herbs.   Engraving   by   Guamán   
Poma   de   Ayala,   around   1615.   In    Nueva   Corónica   y   Buen   Gobierno    (1610s).   WikiGallery.   
https://www.wikigallery.org/wiki/painting_232285/Felipe-Huaman-Poma-de-Ayala/Coca-Addiction.   This   photo   has   
multiple   titles   associated   with   it,   some   specifying   the   leaves   seen   here   as   coca.     
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Using   coca   leaves   in   rituals   was   common   practice   before   the   Inca   Empire   and   is   very   

much   an   Andean   practice,   not   just   an   Inca   one.   Many   chroniclers   noted   its   use,   with   it   appearing   

in   nearly   every   ritual   they   mention.   From   religious   sacrifices   to   harvest   celebrations   to   funerals   

to   puberty   rites,   coca   made   an   appearance   either   as   a   gift   to   the   people   involved   or   as   an   offering   

to   the   gods.   Its   medicinal   attributes   likely   gave   it   this   divine   association,   which   led   to   it   being   so   

precious   and   worthy   of   sacrificing.   Acosta   wrote   that   “it   was   the   thing   most   often   offered   in   their   

sacrifices   by   burning   it   in   honor   of   their   idols.” 132    Sacrificing   coca   was   a   way   to   stay   in   the   gods’  

and   spirits’   good   graces.   Along   with   the   coca   itself,   the   act   of   sacrificing   the   coca   leaf   brought   on   

healing   effects   or   good   luck.   Due   to   its   sacred   nature   and   practical   uses,   it   was   likely   that   

sacrificing   coca   to   a   deity,   spirit,   or   ancestor   was   a   sign   of   respect   as   the   Incas   (and   most   Andean   

peoples)   regarded   it   so   highly.   Showing   respect   in   this   way,   then,   appeased   whoever   or   whatever   

it   was   who   caused   the   disease,   and   the   illness   would   be   lifted.     

Cristóbal   de   Molina,   a   chronicler   quoted   by   Thomas   Abercrombie,   described   how   one   

sacrifice   included   the   burning   of   “sheep   and   rams   and   cloth,   and   also   some   small   baskets   of   

coca.” 133    De   Molina   noted   that   the   Incas   specifically   performed   this   sacrifice   “so   that   the   wak’as   

[(huacas)]   should   give   [the   Inca   king]   health   and...all   should   live   without   illness   into   old   age.” 134   

Other   items   included   in   the   offering   included   gold,   silver,   animals,   and   woven   items.   The   Incas   

included   coca   in   this   ritual   along   with   other   sacrificial   items   that   were   more   labor-intensive   to   

produce,   like   cloth,   and   expensive,   like   metals   and   animals.   Coca   in   its   raw   form,   then,   held   the   

same   ritual   power   as   these   other   items   to   heal.     

132Acosta,    Natural   and   Moral   History ,   211.   
133Abercrombie,    Pathways ,    171.   De   Molina   wrote   in   the   1570s;   his   work   was   not   available   for   my   own   research.     
134Ibid.,    171-2.     
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John   Rowe   wrote   of   the   use   of   coca   during   divination   rituals   that   the   Incas   used   to   answer   

questions   of   all   kinds,   including   how   a   disease   arose   and   how   to   cure   it. 135    He   noted   that   “the   

officiating   diviner   took...coca   in   his   mouth,   and   began   to   invoke   the   spirits.” 136    Other   methods   of   

divining   with   coca   included   burning   it   along   with   other   materials   and   watching   how   the   smoke   

moved   and   how   the   juice   of   chewed   coca   ran   along   the   diviner’s   hand. 137    As   I   will   explore   with   

modern   versions   of   divination   below,   including   coca   and   other   culturally   important   materials   in   

these   rituals   added   power   to   the   diviners   and   their   answers.     

When   discussing   the   Inca’s   views   of   coca,   the   chroniclers’   biases   have   to   be   taken   into   

account.   Cieza   de   León   opined   that   the   chewing   of   coca   is   “only   an   ill   habit,   and   fit   for   such   

people   as   they   are.” 138    This   description   painted   coca   chewing   in   a   negative   and   demeaning   light,   

which   matched   the   official   Spanish   narrative   of   the   Inca   culture   during   the   1530s,   when   Cieza   de   

León   was   writing.   This   period   saw   Spanish   leaders   of   the   colony   attempt   to   eliminate   the   

practice   of   chewing   coca   among   the   native   people.   In   general,   their   attempts   to   outlaw   the   

practice   and   the   growing   of   coca   failed   miserably.   The   officials   gave   up   towards   the   end   of   the   

16th   century   once   it   became   clear   that   coca   was   economically   integral   and   the   practices   around   it   

would   work   to   their   favor. 139    Around   the   1570s,   the   Spanish   officials   actually   encouraged   the   use   

of   coca   to   increase   productivity   in   the   indigenous   laborers   who   worked   for   the   Spanish   

administration. 140    The   Spanish   officials   in   charge   of   the   labor   system   realized   chewing   coca   was   

necessary   for   efficient   work   at   the   high   altitudes   and   harsh   conditions   of   the   silver   mines   where   

they   used   indigenous   labor   to   bolster   the   Spanish   economy.   Culturally,   however,   there   was   still   

135Rowe,    Inca   Culture ,   302.     
136Ibid.,   303.     
137Ibid.      
138Cieza   de   León,    Seventeen   Years ,   212.     
139Phillip   Parkerson,   "The   Inca   Coca   Monopoly:   Fact   or   Legal   Fiction?,"    Proceedings   of   the   American   Philosophical   
Society    127,   no.   2   (1983):   107,    https://www.jstor.org/stable/986194 .      
140R.   Petersen,    History   of   Cocaine ,   NIDA   Res   Monogr   Series,   (1977):   19.      

https://www.jstor.org/stable/986194
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prejudice   against   coca   chewing,   and   clerical   efforts   to   dissuade   indigenous   people   from   the   habit   

continued   for   many   decades. 141     

The   stereotype   and   classism   that   said   only   native   people   chewed   coca   remained,   although   

there   is   some   evidence   in   the   chronicles   that   suggest   that   such   strict   official   opinion   waned.   

Acosta,   writing   in   the   1580s,   admitted   to   trying   coca   and   being   impressed   with   its   ability   to   

combat   altitude   sickness   as   a   European   experienced   it. 142    This   more   accepting   attitude   towards   

native   practices,   at   least   by   some,   could   reflect   these   waning   attempts   to   control   coca   

consumption.   Other   chroniclers,   such   as   Bernabé   Cobo   who   wrote   during   the   1650s,   did   not   look   

so   favorably   on   Inca   customs   even   long   after   these   attempts   to   snuff   them   out   failed.   He   had   this   

to   say   of   such   customs:   

To   sum   up,   they   are   a   people   with   such   mundane,   vile,   and   cowardly   spirits   that   they   
value   only   the   visible   reality   which   is   perceived   through   the   senses.   This   is   the   only   thing   
they   prize   and   the   only   thing   they   seek;   they   do   not   know   or   appreciate   any   other   form   of   
good   or   happiness   except   that   of   pampering   and   gratifying   their   stomachs   and   their   
licentious   appetites. 143   
  

Seen   through   Cobo’s   opinions,   the   Spanish   continued   to   look   down   on   Andean   customs,   

including   the   chewing   of   coca,   even   as   they   knew   they   would   never   defeat   it   fully   and   even   as   

they   used   it   to   their   advantage.   In   the   modern   world,   coca   still   acts   as   a   binding   cultural   factor   

among   indigenous   communities,   and   people   use   it   in   much   the   same   way   as   the   Incas   did.   While   

there   still   are   stereotypes   about   those   who   use   coca   regularly,   the   practice   has   become   much   

more   accepted,   especially   among   foreigners   travelling   to   the   region   who   revel   in   the   relief   it   

brings   from   the   high   altitude.     

  
  
  

141Petersen,    History   of   Cocaine ,   19.      
142Acosta,    Natural   and   Moral   History ,   210.   
143Cobo,    History ,    32.     
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III. Coca   in   Modern   Society     
  

Still   today,   coca   serves   as   a   cultural   identifier   and   is   heavily   associated   with   native   

people. 144    Increased   modernization   and   decreased   geographic   and   cultural   isolation   have   led   to   a   

decrease   in   coca   consumption   in   recent   years,   emphasizing   the   cultural   role   of   coca   use. 145    Even   

as   coca   use   declines   in   some   settings,   its   symbolic   significance   has   not   decreased   in   the   slightest.   

Many   communities   still   use   it   today   in   religious   rituals   such   as   funerals   and   celebratory   events. 146     

An   example   of   coca   playing   a   role   in   a   non-healing   ritual   includes   Abercrombie’s   

account   of   an   interaction   he   had   with   a   K’ulta   man.   He   said   that   after   the   man   approached   him,   

he   “offered   [the   man]   some   coca...we   made   slow   progress   towards   understanding   while   we   both   

studiedly   chose   coca   leaves   and   put   them   into   our   mouths...Soon   the   old   man   left   me,   thanking   

me   for   the   coca…” 147    Earlier,   Abercrombie   had   noted   that   other   scholars   in   the   field   emphasized   

the   “everyday   Andean   sociality   that   operates   through   the   chewing   of   coca…,” 148    and   his   

anecdote   provides   even   more   evidence   for   this   conclusion.   His   offering   of   coca   to   the   stranger   is   

a   form   of   etiquette   and   is   seen   as   a   social   ritual   in   itself.   Abercrombie’s   act   of   giving   coca   is   

parallel   to   the   western   custom   of   shaking   hands   upon   greeting   someone,   highlighting   respect   and   

community.   This   experience   shows   how   important   coca   continues   to   be   in   the   Andean   region.   It   

also   portrays   the   communal   aspect   of   rituals,   because   inherent   to   any   ritual   is   the   

acknowledgment   of   a   greater   connection   between   people.     

Allen   described   a   personal   experience   when   she   was   present   at   an   Andean   funeral.   It   was   

with   a   Sonqo   family,   who   live   in   the   southeastern   part   of   Peru   along   the   Andes,   that   she   had   

come   to   know   throughout   her   time   living   in   the   area.   The   family   members   of   the   deceased   

144Allen,    The   Hold   Life   Has ,   Plan   of   the   Book   section.     
145Parkerson,   “Inca   Coca   Monopoly,”   162.     
146Allen,    The   Hold   Life   Has ,   Introduction.     
147Abercrombie,    Pathways ,   56.     
148Ibid.,    xix.     
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offered   coca   to   the   visitors,   showing   that   still   today   it   takes   part   in   important   cultural   moments.   

She   described   that   “We   blew   on   the   [small   offerings   of   coca   leaves]   to   share   them   with   Mother   

Earth,   the   Sacred   Places   around   us,   and   the   souls   of   the   ancestral   dead.” 149    All   of   the   coca   used   at   

this   funeral   had   a   ritual   associated   with   it.   While   the   family   chewed   some   of   the   coca,   they   also   

burned   some   as   a    despacho ,   or   a   burnt   offering. 150    Allen   also   noted   that   chewing   coca   can   be   

seen   as   a   ritual   of   its   own,   even   outside   of   a   funeral   or   some   other   cultural   event.   All   of   these   

communal   activities   culminate   in   official   sacrifices   and   rituals   that   emphasize   coca   and   other   

cultural   items.   These   smaller,   everyday   rituals   are   no   less   important   in   determining   coca’s   

healing   role   as   they   all   come   together   to   endow   coca   with   the   power   to   heal.   

Healing   can   take   many   forms   in   modern   Andean   society,   and   there   are   even   different   

classes   of   healers. 151    One   specific   type   of   healer   is   useful   in   describing   coca’s   use   in   a   modern   

context   because   their   practice   is   largely   based   on   coca. 152    Joseph   Bastien   noted   that   in   some   

recent   healing   practices,   these   healers   use   coca   for   divination,   using   methods   both   similar   to   and   

different   from   those   used   by   the   Inca   diviners   that   Rowe   described.     

Divination   in   this   context   does   not   include   seeing   the   future   or   telling   of   future   events.   

Bastien   described   how   these   healers   “read   coca   leaves…to   figure   out   what   the   causes   of   

sicknesses   [are].” 153    Diviners   also   “prepare   elaborate   rituals   to   feed   the   earth   shrines...where   

ritual   meals   of   coca,   guinea   pig   blood,   and   llama   fat   are   burned.” 154    Modern   Andeans   most   likely   

honor   these   shrines   the   same   way   as   early   modern   chroniclers   describe   the   Incas   to   have   honored   

their   local   shrines   or   huacas.   In   sacrificing   to   them,   they   remain   in   the   gods’   and   spirits’   favor.   

149Allen,    The   Hold   Life   Has ,   Introduction.      
150Ibid.,    Feeding   the   Tirakuna   section.     
151For   more   detail,   see   Chapter   Four.      
152Coca   also   plays   a   much   larger   role   in   Kallawaya   sociality   and   medicinal   uses,   but   that   will   be   discussed   more   in   
Chapter   Four   as   well.      
153Bastien,    Healers ,   28.     
154Ibid.,    34.     
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The   mention   of   certain   practices   that   seem   to   have   continued   for   over   five   hundred   years   could   

speak   to   Andean   culture   and   continuity   over   time.   Specifically,   it   is   the   diviners’   use   of   coca   to   

determine   the   causes   and   potential   treatments   for   disease   that   allows   scholars   to   assume   that   

these   practices   are   most   likely   descended   from   the   Inca   healers   themselves. 155     

Coca   also   had   other   uses   in   healing   rituals.   Bastien,   Rowe,   and   many   other   scholars   state   

that   the   burning   of   coca   takes   place   in   both   Inca   and   modern   Andean   healing   practices.   De   

Molina’s   account   supports   the   claim   that   the   burning   of   coca   leaves   is   a   practice   that   has   been   

maintained   through   the   centuries.   Some   of   the   chroniclers   I   have   looked   at   in   depth   also   mention   

that   the   smoke   from   burning   different   leaves   and   herbs   had   a   medicinal   effect.   This   evidence   

suggests   that   the   modern   burning   of   coca   leaves   during   a   ritual   to   heal   and   prevent   disease   

continues   Inca   practices.     

Coca’s   status   in   Andean   society   also   affects   its   healing   potential   and   increases   its   ritual   

power.   Using   coca   leaves   in   divining   practice   can   “authenticate   [the   diviner’s]   diagnosis.   If   the   

coca   leaves,   a   divine   plant,   say   so,   then   the   patient   more   readily   accepts   [the   diviner’s]   opinion:   

there   is   a   cultural   validity   to   his   opinion   and   treatment.” 156    Coca’s   millennia   of   use   and   continued   

importance   provide   a   special   place   for   it   in   these   rituals:   the   inclusion   of   coca   augments   the   

healer’s   trustworthiness.   These   varied   ritual   uses   show   that   it   is   not   just   coca’s   physical   form   that   

has   value,   but   what   it   represents   and   how   the   diviners   use   it   as   well.     

  
Coca’s   ubiquitousness   gave   it   an   unparalleled   cultural   meaning   that   would   last   for   

centuries   to   the   modern   day,   despite   repeated   attempts   to   curb   its   usage.   No   history   of   the   Andes   

is   complete   without   mention   of   coca   and   its   unique   hold   on   the   region   for   thousands   of   years.   Its   

155This   could   be   an   example   of   upstreaming,   although   the   evidence   that   argues   for   the   continuity   of   divination   
practices   is   quite   impressive.   Still,   there   is   a   bit   of   speculation   that   takes   place   here.     
156Bastien,    Healers ,   34.     
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non-medicinal   or   healing   uses   added   to   its   cultural   importance,   and   without   them   a   large   part   of   

what   makes   coca   so   integral   to   Andean   culture   would   be   lost.   Its   medicinal   attributes,   role   in   

Inca   and   modern   Andean   society,   and   ritual   use   combine   to   create   the   healing   nature   that   the   

Andeans   recognized.   Its   ritual   importance   stemmed   from   the   way   coca   was   embedded   in   the   

culture.   Its   place   as   a   valued   offering   gave   it   spiritual   power,   and   that   power   presented   as   healing   

and   preventing   harm   for   those   who   offered   it.     

The   modern-day   parallels   further   allow   us   to   understand   how   important   coca   was   to   the   

Incas   and   its   multiple   uses.   The   offerings   and   everyday   events   as   described   in   the   chronicles   

mirror   how   more   recent   studies   describe   funerals   or   the   burning   of   coca.   These   descriptions,   if   

carefully   examined,   can   provide   information   on   Andean   concepts   that   were   present   in   the   15th   

and   16th   centuries   and   affected   Inca   thought.   Even   though   we   cannot   truly   know   what   an   

everyday   Inca   thought   about   religion   or   the   sacrificial   process,   these   little   glimpses   back   in   time   

provide   a   window   for   us   to   question   if   our   own   concepts   about   these   subjects   are   as   universal   or   

as   obvious   as   we   might   think.   In   the   coming   chapter,   the   role   of   chicha   will   also   illuminate   the   

connection   the   Incas   saw   between   healing   and   rituals.   In   discussing   this   topic,   the   role   of   cultural   

items   in   Inca   rituals   helps   demonstrate   how   medicine,   healing,   and   rituals   were   tightly   

connected,   even   becoming   one   and   the   same   thing.     
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Chapter   3:   Chicha’s   Place   in   Healing   Rituals   and   Andean   Society   
  

Fill   the   cup   with   chicha,     
Patriots,   to   the   brink;     
Drain   it   to   the   bottom:     

Liberty   we   drink!     
  

-   An   English   explorer’s   loose   translation   of   a   drinking   song   sung   in     
a   Peruvian   tavern   in   1823   during   the   war   of   independence 157   

  
  

The   corn   beer   chicha   is   another   ubiquitous   cultural   item   of   Andean   society   today.   The   

chroniclers   described   its   near   universal   use   as   the   preferred   drink   of   the   Inca   Empire,   and   modern   

scholars   note   Andean   ideas   about   drinking   and   intoxication   that   are   remarkably   similar   to   the   

Inca   conceptions.   Since   chicha   only   has   a   1-3%   alcohol   content,   the   Incas   could   easily   use   it   as   

their   main   drinking   beverage   even   over   water,   as   getting   drunk   took   a   prolonged   effort   and   

would   not   result   from   normal,   necessary   drinking   during   the   day.   Most   chroniclers   noted   the   

frequency   with   which   the   Incas   drank   chicha   and   used   it   in   their   religious   rituals,   providing   

evidence   to   study   its   role   in   rituals   and   its   cultural   impact.     

Through   exploring   chicha’s   place   in   Inca   healing   rituals   and   society,   we   see   yet   again   

how   the   Incas’   rituals   and   their   ties   to   nature   informed   their   healing   process.   Maize,   what   chicha   

is   typically   made   from,   is   arguably   one   of   the   two   most   important   resources   in   the   Andes,   the   

other   being   the   coca   leaf.   Both   of   these   items   appeared   consistently   throughout   the   chronicles   in   

healing   rituals.   Studying   chicha   specifically   helps   us   further   characterize   the   Incas’   relationship   

with   rituals   as   integral   to   their   healing   process   and   culture   in   general.   Looking   at   Inca   society’s   

non-healing   uses   for   chicha   can   also   show   continuations   between   Inca   and   modern   Andean   

forms   of   socialization.     

157Justin    J ennings   and   Brenda   Bowser,   eds.    Drink,   Power,   and   Society   in   the   Andes    (Boca   Raton:   University   Press   of   
Florida,   2009),   1.     
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The   modern   uses   of   chicha   can   further   help   us   analyze   its   mentions   in   the   chronicles.   

Again   aiming   to   avoid   upstreaming,   the   continued   use   of   chicha   in   rituals   and   as   a   cultural   

symbol   today   emphasizes   its   importance.   Modern   Andean   society   uses   it   for   socializing   and   

everyday   uses,   while   also   maintaining   its   connection   to   the   gods   and   its   sacred   nature.   In   

examining   parallels   between   Inca   and   modern   Andean   healing   and   cultural   practices   regarding   

chicha,   the   patterns   of   its   use   over   the   centuries   reveal   remarkable   stability.   As   in   the   previous   

chapter   on   coca,   this   research   relies   on   primary   sources   that   have   a   lack   of   cultural   understanding   

of   and   bias   against   Inca   practices.   To   start,   we   will   look   at   the   scientific   basis   of   chicha   in   our   

effort   to   best   determine   its   role   in   the   Inca   healing   process.     

  
I.   The   Science   Behind   Chicha   

  
The   chroniclers   had   much   to   say   about   chicha’s   healing   role.   Many   mentioned   its   role   in   

kidney   and   digestive   health.   Cobo   observed   how   “there   is   scarcely   an   Indian   who   suffers   from   

problems   of   the   urinary   tract,   or   from   gallstones,”   although   he   admits   he   does   not   know   which   of   

their   foods   or   activities   to   attribute   that   to. 158    Other   chroniclers   confirm   Cobo’s   observations.   

Acosta   noted   that   “they   find   that   [chicha   made   from   roasting   maize]   is   a   very   healthful   drink   for   

the   kidneys   and   urine,   and   hence   such   ailments   are   rarely   found   among   the   Indians   owing   to   their   

habit   of   drinking   chicha.” 159     

Scientific   study   of   chicha   largely   validates   what   the   chroniclers   observed.   The   high   fiber   

content   in   chicha,   which   is   made   of   different   sugars,   works   wonders   for   one’s   gastrointestinal   

and   urinary   tract   health.   One   recent   study,   published   in   September   2020,   showed   how   chicha   

made   with   the   traditional   methods   specifically   inhibits   certain   enzymes   that   deal   with   digesting   

158Cobo,    History ,   19.     
159Acosta,    Natural   and   Moral   History ,   199.     
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certain   sugars. 160    Inhibiting   them   helps   control   blood   sugar   levels,   as   living   with   too   high   a   blood   

sugar   level   can   have   damaging   effects   that   are   commonly   seen   in   the   kidneys   and   urinary   

system. 161    This   process   also   works   to   keep   the   chicha   drinker   “regular”   in   regards   to   

gastrointestinal   health.   Decreasing   digestion   of   food   products   leads   to   increased   waste   products   

in   the   body,   as   not   as   much   is   taken   up   by   the   blood   and   tissues.   Another   study   from   January   

2020   identified   different   microorganisms   to   determine   chicha’s   biodiversity.   It   stated   that   “ the   

old   recipes   and   traditional   processing   of   each    chicherias    [that   the   samples   studied   were   taken   

from]   help   maintain   native   microorganisms   as   a   resource   of   biodiversity   with   potential   

technological   and   health-beneficial   properties.” 162    Despite   these   recent   studies,   the   modern   

scholarship   on   chicha   is   sparse,   so   there   is   still   much   more   for   scientists   to   learn   about   this   drink   

and   what   effects   it   may   have   on   the   human   body.   Even   so,   these   recent   studies   show   that   what   

the   chroniclers   observed   and   what   many   chicha-drinkers   know   to   be   true   is   scientifically   sound.   

This   knowledge   allows   historians   to   base   our   acceptance   of   their   observations   on   science   and   

remove   doubt   that   the   chroniclers   potentially   based   their   ideas   of   this   medicinal   property   on   their   

theory   of   the   humoral   system.     

A   few   factors   also   influence   the   rate   at   which   the   body   incorporates   alcohol   into   its   

system.   The   ones   important   to   this   discussion   include   body   weight,   the   amount   of   food   in   the   

stomach   before   or   during   alcohol   consumption,   and   the   rate   at   which   alcohol   is   consumed.   The   

average   indigenous   male   Andean   today   is   5’4   ½”,   while   the   average   male   Spaniard   is   5’8”. 163   

This   difference   means   that   the   same   amount   of   alcohol   would   get   the   native   Andean   intoxicated   

160Vargas-Yana,   “Ancestral   Peruvian,”   1-12.     
161“Hyperglycemia   in   Diabetes.”   Mayo   Clinic.   Mayo   Foundation   for   Medical   Education   and   Research,   June   27,   
2020.      
162Daniela   Bassi,   et.   al.,   "Peruvian   Chicha:   A   Focus   on   the   Microbial   Populations   of   This   Ancient   Maize-Based   
Fermented   Beverage,"    Microorganisms    8,   no.   1   (2020):   93.   
163Average   indigenous   Andean   height   determined   by   taking   the   average   of   the   average   Peruvian,   Ecuadorian,   and   
Bolivian   heights.   These   heights   are   also   based   on   data   from   the   late   20th   and   early   21st   century,   not   the   16th   or   17th   
centuries.   Various   sources-   see   Bibliography   for   height   statistics   sources.   
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more   quickly   than   the   European.   The   chroniclers   also   noted   that   the   Incas   tended   to   fast   before   

large   festivals,   which   would   mean   there   was   less   food   in   their   stomachs   to   absorb   the   alcohol.  

While   fasting   was   a   religious   practice   in   16th-   and   17th-century   Spain,   it   was   usually   not   

followed   by   mass   binge-drinking   as   it   was   with   the   Incas.   Said   binge-drinking   greatly   increases   

the   rate   at   which   ethanol,   the   intoxicating   chemical,   is   introduced   to   the   bloodstream.   Even   with   

the   lower   alcohol   content   of   chicha,   these   factors   all   could   have   contributed   to   what   the   

chroniclers   describe   as   “drinking   to   excess.” 164   

As   we   move   to   discuss   chicha’s   ritual   importance,   it   is   vital   to   understand   that   the  

intoxicating   effects   and   medicinal   attributes   of   chicha   are   most   likely   what   gave   chicha   such   a   

valued   place   in   Andean   society.   The   symptoms   one   feels   after   binge-drinking   chicha,   the   

lightheadedness,   the   dizziness,   and   the   euphoria,   all   most   likely   lead   to   the   connection   the   Incas   

made   between   drinking   chicha   and   connecting   to   the   divine.   Without   these   effects,   the   Incas   

would   likely   have   considered   it   no   more   or   better   than   water   and   a   lesser   sacrificial   significance   

would   have   been   assigned   to   it.   Recognizing   this   helps   place   chicha’s   cultural   value   in   context   

without   devaluing   its   ritual   importance.     

  
II. Chicha   in   Inca   Society   
  

As   in   the   previous   chapter   on   coca,   studying   the   cultural   role   of   chicha   is   essential   to   

fully   understand   its   role   in   the   healing   process.   The   tradition   of   drinking   chicha   predates   the   Inca   

Empire   by   many   centuries.   In   fact,   recent   studies   have   found   evidence   of   “extensive   utilization   

of    Schinus     molle    [one   of   the   plants   used   to   make   chicha]   during   the   Middle   Horizon   period   

(550-1000   C.E.).” 165    This   evidence   shows   how   the   tradition   of   chicha-drinking   had   been   fully   

164“Factors   That   Affect   How   Alcohol   Is   Absorbed   &   Metabolized,”   Factors   That   Affect   How   Alcohol   is   Absorbed   &   
Metabolized   |   Office   of   Alcohol   Policy   and   Education,   Accessed   February   10,   2021.     
165David   Goldstein   and   Robin   Coleman,   " Schinus     molle    L.(Anacardiaceae)    Chicha    Production   in   the   Central   
Andes,"    Economic     Botany    58,   no.   4   (2004):   523-529.   
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integrated   into   Andean   culture   by   the   time   the   Incas   began   building   their   empire   around   four   

hundred   years   later.   Cieza   de   León   observed   at   a   funeral   for   a   high-ranking   local   official   that   

“when   all   their   Ceremonies,   and   Charms   are   performed,   they   put   him   into   his   Grave,   burying   

with   the   Body   his   Arms,   and   Treasure,   Abundance   of   Meat,   Pitchers   of   their   Chicha-   or   Liquor   

aforesaid.” 166    While   many   of   the   chroniclers   noted   chicha’s   inclusion   during   times   of   festivities,   

its   presence   at   more   somber   events   shows   its   range   of   importance.     

Whenever   the   Incas   drank   chicha,   they   would   let   a   few   droplets   

touch   the   ground   as   they   prayed   for   “life,   peace,   and   

contentment”   from   their   Sun   and   Earth   deities,   Inti   and   Pachamama,   

respectively. 167    They   offered   and   drank   chicha   at   most   important   

festivals,   including   one   specifically   to   celebrate   the   corn   harvest,   corn   

being   the   principal   ingredient   in   chicha. 168    Cieza   de   León   also   

mentioned   its   use   at   a   king’s   coronation,   where   the   incoming   king’s   

family   members   were   in   charge   of   making   it. 169   

Other   evidence   of   the   Incas   using   chicha   in   their   religious   rituals   is   the   presence   of   

multiple   ceremonial   drinking   vessels,   including   drinking   cups   and   larger   vessels,   found   at   Inca   

sites.   The   chroniclers   mentioned   these   vessels   as   being   included   at   a   majority   of   rituals   and   

cultural   events,   including   funerals.   The   Quechua   word    quero    can   signify   the   specific   cups   out   of   

which   chicha   is   drunk,   which   one   scholar   describes   as   “one   of   the   most   important   cultural   

artifacts   (the   quero   vessel)   for   Inca   consumption.” 170    The   queros   themselves   have   ritual   

166Cieza   de   León,    Seventeen   Years ,   24.     
167Rowe,    Inca   Culture ,   301.     
168Betanzos,    Narrative,    66.     
169Cieza   de   León,    Second   Part ,   85.      
170Tom   Cummins,    Toasts   with   the   Inca:   Andean   Abstraction   and   Colonial   Images   on   Quero   Vessels .   University   of   
Michigan   Press   (2002):   23.     Figure   7 .   Quechua.    Kero   Cup ,   late   17th-18th   century.   Wood   with   pigment   inlay,   7   7/8   
in.   (20   cm).   Brooklyn   Museum,   A.   Augustus   Healy   Fund,   42.149.   Kero   is   an   Anglicized   spelling   of   quero.   Chicha   
would   have   been   poured   into   this   cup   during   rituals.     
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significance   and   are   made   with   specific   parameters   in   mind   regarding   size,   shape,   and   design   all   

emphasizing   uniformity. 171    They   play   a   part   in   the   ritual   through   invoking   trust   and   cultural   unity.   

This   trust   in   the   material   culture,   as   we   saw   in   the   chapter   on   coca,   helps   a   ritual   have   more   

power   in   the   eyes   of   the   participants.   A   healing   ritual   would   have   more   healing   power   because   of   

the   reverence   given   to   the   queros   and   chicha   and   their   roles   in   the   ritual.   The   size   of   the   larger   

vessels,   called    aryballos ,   points   to   their   being   used   in   an   official   or   ceremonial   way.   These   

vessels   were   quite   large   and   thus   difficult   to   move,   especially   when   full   of   

chicha,   which   suggests   that   large   amounts   of   chicha   were   stored   in   

these   vessels   in   holy   places   like   temples   to   be   used   during   large   

sacrifices. 172     

The   use   of   chicha   in   religious   ceremonies   brings   up   an   

important   point   about   how   the   Incas   viewed   intoxication.   They   

included   chicha   in   most   rituals   and   set   aside   certain   points   in   the   

ritual   to   drink   with   the   purpose   of   becoming   intoxicated. 173    The   

most   important   explanation   for   this   activity   is   that,   for   the   Incas,   getting   drunk   was   a   way   to   

commune   with   their   gods. 174    We   see   a   parallel   process   through   the   chewing   of   coca   as   well,   in   

that   ingesting   these   items   was   part   of   the   ritual   itself   and   helped   connect   them   to   the   divine.   

Modern   scholars   also   agree   that   the   reason   many   Spaniards   so   strongly   inveighed   against   this   

practice   was   not   necessarily   because   of   any   health   reason   but   rather   because   it   was   not   Christian   

in   origin   and   the   Spaniards   tied   it   to   their   idea   of   impropriety. 175     

171Cummins,    Toasts   with   the   Inca ,   25.     
172Figure   8 .   Inca.    Aryballo .   15th-16th   century.   No   dimensions   available.   From   Wikigallery.   This   aryballo   would   
have   been   used   to   store   chicha.     
173Rowe,    Inca   Culture ,   292.     
174Ibid.,   292.     
175This   ties   into   how   the   Spaniards   viewed   both   coca   and   chicha.   Parkerson   provides   a   good   description   of   why   they   
so   strongly   tried   to   stop   consumption   of   coca,   and   the   parallel   arguments   are   easily   seen.   Parkerson,   “Inca   Coca   
Monopoly,”   107-110.     
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Turning   now   to   chicha’s   social   use,   trends   emerge   regarding   Inca   values   of   sociability   

and   respect   that   persist   in   modern   times.   Within   this   topic,   an   important   aspect   of   chicha   is   how   

it   is   made.   The   distribution   of   labor   around   chicha   making   created   an   interesting   social   dynamic   

in   Inca   society.   Usually   women   were   in   charge   of   brewing   it   for   their   household.   While   the   

specific   reason   women   became   so   associated   with   chicha-making   is   not   clear,   most   scholars   

accept   that   since   chicha   originated   as   a   domestic   product,   women   would   have   been   in   charge   of   

that   activity.   As   chicha   developed   culturally   to   also   have   religious   significance,   women   

continued   to   have   a   special   role   in   preparing   it   for   rituals.   These   women   were   specially   chosen   

and   given   honored   positions   in   the   temples   to   specifically   make   chicha   for   festivals   with   grand   

religious   sacrifices. 176    The   chroniclers   note   how   these   women   were   in   a   class   of   their   own   and   

called    mamaconas .   The   special   name   given   to   them   based   on   their   occupation   along   with   their   

extremely   focused   job   shows   how   necessary   these   women   were   in   maintaining   chicha’s   social   

and   cultural   role.   After   the   Spanish   invasion,   women   remained   central   for   chicha   manufacturing   

and   selling   and   could   even   own    chicherías    in   major   colonial   cities   like   Potosí   in   Bolivia. 177    In   

pre-   and   postcolonial   times,   women   and   chicha   making   were   tightly   linked   together.     

Drinking   chicha   and   sacrificing   it   to   the   gods   also   became   a   form   of   social   memory.   The   

chroniclers   observed   how   travelers,   when   they   came   across   a   local   shrine,   would   offer   any   

number   of   things,   including   chicha,   to   promote   safe   travels   and   good   luck,   the   evidence   of   which   

was   often   remaining   free   from   harm   or   disease   and   became   a   form   of   cultural   transmission.   

Offering   chicha   was   also   a   form   of   social   etiquette   and   was   the   polite   thing   to   do   when   drinking   

or   welcoming   visitors. 178    There   was   also   a   social   order   around   drinking   that   created   the   specific   

176Cieza   de   León,    Second   Part ,   85.     
177Jane   Mangan,    Trading   Roles:   Gender,   Ethnicity,   and   the   Urban   Economy   in   Colonial   Potosí    (Durham,   NC:   Duke   
University   Press,   2005),   Ch.   3.     
178Betanzos,    Narrative ,   67.    
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characteristics   of   large   celebratory   intoxication   in   that   “these   collective   libations   followed   the   

rules   established   by   the   authorities,   respected   the   hierarchical   order   of   society,   and   did   not   take   

place   except   within   the   framework   of   a   festival.” 179    Drinking   chicha   to   become   intoxicated,   then,   

was   not   done   for   any   small   reason.   There   was   a   clear   distinction   between   this   kind   of   religious   

binge-drinking   and   that   of   just   everyday   drinking   connected   to   sociability.     

Bernabé   Cobo’s   descriptions   of   chicha   in   Inca   culture   and   society   during   the   mid-17th   

century   require   special   attention.     Other   chroniclers   described   chicha-drinking   in   a   negative   light   

or   made   note   of   the   fact   that   the   Incas   drink   “to   excess.”   Cobo,   however,   specifically   talked   in   a   

disparaging   manner   against   the   Incas   and   their   chicha-drinking.   He   described   festivals   and   how   

the   Incas   used   chicha   in   sacrifices   while   describing   the   Incas   as   debasing   themselves   while   

drunk.   For   example,   when   noting   their   daily   activities   and   culture,   he   wrote:     

The   Indians   are   so   addicted   to   these   chichas   that   drinking   is   the   height   of   their   glory,   and   
they   do   not   consider   it   a   disgrace   to   get   drunk...They   never   celebrate   an   event,   whether   
joyful   or   sad,   in   any   way   other   than   by   dancing   and   drinking   to   excess….They   are   so   
overpowered   by   this   vice   that   it   is   impossible   to   make   an   exaggerated   account   of   the   
situation;   it   will   suffice   to   say   that   their   supreme   joy   is   to   drink   until   they   pass   out. 180   
  

As   a   priest,   Cobo   was   greatly   concerned   with   Christian   morality   and   values,   and   his   remarks   

regarding   the   native   people   and   their   character   based   on   their   drinking   habits   during   festivals   and  

religious   events   show   his   bias   towards   promoting   a   Christian   influence   in   the   Spanish   colonies.   

Cobo   had   every   reason   to   make   the   Incas   sound   worse   than   they   actually   were,   as   the   chroniclers   

were   usually   writing   to   defend   the   practice   of   Spanish   invasion   and   Christian   conversion.   Here   

we   have   evidence   of   the   chroniclers   describing   the   Incas’   actions   using   confused   Christian   

European   vocabulary   instead   of   using   objective   language.   Their   concern   with   imposing   a   metric   

for   European   morality   onto   the   Incas   colors   our   interpretation   of   events.     

179Saignes,    Borrachera   y   Memoria ,   26.     
180Cobo,    History,    28.     
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There   is   also   evidence   that   the   drinking   patterns   of   Spaniards   in   the   16th   and   17th   

centuries   led   to   these   harsh   descriptions.   As   the   chroniclers   observed,   many   Inca   festivities   

would   last   for   days   at   a   time,   with   the   Incas   drinking   almost   exclusively   chicha. 181    Spanish   

culture   around   drinking   did   not   include   these   long-lasting   mass   binge-drinking   events,   so   it   

might   have   seemed   surprising   or   sacrilegious   to   witness   such   events.   Spanish   attitudes   toward   

drinking   were   based   on   having   a   Christian   reverence   for   wine   and   seeing   it   as   a   sign   of   

civilization. 182    Their   definition   of   reverence   largely   influenced   how   they   observed   the   Incas’   

drinking.   They   also   chalked   their   lack   of   understanding   up   to   the   Incas’   lack   of   morality   and   

uncivilized   nature   (as   chicha   is   a   beer,   not   a   wine)   rather   than   to   the   real   cause,   which   was   just   

cultural   differences.     

Guamán   Poma   de   Ayala,   as   described   in   the   introduction   to   this   thesis,   was   Peruvian   and   

wrote   in   his   chronicle   about   Spain’s   mistreatment   of   the   Andean   people.   In   his   description   of   

their   assault   against   Inca   culture,   he   noted   that   the   Spanish   tried   to   outlaw   chicha   as   well,   but   

again   it   did   not   work,   just   like   they   had   failed   in   their   attempts   to   outlaw   coca. 183    Guamán   Poma   

de   Ayala   continually   called   attention   to   the   Spanish   considering   chicha-drinking,   along   with   the   

chewing   of   coca,   a   vice   of   the   Incas,   and   even   wrote   that   some   Incas   believed   that   the   “good   

humble   Christians”   were   there   to   take   them   away. 184    This   observation,   if   true,   could   reveal   that   

some   Incas   did   believe   that   Christian   narrative.   The   Christian   perspective,   then,   would   have   had   

staying   power   within   the   Inca   culture   itself   and   would   have   been   successful   at   some   level   at   

undermining   the   culture.   

181Cieza   de   León,    Second   Part ,   96-97.     
182Dwight   Heath,    International   Handbook   on   Alcohol   and   Culture ,   (ABC-CLIO,   1995),   257.   
183Felipe   Guamán   Poma   de   Ayala,    Nueva   Corónica   y   Buen   Gobierno ,   Ed.   Araníbar   Carlos,   Vol.   2   (Lima:   Ministerio   
de   Relaciones   Exteriores,   (1610s)   2017),   258.     
184Guamán   Poma   de   Ayala,    Nueva   Corónica ,   331.      
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In   any   event,   the   Spaniards   did   not   eliminate   the   culture   around   chicha-drinking   and   

sacrificing.   As   we   move   forward   and   discuss   chicha’s   role   specifically   in   healing   rituals,   its   

quality   of   connecting   the   Incas   to   their   gods   will   reveal   how   they   used   this   connection   to   remove   

sicknesses   and   stay   in   the   gods’   favor.     

  
III. Chicha   in   Inca   Healing   Rituals     

   
Chicha’s   role   in   the   Inca   religion   allowed   for   some   fluidity   in   regards   to   its   status   as   a   

“healing”   item.   While   chicha   itself   does   have   some   medicinal   attributes   that   the   Incas   certainly   

recognized   and   used   to   their   advantage,   it   also   provided   for   healing   in   a   ritualistic   sense   as   well.   

For   example,   one   way   to   remove   disease   included   sacrificing   chicha   to   one’s   ancestors,   in   case   

they   were   the   ones   causing   it.   If   that   was   the   case,   the   diviner   would   tell   the   afflicted   to   pour   

chicha   and   place   food   near   their   burial   places   as   a   sign   of   respect. 185     

At   one   grand   festival   that   Betanzos   described   as   having   a   purpose   of   “ward[ing]   off   all   

illness   and   evil   that   they   might   have,”   the   Incas   sacrificed   chicha   and   other   materials. 186    The   

Incas   also   commonly   sacrificed   chicha   at    huacas    for   good   luck,   health,   and   safety. 187    Another   

form   of   ritual   healing   the   Incas   used   included   divination,   which   I   elaborated   on   in   the   last   

chapter   as   a   way   to   diagnose   and   discover   how   best   to   sacrifice   to   the   gods   to   remove   disease.   

While   using   coca   leaves   or   spells   were   common   types   of   divination,   another   was   drinking   chicha   

“into   insensibility   and   [giving]   their   answers   when   they   recovered.” 188    Cieza   de   León   noted   that   

when   preparing   for   a   large   festival,   the   people   abstained   from   drinking   chicha. 189    Such   

preparation   occurred   before   important   divinations   as   well,   including   when   trying   to   discern   the   

185Rowe,    Inca   Culture ,   313.     
186Betanzos,    Narrative ,   66.    
187Acosta,    Natural   and   Moral   History ,   262.     
188Rowe,    Inca   Culture ,   302.     
189Cieza   de   León,    Second   Part ,   94.     
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cause   of   pestilences   that   affected   large   regions   of   the   Inca   Empire. 190    After   the   ritual,   mass  

binge-drinking   would   usually   commence.     

Chicha’s   association   with   the   divine   likely   influenced   the   extent   to   which   the   Incas   used   

it   in   any   kind   of   ritual.   Cieza   de   León   could   even   see   that   the   Incas   “held   [chicha]   to   be   

sacred.” 191    Most   likely,   chicha’s   intoxicating   properties   provided   the   basis   for   the   Inca   belief   that   

drinking   it   and   getting   drunk   allowed   them   closer   access   to   the   divine.   As   this   association   

strengthened   and   as   it   was   customary   to   sacrifice   to   the   gods   or   spirits   to   discern   the   reason   or   

correct   treatment   for   a   disease,   chicha’s   presence   in   these   healing   rituals   is   no   surprise.     

Even   as   the   Incas   used   it   in   some   healing   rituals,   they   did   not   emphasize   chicha   to   the   

same   extent   as   they   did   coca   in   their   healing   processes.   Its   intoxicating   properties   and   

biochemistry   that   helped   prevent   certain   maladies   most   likely   created   its   reputation   for   

connecting   them   to   their   gods.   The   Incas   mostly   used   it   during   rituals   as   a   drink   instead   of   an   

offering   so   the   people   could   become   intoxicated   for   this   exact   purpose.   When   they   did   use   it   in   

offerings,   it   was   the   ritual   surrounding   its   offering   that   was   the   most   important,   as   seen   with   how   

diviners   used   it   to   determine   the   cause   of   a   disease.   Chicha   is   much   more   multifaceted   than   just   

being   used   for   one   purpose,   but   its   use   in   healing   rituals   shows   that   the   Incas   recognized   its   ritual   

use   just   as   much   as   its   natural   properties.   In   looking   at   its   modern   use,   we   will   see   how   Andeans   

today   value   chicha   for   much   the   same   reasons   as   the   Incas   did   in   the   15th   and   16th   centuries.     

  
IV. Chicha   in   Modern   Society   and   Culture   
  

Chicha’s   role   today   is   often   much   more   varied.   The   Incas   were   a   united   empire,   and   they   

mandated   that   some   of   their   cultural   practices   had   to   be   consistent   throughout   the   empire.   

Cultural   differences   between   ethnic   groups   still   existed,   even   with   their   overarching   religion.   

190Rowe,    Inca   Culture ,   311.    
191Cieza   de   León,    Second   Part ,   95.     
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Now   that   that   unification   has   been   lost   for   centuries,   there   is   even   more   difference   between   

ethnic   groups   in   how   they   sacrifice   their   chicha,   to   which   gods,   why,   and   so   on.   These   

discrepancies   reveal   the   presence   of   cultural   diversity   between   ethnic   groups   in   the   Andes   

mountain   valley   that   geography,   isolation,   and   time   played   a   part   in   creating.   While   many   of   the   

social   and   cultural   values   surrounding   intoxication   and   chicha   remain   similar   across   different   

groups,   there   is   much   more   variety   regarding   the   physical   sacrifice   of   chicha.     

For   example,   Abercrombie,   who   studied   the   K’ulta   people   of   Bolivia,   noted   how   the   act   

of   sacrificing   chicha   has   changed   in   modern   times,   with   an   added   hierarchy   of   gods   that   now   

takes   into   account   whether   the   god   is   “Christian”   or   “non-Christian.”   To   the   “Christian”   gods   

they   sacrifice   chicha,   while   to   the   “non-Christian”   gods   they   sacrifice   another   kind   of   alcohol. 192   

Such   an   inversion   from   what   would   be   expected   could   be   a   result   from   the   early   colonial   years   

when   indigenous   Andean   were   able   to   use   chicha   during   the   native   versions   of   the   Mass.   The   

Spanish   quickly   stopped   this   practice,   but   the   cultural   groundwork   could   have   already   been   

laid. 193    The   general   use   of   alcohol   in   the   Mass   to   celebrate   and   honor   the   Christian   God   would   

have   resembled   the   religious   rituals   indigenous   people   were   familiar   with.   The   similarity   could   

have   made   incorporating   it   into   their   own   religion   easier.   Allen   discussed   how   the   Sonqo   people   

of   Peru   still   use   chicha   in   the   most   important   Andean   religious   rites. 194     Regardless   of   the   

differences   in   how   they   use   it,   chicha   still   clearly   plays   an   important   role   in   how   Andeans   frame   

their   religious   beliefs.   The   act   of   sacrificing   as   well   is   a   similar   theme   that   runs   throughout   most   

of   the   modern   cultures   studied.     

192Abercrombie,    Pathways ,    384.     
193Guy   Duke,   “Continuity,   Cultural   Dynamics,   and   Alcohol:   The   Reinterpretation   of   Identity   Through   Chicha   in   the   
Andes.”    Identity   Crisis:   Archaeological   Perspectives   on   Social   Identity    (2011):   265.     
194That   is,   non-Christian   religious   rites.    Allen,    The   Hold   Life   Has ,   Introduction.      
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Similar   attitudes   toward   intoxication   as   during   Inca   times   coexist   with   these   changes,   

with   both   of   the   above   cultures   recognizing   the   implications   of   chicha’s   intoxicating   effects.   

Abercrombie   discussed   the   concept   of   “social   memory”   that   chicha   helps   maintain. 195    His   main   

point   is   that   chicha   and   the   cultural   practices   that   involve   it   are   means   by   which   Andeans   can   

remember   their   history.   Using   chicha   in   religious   rituals   is   a   direct   call   back   to   the   Incas   and   

people   before   them.   When   people   participate   in   that   ritual,   they   are   in   turn   participating   in   that   

history   as   well.   By   becoming   intoxicated,   then,   not   only   is   one   connected   to   the   gods   but   also   to   

all   of   one’s   ancestors.   Allen   also   noted   that   “the   intoxication   takes   place   within   the   context   of   

religious   celebrations   and   fulfills   a   religious   function. 196    The   Sonqo   people   use   other   alcohols   in   

a   variety   of   different   settings,   but   the   people   she   studied   use   chicha   specifically   for   these   

religious   occasions.   In   both   of   these   cases,   intoxication   serves   as   a   conduit   for   Andeans   to   

participate   in   their   history   and   culture   stretching   back   multiple   centuries.   

Along   with   these   similarities,   there   have   been   changes   in   the   connotations   around   

binge-drinking   in   modern   times.   While   some   people   do   continue   to   use   it   in   a   religious   setting,   

chicha   has   become   much   more   of   a   cultural   item   for   many,   and   binge-drinking   culture   has   grown   

from   being   solely   for   rituals.   Dwight   Heath,   a   scholar   who   wrote   in   the   1990s   on   the   social   use   

of   chicha   in   the   Andes,   said   that   “a   key   factor   in   the   consumption   of   alcohol   throughout   the   

Andes   has   been...its   fundamental   role   as   a   ‘social   lubricant,’   in   which   the   act   of   drinking   in   

company   is   conceived   as   an   important   link   between   individuals.” 197    Because   of   chicha’s   low   

alcohol   content,   drinking   to   become   intoxicated   sometimes   necessitates   drinking   for   days   at   a   

time.   Chicherías   also   generally   serve   food   and   act   as   social   and   cultural   centers,   most   likely   

195Abercrombie,    Pathways ,   384.     
196Allen,    The   Hold   Life   Has ,   Chapter   5.     
197Saignes,    Borrachera   y   Memoria ,   173.     
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analogous   to   Western   pub   culture.   These   factors   mean   that   the   act   of   drinking   chicha   in   a   social   

context   can   lend   itself   to   being   a   multi-day   affair   without   the   presence   of   any   religious   rituals.     

These   social   dynamics   of   drinking   chicha   further   speak   to   its   cultural   importance.   For   

starters,   drinking   nearly   always   happens   in   group   settings. 198    One   example   of   this   is   how   mass   

binge-drinking   events   are   commonly   associated   with   festivals,   where   whole   communities   drink   

together.   There   is   really   no   analogous   Western   event   where   entire   communities   drink   together,   

not   even   on   holidays   like   St.   Patrick’s   Day   where   drinking   could   be   considered   the   main   

celebratory   activity.   On   that   holiday,   it   is   generally   only   people   aged   between   twenty   and   thirty   

who   do   most   of   the   drinking,   different   from   the   communal-style   drinking   seen   in   the   chronicles   

and   most   common   in   the   Andes   today. 199    This   attitude   towards   binge-drinking   is   vastly   different   

than   a   Western   and   specifically   American   attitude   towards   binge-drinking.   Typically,   in   the   US,   

college-aged   individuals   are   the   only   group   in   which   binge-drinking   is   deemed   socially   

acceptable,   as   binge-drinking   is   not   seen   as   a   communal   event   but   as   something   only   for   young   

people.   

Modern   binge-drinking   of   chicha,   then,   is   more   about   its   role   in   Andean   culture   than   its   

role   in   religion.   Through   this   shift   in   chicha-drinking   culture,   we   can   see   that   chicha   has   both   

ritual   and   social   qualities,   and   both   can   lead   to   healing.   In   rituals,   it   can   lead   to   healing   through   

connections   with   the   divine   and   belief   in   its   sacred   nature.   The   act   of   drinking   chicha   socially   

has   the   health   benefits   that   the   above   section   about   chicha’s   medicinal   attributes   discussed.   The   

socialization   of   drinking   can   also   lead   to   greater   social   relations   and   trust,   which   in   turn   can   lead   

to   a   kind   of   mental   and   emotional   healing.   In   general,   the   Incas   used   it   to   access   the   divine,   

198Ibid.,   120.     
199Ibid.   “The   Very   Real   Dangers   of   Binge   Drinking:   St.   Patrick's   Day,”   ASAC,   March   12,   2019.   
http://www.asac.us/the-very-real-dangers-of-binge-drinking-st-patricks-day/#:~:text=The%20age%   
20group%20most%20prone,rate%20just%20short%20of%2016%25.     
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whereas   today’s   chicha   drinkers   focus   on   how   it   brings   people   together.   In   both   cases,   

binge-drinking   is   highly   culturally   important   and   speaks   to   an   Andean   identity   that   continues   to   

connect   intoxication   to   a   communal   experience.     

Chicha   plays   another   role   in   modern   sociability,   as   refusing   it   after   it   has   been   offered   is   

considered   in   very   poor   taste. 200    Saignes’   book   on   Andean   concepts   of   drunkenness     attested   that   

Andean   social   relationships   even   depend   on   chicha-drinking   as   at   “agricultural,   local,   Catholic,   

and   state   festivals...people   maintain   and   establish   good   relationships   with   others   by   offering   and   

receiving   drinks.” 201    The   range   of   events   that   necessitate   chicha-drinking   shows   its   cultural   

reach.   To   many   indigenous   communities,   these   social   norms   around   drinking   and   becoming   

intoxicated   “are   associated   with   the   continuity   of   the   indigenous   culture   and   community.” 202   

Saignes   and   Abercrombie’s   arguments   together   argue   that   these   customs   around   chicha   and   

drinking   not   only   help   maintain   social   memory   but   form   the   social   memories   themselves.   These   

cultural   practices   are   not   just   important   for   remembering   the   Inca   culture   as   it   was,   but   also   in   

part   how   it   continues   to   be.   Also   necessary   to   note   is   that   in   these   modern   sources,   the   authors   do   

not   mention   chicha   in   a   healing   context.   While   it   still   holds   much   cultural   value,   its   use   in   

specifically   healing   rituals   might   have   declined.   While   change   from   Inca   times   to   today   is   

inevitable   and   expected,   these   modern   concepts   about   drinking   and   drunkenness   that   echo   in   the   

chronicles   create   an   Andean   concept   of   drinking   that   has   a   long   history.    

  
A   common   legend   involving   chicha   says   that   the   last   Inca   king   Atahualpa   turned   away   

Pizarro’s   first   team   of   men,   which   led   to   Pizarro   waging   war   on   the   Incas,   devastating   their   army,   

taking   Atahualpa   captive,   and   eventually   killing   him,   because   the   men   disrespected   the   chicha   

200Allen,    The   Hold   Life   Has ,   Chapter   5.      
201Saignes,    Borrachera   y   Memoria ,   119.      
202Ibid.,   119.      
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Atahualpa   had   presented   them. 203    This   legend   speaks   to   how   chicha   was   important   in   many   ways  

in   Inca   culture,   not   just   through   its   ability   to   prevent   sickness   and   provide   intoxication.   Chicha’s   

role   in   the   Inca   healing   process   shows   that   the   concept   of   maintaining   the   body’s   health   through   

diet   was   not   a   foreign   concept   to   the   Incas.   While   they   removed   disease   and   bad   luck   using   

chicha   and   other   cultural   items,   the   idea   that   one   could,   at   some   level,   control   a   part   of   the   

healing   process   or   be   involved   in   it   was   present.   Through   drinking   chicha,   and   through   the   use   of   

other   natural   resources   available   to   them,   as   outlined   in   the   first   chapter,   the   native   people   

showed   the   Europeans   they   had   agency   when   it   came   to   removing   illness.   Through   the   sacrifices   

as   well,   we   can   see   that   their   actions   promoted   healing.     

The   practice   of   sharing   chicha   that   modern   scholars   delve   deeper   into,   and   that   the   

chroniclers   mention,   shapes   our   knowledge   not   only   of   cultural   practices   but   of   what   constitutes   

healing   rituals.   The   Incas   did   not   necessarily   see   healing   rituals   as   different   from   any   other   ritual,   

as   the   rituals   all   mostly   involved   sacrificing   cultural   goods   such   as   coca,   chicha,   gold,   woven   

items,   llama   fat,   etc.   This   fact   does   not   remove   the   importance   of   rituals   within   the   native   healing   

system,   but   further   shows   how   integrated   their   concept   of   healing   was   with   their   religious   

beliefs.   In   the   next   chapter,   we   will   look   at   the   modern   continuations   of   some   Inca   practices   and   

how   religion   and   healing   continue   to   be   connected   in   a   modern   sense.     

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  

203Titu   Cusi   Yupanqui,    An   Inca   Account   of   the   Conquest   of   Peru ,   Transl.   by   Ralph   Bauer,   University   Press   of   
Colorado   (2005),   42.     
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Chapter   4:   Inca,   Modern   Kallawaya,   and   Modern   Western   Rituals   Compared     
  

“I   can’t   keep   up   with   these   sacrifices”     
  

-   The   New   Synthetic     
   

  
As   discussed   in   the   previous   chapters,   rituals   and   offerings   played   a   major   role   in   the   Inca   

healing   processes.   Their   concepts   of   medicine   and   healing   were   innately   tied   to   their   religion,   

with   religion   serving   a   large   variety   of   purposes   that   encompassed   healing.   The   rituals   

themselves   reveal   the   values   inherent   to   Inca   culture,   and   through   them   broader   Andean   concepts   

of   healing   and   religion   are   revealed   as   well.   These   concepts   we   see   acted   out   as   described   in   the   

chronicles   mirror   some   modern-day   practices   and   show   the   continuity   of   Andean   values   such   as   

personal   relationships   with   their   gods,   respecting   natural   forces,   and   community.     

In   this   chapter,   I   will   argue   that   it   was   the   ritual   itself   that   served   as   the   healing   

mechanism.   The   items   sacrificed   affected   the   strength   or   prestige   of   the   sacrifice,   but   it   was   

engaging   in   the   ritual   itself   that   allowed   the   healing   to   occur.   Looking   at   social   disparities   within   

the   Inca   ritual   system   will   even   show   how   certain   people’s   rituals   were   given   more   prominence   

to   enact   increased   healing.   Another   discussion   on   modern-day   Andean   healers   through   video   

evidence   will   bolster   the   overall   argument   through   analyzing   parallels   between   their   methods   and   

Inca   methods   that   show   continuity.   Rituals   also   exist   within   the   clinical   settings   most   Western   

societies   would   recognize,   and   they   play   a   part   in   our   healing   process   even   if   their   roles   are   not   

often   acknowledged.   These   topics   will   conclude   our   look   at   the   Inca   healing   system   and   its   

modern   continuations   and   will   teach   us   how   modern   medicine   participates   in   the   greater   fabric   of   

medical   history   and   tradition.     

I   need   to   make   a   few   clarifications   regarding   the   subjects   of   this   chapter,   such   as   how   

reading   the   chronicles   for   Andean   concepts   is   problematic.   As   the   authors   wrote   from   a   
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European   perspective,   what   they   claimed   was   an   Inca   belief   was   only   what   they   thought   and   

analyzed   that   Inca   belief   to   be.   Even   when   they   described   the   Incas’   actions,   we   cannot   know   if   

they   described   the   actions   in   an   accurate   way   with   their   non-Andean   worldview   and   knowledge   

set.   Because   of   this,   it   can   be   difficult   to   separate   the   chroniclers’   biases   from   facts   about   Inca   

life.   For   example,   as   mentioned   in   the   Introduction,   Spanish   medical   knowledge   at   that   time   was   

based   on   the   humoral   system.   The   chroniclers   understood   and   described   some   of   the   diseases   

they   saw   from   the   viewpoint   of   this   system,   noting   that   certain   diseases   required   hot   or   cold   

treatments. 204    The   modern   Kallawaya   healers   also   base   their   healing   knowledge   in   a   kind   of   

humoral   system,   but   it   is   different   from   the   Greek   version. 205    This   begs   the   question   of   whether   

this   concept   descends   from   Inca   thought   or   if   it   is   a   post-colonial   concept   that   the   healers   

integrated   and   changed   to   match   their   own   healing   processes.   There   is   likely   no   way   to   know   the   

answers   to   these   questions,   but   the   existence   of   this   theory   within   the   Kallawaya’s   healing   

knowledge   colors   how   we   analyze   Kallawaya   verses   Inca   healing   practices.     

When   reading   for   information   on   these   practices,   one   has   to   recognize   that   there   can   be   a   

distinction   between   spiritual   and   physical   healing.   With   the   Incas,   this   distinction   reveals   itself   in   

how   ritual   healing   was   different   from   the   herbalistic   tradition   that   has   largely   been   maintained   to   

the   present   day.   The   Incas   believed   any   illness   to   be   a   bad   sign   from   the   gods,   but   some   were   

more   serious   than   others.   While   they   could   treat   some   with   herbal   remedies,   more   serious   

illnesses   necessitated   different   approaches.     

These   different   healing   areas   were   not   completely   separate,   which   also   makes   them   

difficult   to   analyze.   One   was   based   on   herbs   that   treat   the   physical   symptoms,   and   the   other   

treated   the   spiritual   consequences   of   angering   the   gods.   These   approaches   were   integrated   with   

204See   my   discussion   on   this   point   in   the   Introduction.   Ackerknecht,    A   Short   History ,   40-41.     
205Bastien,    Healers ,   45.     
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each   other.   For   example,   taking   herbs   for   a   certain   malady   can   include   ritualistic   elements,   while   

rituals   aimed   to   both   cure   the   spiritual   problem   and   alleviate   the   physical   symptoms.   The   

offering   itself   is   to   take   away   certain   physical   ailments,   so   the   physical   and   the   spiritual   can   

never   be   fully   separated   from   each   other.   The   distinction   between   them   is   largely   based   on   who   

could   carry   out   which   healing   acts.   As   videos   about   modern   Kallawaya   rituals   will   show,   this   

distinction   fluctuates   even   today   among   different   Kallawaya   groups   based   on   their   service   to   

urban   populations   and   personal   beliefs.   These   videos   allow   scholars   to   study   how   the   Kallawaya   

perform   their   rituals   and   how   these   rituals   compare   to   those   performed   in   Inca   times   or   to   those   

practiced   by   other   modern   Andean   peoples   that   ethnographers   have   described.   Determining   any   

ritual’s   similarities   to   those   during   Inca   times   is   difficult   because   our   sources   are   limited   to   the   

chroniclers,   who   omitted   or   did   not   understand   many   aspects   of   what   they   reported,   but   they   are   

nonetheless   useful.    

  
I. Social   Roles   of   Inca   Rituals   

  
The   social   and   cultural   roles   of   Inca   rituals   reveal   discrepancies   that   determined   the   

extent   to   which   certain   social   groups   could   participate   in   rituals.   One   discrepancy   in   rituals   

centers   on   how   different   Inca   classes   mourned   during   funerals.   The   chroniclers   mention   Inca   

funerals   as   heavily   based   in   rituals   that   honored   the   dead   and   the   gods.   Cieza   de   León   described   

how   after   the   death   of   a   king,   people   would   dance   and   sing   about   his   life   to   celebrate   the   great   

things   he   accomplished:   “They   were   very   punctual   at   their   Areytos,   that   is,   their   Dances,   Men   

and   Women   holding   orderly   Hand   in   Hand,   and   moving   round,   to   the   Sound   of   a   Drum,   singing   

the   Actions   of   their   Ancestors.” 206    Cobo   described   how   “the   duration   of   the   ceremonies   was   

greater   or   lesser   according   to   the   rank   of   the   deceased.” 207    For   high   ranking   officials   like   kings   or   

206Cieza   de   León,    Seventeen   Years ,   113.     
207Cobo,    History ,   31.      
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local   leaders,   other   male   officials   would   kill   their   wives   and   servants   and   bury   them   with   their   

dead   husband   or   master   as   well,   emphasizing   the   ritual   associated   with   burying   a   person   and   

respecting   their   status   even   after   they   had   died. 208    Acosta   as   well   described   some   funeral   rites   as   

“put[ting]   silver   in   [the   deceased’s]   mouths,   in   their   hands,   and   in   their   bosoms,   and   dress   them   

in   new   and   usable   clothing,   folded   under   the   shroud.” 209    Revealing   the   value   attached   to   their   

material   possessions,   these   actions   also   portrayed   a   great   deal   of   effort   in   preserving   bodies   and   

honoring   the   dead   through   the   ritual   of   placing   items   into   the   graves   and   celebrating   their   life.   

Such   accounts   are   rare   for   ordinary   Inca   individuals.   Most   people’s   funerals   would   not   have   

included   mass   killings   of   animals   or   people,   as   that   was   not   appropriate   for   their   status.   As   

funerals   were   a   way   to   prepare   the   deceased   person   for   the   afterlife,   the   lack   of   ability   to   

celebrate   at   the   same   level   would   have   affected   the   extent   of   that   preparation   and   spiritual   

readiness.     

Another   occasion   that   shows   this   disparity   occurred   when   Huayna   Capac,   the   second   to   

last   Inca   king,   became   sick   due   to   an   epidemic   that   swept   through   South   America.   He   “ordered   

great   sacrifices   to   be   offered   up   for   his   health   throughout   the   land,   and   at   all   the   huacas   and   

temples   of   the   Sun.” 210    The   significance   of   these   rituals   was   much   greater   than   that   of   any   ritual   a   

commoner   would   be   able   to   perform,   so   the   extent   of   healing   would   not   have   been   as   great   for   

those   who   could   not   stage   such   grandiose   rituals.   Seen   through   such   accounts,   a   social   

discrepancy   existed   around   the   extravagance   of   rituals.   Just   as   in   any   power   hierarchy,   wealthier   

and   more   powerful   people   were   able   to   take   more   advantage   of   the   resources   available   to   help   

their   chance   of   surviving   or   bettering   their   circumstances,   even   in   the   afterlife.     

208Cieza   de   León,    Seventeen   Years ,   159.     
209Acosta,    Natural   and   Moral   History ,   267.     
210Cieza   de   León,    Second   Part ,   221.   Historians   think   the   disease   was   smallpox,   and   it   likely   came   from   Spaniards  
who   had   invaded   the   central   and   northern   parts   of   the   Americas.     
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Gender   disparities   existed   within   the   Inca   healing   structure   as   well.   Our   primary   sources   

never   mention   female   healers,   but   we   can   still   assume   they   existed.   Scholars   think   that   most,   if   

not   all,   indigenous   peoples   during   Inca   times   would   have   had   a   knowledge   of   the   local   plants   and   

known   their   uses.   Using   them   would   have   been   a   part   of   daily   life,   just   as   using   over-the-counter   

remedies   is   for   us   today.   The   herbs,   roots,   and   other   resources   were   readily   available,   so   an   

underlying   common   knowledge   of   this   topic   could   be   expected.   The   chroniclers   mentioned   

priests,   all   of   whom   were   men,   and   wrote   about   how   the   Incas   considered   them   to   be   the   main   

curers   of   disease.   They   did   not   mention   women   in   this   role   and   hardly   mentioned   any   regarding   

any   subject,   with   a   few   exceptions. 211    Most   likely,   women   acted   as   herbalists   and   especially   as   

midwives   in   Inca   society. 212    These   gender   roles   would   have   been   similar   to   those   in   European   

society,   with   men   taking   on   the   more   “official”   healer   status   while   both   men   and   women   held   

traditional   herbal   knowledge. 213     

There   could   be   a   number   of   reasons   why   the   chroniclers   did   not   mention   the   role   of   

women   in   the   healing   process.   The   lack   of   women   could   speak   to   the   chroniclers’   own   biases   of   

only   recognizing   men   with   power   and   ignoring   the   power   of   women.   It   could   very   well   be   that   

Inca   men   and   women   healers   had   separate   spheres   of   influence   within   the   healing   system.   Inca   

women   might   have   only   cured   women,   which   would   be   why   the   European   men   did   not   see   them   

heal.   Even   though   the   chroniclers   only   mention   these   priests,   this   does   not   mean   that   was   the   

reality   for   the   Incas.   All   this   shows   is   how   the   chroniclers   observed   healing   and   curing   to   occur,   

and   again,   these   dynamics   would   have   been   similar   to   the   European   gender   dynamics   of   the   

time.     

211For   more   about   women’s   roles   from   the   chroniclers’   perspectives,   see   Chapter   Three.    
212Rowe,    Inca   Culture ,   312.     
213This   is   based   on   how   many   European   countries   did   not   allow   women   to   study   medicine   at   universities   until   the   
19th   century.    Kenneth   Calman,    Medical   Education:   Past,   Present   and   Future:   Handing   on   Learning .   Elsevier   
Health   Sciences,   (2006):   210.   
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Through   these   observations,   we   can   further   see   that   a   link   existed   between   Inca   healing   

and   religion.   Because   priests   were   in   charge   of   the   religious   rituals   and   the   holy   sites,   people   

probably   sought   their   help   when   they   needed   rituals   and   offerings   to   get   rid   of   disease.   

Potentially,   because   of   the   widespread   extensive   knowledge   of   the   natural   flora   of   the   Andes,   this   

measure   was   the   last   step   in   seeking   healing,   as   they   could   have   used   the   available   resources   as   

offerings   to   the   gods   to   remove   their   sickness.   In   those   cases   when   their   medicinal   plants   did   not   

work,   people   did   have   to   turn   specifically   to   men.   Women   could   work   in   the   holy   sites   as   well,   

but   predominantly   as   chicha-makers   or   Chosen   Women.   These   women,   who   were   usually   taken   

from   the   people   the   Incas   conquered   as   young   girls,   received   their   education   in   Cuzco   and   

worked   at   the   temple   making   chicha,   textiles,   food,   and   performing   other   tasks   for   the   temples. 214   

They   were   also   sometimes   sacrificed   at   the   most   significant   religious   festivals   of   the   year,   as   

Acosta   notes   in   his   chronicle. 215    Unlike   the   male   priests,   these   women   were   not   in   charge   of   

officially   sanctioned   rituals   during   empire-wide   celebrations.   Both   of   these   explanations,   that   of   

the   chroniclers’   inherent   bias   and   of   different   spheres   of   healing   influence   for   men   and   women   

could   speak   to   the   absence   of   women   in   the   chroniclers’   depictions   of   the   Inca   healing   and   

curing   process.     

The   hierarchy   regarding   priests   and   healing   revolved   around   rituals   and   offerings,   but   

everyone   would   have   participated   in   gathering   and   administering   medicinal   plants   as   that   was   

not   necessarily   an   activity   that   needed   spiritual   guidance.   Potentially   because   of   different   social   

structures   in   Europe,   this   meant   the   men   would   not   have   recognized   some   of   these   activities   as   

healing.   They   wrote   about   Inca   culture   in   the   terms   they   recognized,   and   as   such,   what   did   not   

come   across   were   the   more   communal   social   roles   that   did   not   exist   in   Spain.   Knowing   this   

214Malpass,    Daily   Life ,   47-8.      
215Acosta,    Natural   and   Moral   History ,   282-3.     
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historical   context   will   allow   us   to   more   closely   analyze   the   Kallawaya   women’s   role   in   the   

healing   system   and   social   hierarchy.     

  
II. The   Kallawaya   Healers     
  

Healers   in   the   Andes   region   today   participate   in   a   much   

wider   culture   than   just   the   Incas’   legacy.   While   many   groups   

show   similarities   to   the   Incas’   practices,   such   as   their   practices   

of   divination   and   sacrificing   coca   and   chicha   in   their   healing   

rituals,   many   of   their   traditions   are   not   discussed   in   the   

chronicles,   so   we   do   not   have   the   same   evidence   for   their   

existence   in   earlier   times.   These   other   healing   methods   can   

still   teach   us   much   about   Andean   concepts   of   healing   that   

match   other   Inca   thought   processes   as   seen   through   other   

practices.   The   group   that   has   the   closest   intellectual   and   

ancestral   ties   to   the   Incas   are   the   Kallawaya   healers   from   

Bolivia.   They   travel   all   over   South   America   to   provide   their   

healing   expertise,   and   their   traditions   have   much   to   show   us   about   the   power   of   ritual.     

The   Kallawaya   are   a   group   of   healers   who   trace   their   practices   and   traditions   back   to   

pre-Inca   times.   Guamán   Poma   de   Ayala’s   chronicles,   written   in   the   early   17th   century,   are   

well-known   for   images   that   portray   the   Incas   and   aspects   of   their   culture,   religion,   and   politics,   

and   some   of   the   images   include   people   labeled   as   the   Kallawaya. 216    The   Kallawaya’s   interactions   

216Figure   9.    Kallawayas   carrying   Inca   Tupak   Yupanki   and   his   wife   Mama   Occlo-Coya   in   a   chair   to     
the   cord   of   Cuzco.     Engraving   by   Guamán   Poma   de   Ayala,   around   1615.   In    Nueva   Corónica   y   Buen   Gobierno   
(1610s).   WikiGallery.   https://es.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Archivo:Kallawayas.png.   If   you   look   at   the   words   in   the   
middle,   the   last   word   on   the   first   line   is   split   onto   the   second   line:   “callauaya,”   an   older   spelling   of   Kallawaya.   Here,   
Guamán   Poma   de   Ayala   depicted   the   Kallawaya   as   the   litter   bearers   for   the   11th   (or   3rd-to-last)   Inca   king,   Topa   Inca   
and   his   wife,   Mama   Ocllo.     
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with   the   Incas   started   after   the   Incas   conquered   western   Bolivia,   the   home   of   the   Kallawaya   

ethnic   group,   between   the   1490s-1520s   and   chose   them   as   the   king’s   litter   bearers. 217    This   role   

led   to   their   being   commonly   associated   with   the   kings   and   the   royal   families,   elevating   their   

status   throughout   the   empire.   As   the   king   needed   to   travel   extensively,   the   Kallawaya   saw   much   

of   the   empire   and   were   able   to   incorporate   different   healing   practices   into   their   own,   enabling   

their   medicinal   knowledge   to   increase   considerably. 218    This   social   position   was   also   where   the   

healers’   language   comes   from,   and   only   people   who   choose   to   go   through   official   

apprenticeships   learn   it.   It   is   this   tradition   that   the   modern   Kallawaya   people   claim   to   be   

descended   from.     

A   video   from   September   2020   shows   Illarion   Ramos   Condori,     a   male   Kallawaya   healer,   

explaining   different   medicinal   herbs   to   linguist   K.   David   Harrison   working   with   the   National   

Science   Foundation. 219    The   video   reinforces   much   of   what   other   authors   have   found   about   the   

Kallawaya   hierarchy   and   healing   knowledge.   When   asked   to   give   the   name   for   certain   plants   in   

the   language   of   the   Kallawaya,   Condori   refers   to   his   father   saying   that   he   would   know. 220    This   

potential   difference   in   ability   could   speak   to   the   various   levels   of   Kallawaya   healers.   It   is   

possible   that   Condori   did   not   learn   the   official   Kallawaya   language,   which   would   usually   mean   

that   he   mostly   works   with   his   own   family   and   close   friends.   Another   possible   interpretation   of  

this   is   that   Condori   was   politely   refusing   to   tell   Harrison   the   Kallawaya   language   which   would   

further   show   the   enhanced   secrecy   of   the   protected   language.   This   video   also   shows   the   

217Bastien,    Healers ,   19.   This   date   range   is   based   on   Huayna   Capac’s   reign,   when   the   Incas   conquered   a   majority   of   
Bolivia.      
218Ibid.      
219Illarion   Ramos   Condori   interviewed   by   K.   David   Harrison.   “BOLIVIA—Kallawaya   healer   talks   about   plants.”   
YouTube   video.   06:52.   Enduring   Voices   &   Endangered   Languages.   September   21,   2020.   The   NSF   is   based   in   
Alexandria,   VA.   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yqCj_FH1zyI&t=330s.   The   healer   speaks   in   Spanish   
throughout   the   video,   so   everything   in   quotes   that   is   attributed   to   him   is   a   direct   translation.     
220“BOLIVIA—Kallawaya   healer   talks   about   plants.”   00:49.     
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generational   aspect   of   multiple   family   members   as   healers,   as   much   of   his   knowledge   was   

probably   passed   down   to   him   from   his   father.     

Condori   describes   a   few   plants’   properties   including   ones   for   tooth   and   stomach   pains,   

colds,   and   fevers. 221    He   then   picks   up   a   carnation   and   says   it   had   been   used   in   healing   rituals   and   

offerings   to   Pachamama. 222    He   describes   eucalyptus   and   pine   wood   and   how   they   are   used   and   

specifies   that   the   patient   needs   to   take   some   of   these   remedies   at   certain   times   of   the   day,   such   as   

at   breakfast,   just   as   in   Western   medicine’s   prescriptions.   Most   of   the   plants   he   points   out   form   a   

maté,   which   means   the   patient   needs   to   drink   it   to   feel   the   plants’   effects.   At   one   point,   he   

contrasts   two   plants   by   classifying   one   as   “hot”   and   the   other   as   “moderate”   or   “temperate.” 223   

This   could   refer   to   how   they   taste   or   feel   while   being   ingested   (such   as   a   burning   sensation   or   

coolness).   Condori   does   say   later   that   the   same   plant   he   dubbed   “hot”   is   “more   intense   to   

drink.” 224    Potentially,   these   descriptions   could   also   reveal   how   the   Kallawaya   conceptualize   the   

diseases   they   come   into   contact   with.   Joseph   Bastien   goes   into   detail   about   how   Kallawaya   ideas   

of   disease   are   based   on   a   type   of   humoral   medicine   which   historians   of   Western   medicine   would   

have   recognized.   As   stated   previously,   there   is   still   a   question   of   whether   these   ideas   are   

pre-colonial   or   whether   they   were   integrated   after   the   conquest   and   molded   to   form   an   Andean   

version   of   the   humoral   system.   Regardless,   this   video   helps   clarify   the   role   of   Kallawaya   healers   

in   regards   to   people’s   physical   symptoms.     

Along   with   the   physical   symptoms,   another   aspect   of   disease   the   Kallawaya   look   for   

when   trying   to   diagnose   a   patient   is   the   patient’s   social   life   and   role.   Usually,   this   means   

observing   the   sick   person   for   a   few   days   to   see   if   they   have   done   anything   against   social   norms   

221Ibid.,   00:32,   00:55,   5:33,   and   others.     
222Ibid.,   02:09.   Translation:   “Este   clavel,   estaban   para   curar,   para   Pachamama.”   Pachamama,   as   noted   in   Chapter   
Three,   is   an   Andean   goddess   of   the   Earth.     
223Ibid.,    03:32   and   04:21.   Translation:   “caliente”   vs.   “tempradito”     
224Ibid.,   05:28.   Translation:   “más   fuerte   para   tomar.”   
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or   taboos. 225     If   they   have,   it   could   be   a   sign   that   the   gods   are   displeased   with   them,   and   this   

sickness   is   their   punishment.   The   Kallawaya   then   determine   the   appropriate   sacrifice,   including   

which   materials   to   include,   where   to   do   it,   and   to   whom,   so   that   the   affliction   would   be   lifted.   

This   practice   (and   the   concepts   behind   it)   echoes   those   from   Inca   times,   as   the   chroniclers   

mention   that   the   Incas   believed   sickness   to   be   a   punishment   from   the   gods. 226    The   potential   

problem   with   this   analysis   is   that   what   exactly   the   gods   are   punishing   the   Incas   for   remains   

unclear.   The   chroniclers   did   not   mention   anything   specific   about   taboos   or   social   stigmas,   except   

for   the   European   taboos   of   sodomy,   human   sacrifice,   and   practicing   a   non-Christian   religion   that   

they   witnessed.   These   were   not   Inca   taboos,   so   these   descriptions   cannot   tell   us   anything   about   

how   the   Incas   viewed   their   own   actions   in   the   eyes   of   their   gods.   The   Kallawaya   ethnographies   

go   into   much   more   detail   about   social   and   ritual   etiquette,   and   although   the   practices   resemble   

each   other,   there   is   no   direct   evidence   from   the   chronicles   to   say   that   these   were   pre-Colombian   

traditions.     

For   example,   they   believe   some   sickness   comes   when   one   does   not   sacrifice   enough   to   

Pachamama. 227    Because   their   social   and   cosmic   roles   dictate   their   responsibility   to   do   so,   not   

doing   it   would   show   disrespect   to   their   gods   and   to   one   of   the   most   important   gods   at   that.   This   

inaction   would   be   a   type   of   social   taboo   and   is   one   example   of   what   the   diviner   looks   for   when   

trying   to   determine   the   cause   of   a   disease.   This   discovery   would   lead   the   diviner   to   most   likely   

recommend   an   increased   sacrifice   to   Pachamama   to   show   increased   respect   and   reverence   to   

make   amends   and   have   the   disease   removed.     

There   are   multiple   different   types   of   healing   that   the   Kallawaya   can   provide,   and   the   most   

common   rituals   are   to   divine   causes   of   disease,   to   gain   or   ensure   good   luck,   or   to   cure   bad   luck.   

225Bastien,    Healers ,   39.      
226For   more   information   and   direct   quotes   from   the   chroniclers,   see   Chapter   One.     
227Bastien,    Healers ,   39.   
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Although   these   are   considered   different   types   of   healing   and   they   necessitate   different   rituals,   

they   often   work   together   in   synergy.   Again,   separating   these   types   of   healing   into   different   

categories   could   be   my   own   Western   concept   of   medicine   leaking   through.   Even   though   each   

method   needs   different   rituals,   many   healers   have   the   knowledge   base   to   perform   many   varied   

rituals.   Despite   a   degree   of   specialization,   each   method   can   help   inform   the   specialist’s   own   

diagnostic   efforts,   so   they   are   not   as   different   as   a   pediatric   cardiologist   and   a   geriatrician   would   

be   in   a   Western   view   of   “specialization.”     

As   in   Inca   times,   modern   communities   rely   on   communal   knowledge   of   medicinal   plants   

and   their   uses.   Mollie   Callahan   went   to   Curva,   Bolivia,   to   study   the   Kallawaya   and   their   social   

structure   and   practices   and   noted   that     

all   community   members,   starting   at   an   extremely   young   age,   identify,   collect,   prepare,   
and   administer   medicinal   plants   to   themselves   and   others.   In   this   sense,   everyone   in   
Curva   “practices”   medicine.   However,   they   do   so   to   different   degrees,   with   different   
levels   of   success,   and   on   the   basis   of   highly   diverse   and   gendered   socialization   
experiences. 228     
  

The   social   practice   of   knowing   and   using   medicinal   plants   is,   then,   not   a   reflection   of   who   

“practices”   medicine,   as   Callahan   points   out.   This   reveals   another   disconnect   between   the   

European   and   Andean   cultures   and   their   concepts   of   healing.   “Practicing”   medicine,   in   a   

European   sense,   included   knowing   which   foods   to   eat   when   and   how   to   treat   certain   diseases.   

Technically,   everyone   was   a   “healer”   in   Inca   society   based   on   these   European   standards.   Andean   

standards   dictate   that   those   involved   in   ritual   processes   are   the   recognized   “practitioners”   of   

medicine   and   healing.     

On   the   path   to   becoming   an   official   Kallawaya   healer,   there   is   a   training   system   in   place   

that   includes   apprenticing   with   an   established   healer   and   learning   the   healers’   language   that   

228Mollie   Callahan,   "Signs   of   the   Time:   Kallawaya   Medical   Expertise   and   Social   Reproduction   in   21st   Century   
Bolivia,"   PhD   diss.   (University   of   Michigan,   2011),   87.     
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helps   identify   healers   as   legitimate. 229    While   the   Kallawaya   are   protective   of   their   training,   

language,   and   healing   traditions,   some   modern   scholars   have   been   able   to   study   them   at   length   

and   learn   more   about   the   social   roles   they   play.     

A   person’s   social   status   can   determine   the   extent   of   their   training   in   the   Kallawaya   

healing   system.   Their   level   of   integration   into   the   system   is   based   on   how   long   they   have   lived   in   

the   area   where   Kallawaya   healers   reside   and   whether   or   not   their   family   lineage   includes   

healers. 230    The   latter   aspect   plays   into   certain   people’s   access   to   learning   the   trade;   the   more   

healers   in   one’s   family,   the   more   opportunities   one   has   to   learn   from   and   train   with   them.   The   

different   levels   also   determine   what   parts   of   the   communities   a   healer   can   practice   in,   with   the   

least   experienced   level   being   just   within   their   family. 231    The   most   experienced   healers   had   a   

combination   of   the   above   factors,   namely   a   long   family   lineage   of   healers,   a   tradition   of   living   in   

the   area,   and   an   ability   to   dedicate   all   of   their   time   to   the   practice   of   medicine. 232     

These   levels   also   have   different   officially   recognized   legitimacies.   There   are   Bolivian   

national   organizations   that   confer   the   status   of   “Kallawaya   healer”   on   their   members.   The   lowest   

level   of   healers,   who   can   only   treat   their   family   members,   cannot   join   the   organizations,   but   a   

healer   who   can   treat   community   members   could.   These   organizations   include   the   Bolivian   

Confederation   of   Kallawaya   Culture   and   Medicine   and   the   Kallawaya   Association   of   Curva   and   

Bolivia. 233    They   help   maintain   these   crucial   cultural   legacies   and   allow   interaction   between   

different   Kallawaya   communities.     

229This   language,   known   only   to   official   Kallawaya   healers,   is   considered   to   be   a   legacy   from   their   time   working   for   
the   Inca   royal   family.     
230Callahan,   “Signs   of   the   Time,”   75.     
231Ibid.     
232Ibid.,   78.      
233Video   by   Andrés   Brenner.   “Searching   for   the   Kallawaya.”   World   Nomads.   05:41.   September   18,   2017.   
https://www.worldnomads.com/stories/fear/search-for-the-kallawaya    at   3:18   and    Callahan,   “Signs   of   the   Time,”   15.     

https://www.worldnomads.com/stories/fear/search-for-the-kallawaya
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Women   can   learn   to   be   Kallawaya   healers   as   well.   Generally,   officially   recognized   

women   healers   gain   their   knowledge   from   a   male   family   member   who   is   or   was   also   a   healer.   

They   can   practice   in   the   community,   and   they   often   specialize   in   women   and   children’s   health,   

especially   midwifery. 234    This   hierarchy   includes   certain   activities   that   the   men   and   women   tend   

to   do   for   the   majority   of   their   ritual   healings.   The   division   stems   from   their   perceived   

relationship   with   nature   and   how   they   view   their   place   in   the   world.   Stable   social   positions,   

associated   with   men,   allow   them   to   offer   good   luck   and   prosperity   sacrifices   and   work   with   

resources   found   in   the   mountains.   Women,   associated   with   the   changing   forces   of   nature   like   

rivers,   provide   service   to   people   dealing   with   bad   luck   and   large   changes   in   their   lives. 235    This   

structure   confirms   the   wider   social   structure   which   places   men   and   women   in   distinct   roles.   

Women   can   also   participate   in   the   healing   process   through   gathering   and   supplying   herbs   and   

knowledge   to   the   male   Kallawaya   healers,   although   this   does   not   make   them   officially   

recognized   healers   in   the   community.     

Even   though   Inca   women   most   likely   always   played   a   part   in   the   healing   social   structure,   

the   official   recognition   of   women   as   healers   on   par   with   the   male   healers   in   the   Kallawaya   

structure   is   a   modern   development   as   Inca   women   were   most   likely   unable   to   run   rituals   

themselves.   Men   and   women   have   different   specialties   within   the   healing   system,   but   the   women   

are   still   considered   healers   just   as   the   men   are.   These   women   healers   can   help   people   through  

rituals,   unlike   in   Inca   times.   According   to   some   sources,   women   healers   make   up   as   much   as   half   

of   the   registered   Kallawaya   healers   in   some   areas. 236   

234Callahan,   “Signs   of   the   Time,”   86.     
235Bastien,    Healers ,   41-2.     
236Stanley   Krippner   and   Earl   Glenney,   "The   Kallawaya   Healers   of   the   Andes."    The   Humanistic   Psychologist    25,   no.   
2   (1997):    215,    https://doi.org/10.1080/08873267.1997.9986882 .     

https://doi.org/10.1080/08873267.1997.9986882
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The   Kallawaya   as   a   whole   do   not   completely   neglect   or   disregard   modern   science   in   their   

pursuit   of   healing.   There   is   variety   in   how   healers   integrate   modern   concepts   into   their   practice.   

For   example,   some   receive   education   in   Western   medicine   and   the   sciences   at   universities. 237   

Some   Kallawaya   healers   practice   in   cities   near   their   rural   communities,   so   a   foundation   of   

Western   medical   practices,   theories,   and   treatments   is   common   knowledge   among   those   

Kallawaya   as   well.   This   knowledge   does   not   replace   their   rituals   or   offerings,   but   complements   

them   to   allow   physical   and   spiritual   healing   to   act   together.   On   the   other   end   of   the   spectrum,   

some   (such   as   the   healer   Condori   in   the   video   discussed   above)   do   not   buy   pharmaceuticals   or   go   

to   hospitals   at   all. 238    While   these   concepts   might   be   distinct   entities   to   Westerners,   physicality   

and   spirituality   are   more   connected   in   the   Andean   worldview   and   speak   to   a   longer   tradition   of   

healing   and   religion   being   one   and   the   same.   I   will   discuss   the   Kallawaya   and   their   relationship   

with   Western   medicine   in   the   next   section   which   analyzes   ritual   evidence   and   the   direct   

interaction   of   the   Kallawaya   with   doctors   in   hospitals.   

  
III. Analyzing   Direct   Ritual   Evidence   
  

Further   evidence   about   the   Kallawaya   rituals   comes   from   a   CNN   en   Español   special   on   

the   Kallawaya   healers   from   2017. 239    It   features   multiple   Kallawaya   rituals   and   interviews   with   

Kallawaya   healers   along   with   doctors,   historians,   and   cultural   specialists.   This   video   allows   us   to   

focus   on   the   ritual   itself   and   what   the   Kallawaya   say   about   their   actions   and   motivations.     

237Callahan,   “Signs   of   the   Time,”   248.     
238“BOLIVIA—Kallawaya   healer   talks   about   plants.”   05:01.   Translation:   “Nosotros   no   compramos   un   medicamento   
de   una   farmacia,   hospital,   no   vamos.”   The   precedent   “we”   is   unclear-   potentially,   it   could   mean   just   he   and   his   
family,   or   he   could   have   also   meant   his   community   as   a   whole.     
239“Médicos   del   alma,   los   poderosos   Kallaguayas.”   CNN   en   España.   06:17.   February   8,   2017.   
https://www.cnn.com/videos/spanish/2017/02/08/cnnee-nuestro-mundo-carrazco-kallaguayas-doctores.cnn.   This   
entire   video   is   in   Spanish,   so   all   quotes   are   direct   translations.   It   does   not   specify   who   directed   the   video   or   where   
the   CNN   crew   are   from.     
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The   video   opens   with   healers   performing   a   ritual   to   Pachamama   in   a   Bolivian   hospital,   

with   the   hospital   staff   and   doctors   participating   in   the   ritual   as   well.   It   then   shows   a   doctor   

standing   beside   a   woman   healer   as   she   uses   coca   leaves   in   a   healing   ritual   on   a   patient’s   bed.   A   

male   healer,   David   Ticona,   speaks   for   him   and   the   female   healer   next   to   him   when   he   says   that   

they   “heal   spiritually   as   Kallawaya.” 240    Another   woman,   Teodora   Balboa,   says   that   the   power   the   

healers   have   comes   from   “the   great   healers...that   reach   beyond”   to   help   the   souls   of   the   sick,   so   

they   give   the   healers   power   to   do   their   work   on   Earth. 241    This   woman   is   shown   using   coca   leaves   

to   apparently   divine   the   reason   a   certain   disease   occurred   as   discussed   in   Chapter   Two.   Historian   

Carmen   Beatriz   Loza   talks   about   why   and   how   the   Kallawaya   heal.   She   says   that   the   healers   are   

seen   as   the   progenitors   of   the   father   and   mother   goddesses,   and   this   is   how   they   have   the   ability   

to   heal. 242    This   idea   is   similar   to   what   the   Kallawaya   woman   said   about   the   origins   of   their   

healing   abilities,   which   shows   a   consistency   regarding   the   Kallawaya’s   origins   and   healing   

abilities   across   social   roles.     

Most   rituals   shown   in   the   video   include   coca   leaves,   including   one   man   performing   a   

ritual   in   front   of   candles   and   another   in   which   they   ring   bells   over   a   man’s   head. 243    Some   also   

include   fire   and   burning   the   coca   leaves.   All   rituals   involve   what   is   likely   a   prayer   in   Quechua   or   

Aymara,   the   most   spoken   of   the   native   Andean   languages.   Some   include   an   honorific   movement,   

either   kneeling,   bowing,   or   the   raising   of   hands   up   to   the   sky.   These   attributes   further   speak   to   

the   consistency   of   the   Andean   culture   across   time   and   space,   as   other   scholars   have   noted   these   

same   acts   in   different   groups   in   the   Andean   region,   along   with   the   evidence   of   the   Incas   

themselves   using   coca   leaves   in   these   rituals.     

240“Médicos   del   alma.”   00:40.   Translation:   “Nosotros   espiritualmente   curamos,   como   Kallawayas.”     
241Ibid.,    01:00.   Translation:   “Los   grandes   mágicos….que   hacen   llegar,   a   más   allá,   a   los   almas”     
242Ibid.,    04:00.     
243Ibid.,    02:09.     
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These   clips   speak   to   a   number   of   aspects   of   the   Kallawaya’s   ritual   and   social   presence   in   

Andean   society.   The   first   is   the   legitimacy   afforded   to   the   Kallawaya   healers   by   medical   

professionals.   The   authors   interviewed   Dr.   Jaime   Agramont   at   the   hospital   as   well,   and   he   said   

that   it   was   necessary   to   include   Kallawaya   healers   because   their   practices   complement   the   

hospital’s   practices. 244    While   this   video   did   not   go   in   depth   about   the   gender   dynamics   of   the   

Kallawaya,   women   healers   are   prominent   throughout,   which   shows   their   participation   in   modern   

times.     

The   video   also   shows   the   effect   of   modern   science   on   Kallawaya   healing   and   the   

variability   in   their   practices.   Loza   remarked   that   they   use   “herbal   elements   for   clearly   identified   

biological   cures   and   the   more   complex   field   which   is   mind   cures.” 245    The   majority   of   this   video,   

however,   tends   to   emphasize   the   more   psychological   and   spiritual   side   of   Kallawaya   healing.   

The   video   portrays   the   Kallawaya   healers   and   the   doctors   as   having   separated   the   physical   from   

the   psychological   and   claiming   that   the   hospitals   and   doctors   treat   the   former   while   the   

Kallawaya   treat   the   latter.   For   example,   the   voiceover   describes   the   Kallawaya   as   “doctors   for   

the   soul.” 246    Some   Kallawaya   healers   might   agree   with   this   assessment,   such   as   Max   Paye,   the   

president   of   the   Kallawaya   Association   of   Bolivia   as   of   2017,   who   describes   how   people   come   to   

the   Kallawaya   to   heal   their   fear   ( susto )   through   offerings   to   spirits. 247    He   describes   a   story   about   

a   boy   who   needed   to   have   his   susto   healed:     

For   example,   a   place   where   we   take   our   kids,   if   he   suddenly   falls   down,   then   he   gets   sick.   
Then   he   wakes   up,   he   can’t   sleep   at   night   anymore.   Right   in   the   place   where   he   fell   
down,   in   that   place,   we   need   to   call   his   soul.   With   his   clothes,   we   call   his   soul:   “Come   
with   us,   come   with   us”   and   we   ring   the   bells. 248     

  

244Ibid.,    04:57.     
245Ibid.,    01:57.   Translation:   “elementos   herbolarios   para   los   curaciones   biológicas   claramente   identificadas   y   el   
ámbito   más   complejo   que   es   las   curacion   de   la   mente”   
246Ibid.,    00:12.   Translation:   “los   médicos   del   alma.”   
247“Searching   for   the   Kallawaya,”   04:23.     
248Ibid.,    04:29.   Translation   taken   from   provided   subtitles.      
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Paye   also   says   that   people   come   to   the   Kallawaya   healers   because   the   doctors   in   the   hospital   

“don’t   know   how   to   heal   fear.” 249    This   video   was   published   online   in   2017,   so   this   idea   of   

healing   through   fixing   one’s   susto   exists   in   the   modern   world   through   the   continuation   of   

traditional   cultural   beliefs.   This   story   also   shows   how   some   healers   recognize   and   take   advantage   

of   the   separation   of   Western   and   traditional   medicine.     

Other   healers,   such   as   Condori   from   the   first   video   who   describes   many   of   the   Kallawaya   

herbal   cures   for   somatic   symptoms,   might   argue   for   more   recognition   for   the   physical   benefits   of   

their   practices.   As   stated   previously,   Condori   said   he   does   not   go   to   hospitals   or   use   any   

pharmacies. 250    Loza,   the   historian,   as   well   seems   to   recognize   the   legitimacy   of   some   of   the   

Kallawaya’s   biological   cures.   This   contradicts   what   we   see   in   this   video   on   rituals   where   other   

people   who   do   believe   in   the   Kallawaya   healers’   abilities   still   do   go   to   hospitals   when   they   have   

physical   symptoms.   Most   likely,   it   is   not   a   “contradiction,”   per   se,   but   rather   the   combination   of   

going   to   hospitals   and   the   Kallawaya   shows   the   intersection   of   a   person   or   community’s   beliefs   

regarding   healing.   For   one   malady,   they   ask   for   a   Kallawaya’s   help,   and   for   another   they   go   to   

the   hospital.   Participating   in   both   healing   traditions   does   not   detract   from   either   practice.   This   

interplay   does   not   lessen   the   importance   or   legitimacy   of   Kallawaya   healing   practices,   but   it   does   

show   how   different   Kallawaya   groups   can   conceive   of   their   roles   in   different   ways   even   as   their   

practices   remain   the   same.     

  
IV. Western   Medicinal   Rituals     

  
There   has   been   much   discussion   in   this   thesis   of   the   place   of   rituals   in   the   healing   

process.   This   section   will   attempt   to   bridge   the   gap   between   ritual   healing   and   Western   healing   

and   show   that   there   is   more   overlap   between   them   than   one   might   initially   imagine.   In   the   

249Ibid.,    04:23.   Translation   taken   from   provided   subtitles.      
250See   note   #238.   
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Introduction,   I   noted   a   three-pronged   definition   of   what   acts   we   tend   to   define   as   “rituals.”   

Usually,   these   acts   include   a   religious   role,   help   determine   social   dynamics,   and   help   transmit   

cultural   norms.   This   definition   is   dynamic   and   changes   across   cultures   and   over   time.   The   rituals   

I   note   within   modern-day   Western   medicine   tend   to   not   have   an   explicitly   religious   role,   which   

makes   sense   as   Western   society   has   become   increasingly   secularized.   This   is   not   to   say   there   is   

no   place   for   religion   within   Western   medicine,   as   people   commonly   refer   to   a   “miracle”   

happening   when   an   illness   ends   suddenly   with   seemingly   no   explanation.   This   is   generally   

believed   on   an   individual   level   and   not   at   an   institutional   level.   For   the   following   examples,   I   

will   focus   on   the   role   of   Western   medicinal   rituals   as   defining   social   dynamics   and   transmitting   

cultural   norms.     

For   people   with   a   modern   Western   concept   of   medicine   and   science,   it   can   seem   strange   

that   people   would   rely   on   anything   other   than   scientific   data   to   inform   their   medical   opinions   and   

actions.   Historically,   though,   we   know   this   was   the   case   across   time   and   virtually   everywhere.   

Only   in   the   past   two   hundred   years   has   the   pursuit   of   data   become   a   foundational   facet   of   the   

Western   medical   sciences.   Before   the   19th   century,   most   medical   knowledge   and   textbooks   

consisted   of   the   study   of   the   four   humors   of   the   body. 251    While   criticisms   of   humorism   increased   

from   the   16th   century   onwards,   it   took   until   the   germ   theory   gained   hold   in   the   1850s   to   finally   

oust   this   millennia-old   system.   This   post-humorism   period   of   the   late   19th   century   is   when   most   

historians   of   medicine   consider   “modern   medicine”   to   have   begun. 252    Before   this,   the   rituals   of   

draining   blood   from   patients   and   eating   certain   foods   to   counter   certain   diseases   created   the  

“healing”   process   that   most   people   in   Europe   would   have   recognized.   These   were   rituals   as   they   

determined   social   dynamics   through   maintaining   that   the   educated   physician   knew   what   to   do   

251For   more   on   the   discussion   of   humoral   theory,   see   the   Introduction.   
252“Modern   Medicine:   Infectious   Diseases,   Timelines,   and   Challenges.”   Medical   News   Today.   MediLexicon   
International.   Accessed   February   27,   2021.   https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/323538#infectious-diseases.     
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better   than   the   patient,   and   they   transmitted   the   cultural   values   of   male-centered   education   and   

healing   as   the   “official”   types   of   medicine.   These   treatments   also   likely   did   nothing,   except   in   

rare   cases,   although   the   medical   professionals   at   the   time   would   have   had   “data”   to   support   these   

treatments   that   scientists   today   have   not   found   to   be   scientifically   sound.     

In   a   similar   way,   historians   of   Inca   culture   have   to   recognize   that   the   rituals   the   Incas   

engaged   in   to   diagnose   and   heal   diseases   did   not   heal   in   the   way   the   Incas   thought   they   did.   This   

is   not   to   say   that   the   Incas   or   other   indigenous   groups   had   no   idea   what   they   were   doing;   after   

thousands   of   years   of   passing   down   medicinal   knowledge,   the   people   were   able   to   treat   plenty   of   

ailments.   For   example,   as   discussed   in   the   chapters   on   coca   and   chicha,   modern   studies   have   

shown   the   efficacy   and   scientific   soundness   of   these   practices   based   on   traditional   knowledge.   

Their   herbal   remedies   would   have   caused   somatic   responses   to   help   treat   their   symptoms,   while   

their   rituals,   just   as   with   the   European   humoral   system,   likely   helped   to   calm   people   who   

believed   they   worked.   This   phenomenon   of   using   rituals   to   heal   lives   on   in   Western   medicine.     

One   of   the   best-known   examples   of   ritual   healing   that   Western   medicine   recognizes   today   

is   the   placebo   effect.   This   effect   occurs   when   somebody   takes   a   sugar   pill   (a   pill   with   no   

biologically   active   agents)   and   reports   feeling   better   and   having   positive   somatic   effects   after   

having   taken   it.   For   this   to   occur,   the   patient   has   to   believe   that   it   is   not   a   placebo,   but   an   actual   

medicine,   just   as   the   Incas   would   have   believed   their   healing   rituals   to   be   a   kind   of   medicine   

(even   if   they   did   not   use   that   term).   This   practice   reinforces   the   social   roles   within   the   

physician-patient   relationship   (or   experimenter-subject   relationship)   as   the   former   knowing   

better   than   the   latter.   The   cultural   values   transmitted   include   trusting   places   of   higher   education   

and   prestige   and,   one   could   argue,   becoming   increasingly   dependent   on   pharmaceuticals   to   fix   

illnesses.     
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There   have   been   plenty   of   studies   about   the   efficacy   of   the   placebo   effect. 253    Because   the   

person   who   took   it   believed   the   pill   to   be   helpful,   they   perceived   their   symptoms   as   improving,   

when   the   pill   was   biologically   inactive   and   therefore   could   not   have   affected   their   symptoms   

positively   or   negatively.   What   “healed”   them   was   their   own   mindset   around   believing   that   the   

pill   was   a   healing   agent.   This   belief   is   similar   to   what   the   Incas   would   have   believed   about   the   

rituals   they   performed   to   ask   the   gods   to   remove   their   illness.   If   studies   were   done   on   ritual   

healing   and   perceived   efficacy,   it   is   likely   that   results   similar   to   placebo   effect   studies   would   

arise.   What   this   could   tell   medical   historians   and   anthropologists   is   that   there   is   an   underlying,   

cross-cultural   desire   to   believe   that   things   will   get   better.   After   taking   a   sugar   pill   or   providing   an   

offering,   neither   of   which   affects   any   biochemical   process,   people   believe   they   will   get   better,   so   

they   do.     

Another   practice   in   Western   medicine   which   we   may   regard   as   a   ritual   is   the   illusion   that   

the   more   tests   a   patient   receives,   the   better   off   they   are.   Getting   tests   done,   even   when   the   results   

are   inconclusive   (neither   positive,   neutral,   or   negative),   can   lead   to   increased   peace   of   mind   for   

patients.   Such   increased   testing,   however,   can   have   detrimental   effects   on   the   patient’s   body,   

even   as   the   patient   feels   more   secure   in   their   health. 254    In   2017,   it   was   estimated   that   the   annual   

cost   of   unnecessary   tests   in   the   US   is   around   $200   billion. 255    The   ritual   of   getting   this   test   makes   

the   patient   feel   better,   but   the   extra   radiation   from,   say,   an   unnecessary   X-ray,   can   damage   their   

253The   placebo   effect   was   first   documented   in   the   18th   century.   One   recent   review   explains   the   effect   well:    Fabrizio   
Benedetti,   "Placebo   and   the   New   Physiology   of   the   Doctor-Patient   Relationship,"    Physiological   Reviews    93,   no.   3   
(2013):   1207-1246.   
254InformedHealth.org.   Cologne,   Germany:   Institute   for   Quality   and   Efficiency   in   Health   Care   (IQWiG);   2006-.   
Benefits   and   Risks   of   Screening   Tests.   2013   Nov   7   [Updated   2019   Dec   17].   Available   from:   
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK279418/   
255“Unnecessary   Medical   Tests,   Treatments   Cost   $200   Billion   Annually,   Cause   Harm,”   Healthcare   Finance   News.   
Accessed   April   1,   2021.   
https://www.healthcarefinancenews.com/news/unnecessary-medical-tests-treatments-cost-200-billion-annually-caus 
e-harm.     
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cells   and   lead   to   an   increased   risk   for   cancer.   The   social   dynamics   maintained   through   this   ritual   

are   much   the   same   as   the   placebo   effect,   and   the   cultural   value   reinforced   is   similar   as   well,   

which   is   the   growing   dependence   on   medical   technologies.     

One   argument   against   the   idea   of   this   act   being   a   ritual   is   to   say   that   while   an   X-ray   could   

be   a   tool   for   healing   to   occur,   the   patient   would   know   that   the   test   would   not   be   what   healed   

them.   My   response   to   this   is   that   I   am   not   saying   the   X-ray   does   the   healing,   but   that   getting   the   

X-ray   taken   provides   a   false   sense   of   security   because   people   tend   to   equate   “more   tests”   with   

“more   confidence”   about   their   diagnosis   when   that   is   not   always   the   case.   The   healing   comes   

from   the   patient’s   belief   that   what   they   are   doing   is   working   and   will   either   tell   them   the   answer   

or   provide   another   route   to   healing.     

Researchers   have   noticed   this   effect   specifically   regarding   the   risk   of   breast   cancer   in   

women. 256    An   increase   in   testing   women   for   breast   cancer,   specifically   women   with   no   or   lower   

risk   factors,   can   lead   to   unintended   and   harmful   consequences.   For   example,   in   the   case   of   false   

positives,   the   woman   is   told   she   has   breast   cancer   when   she   does   not.   This   false   information   

could   lead   the   woman   to   receive   a   mastectomy   and   only   later   discover   that   it   was   an   unnecessary   

procedure. 257    The   increase   in   testing   has   been   attributed   to   an   increase   in   precautionary   measures   

and   an   effort   to   catch   breast   cancer   early.   The   best   of   intentions,   together   with   trust   in   the   ritual   

of   testing,   created   an   unfortunate   effect.   The   ritual   process   that   considers   tests   to   be   “healing”   

can   lead   many   astray,   even   as   they   believe   they   are   trusting   science   and   not   the   ritual   itself.   In   

these   examples,   rituals   play   a   part   in   psychological   processes   that   affect   how   people   act   in   real   

life.   No   doubt   these   same   psychological   effects   had   a   say   in   giving   Inca   rituals   such   power.     

256“Breast   Cancer:   The   'Angelina   Jolie'   Effect.”   ScienceDaily.   Harvard   Medical   School,   December   14,   2016.   
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/12/161214213749.htm.      
257American   College   of   Obstetricians   and   Gynecologists,   "Breast   Cancer   Risk   Assessment   and   Screening   in   
Average-Risk   Women,"    Practice   Bulletin    179   (2017) .   
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In   studying   rituals,   we   learn   about   what   a   culture   values.   We   see   what   unites   a   people   and   

what   they   hold   dear.   The   Incas   valued   community,   family,   and   respecting   the   world   around   them.   

These   are   universal   values   that   people   from   nearly   every   culture   can   relate   to.   The   Kallawaya   

traditions   maintain   these   values   while   adding   those   of   balance   and   peace   within   the   body.   Again,   

these   are   values   that   are   consistent   with   the   human   experience   the   world   over.   Through   Western   

medicine’s   rituals,   we   see   the   values   of   healing   the   whole   person   and   peace   of   mind,   both   of   

which   are   found   in   the   Inca   and   Kallawaya   healing   structures   as   well.   In   studying   these   practices,   

we   learn   more   about   what   connects   us   as   humans.     
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Epilogue   
  

“Let   us   not   be   in   any   doubt:   modern   medicine   has   a   great   deal   still   to   learn   from   the   
collector   of   herbs.”   

  
-   Halfden   Mahler,   WHO   Director   1977-1988     

  
When   asked   what   she   considered   to   be   the   first   sign   of   civilization,   anthropologist   

Margaret   Mead   answered   that   she   believed   it   to   be   a   healed   femur   fracture   or   break. 258    The   femur   

is   the   most   load-bearing   bone   of   the   body   and   when   broken   severely   inhibits   a   person’s   ability   to   

participate   in   activities   necessary   for   everyday   communal   life.   For   the   person   who   broke   their   

femur   to   have   survived,   it   meant   the   community   must   have   taken   on   their   responsibilities   for   

basically   nothing   in   return   for   an   extended   period   of   time   and   taken   care   of   extra   needs,   such   as   

preventing   infection.   Without   the   help   of   the   community,   the   person   would   have   starved   to   death.   

The   evidence   for   healed   femurs   in   archaeological   records   is   a   poignant   reminder   of   what   binds   

us   together   as   humans.   Medicine   is   based   in   the   desire   to   help   others   in   their   suffering;   when   we   

heal   them,   we   tell   them   they   are   not   alone.   We   bind   ourselves   to   them,   and   we   share   in   their   

agony,   progress,   and   eventual   joy.   Healing   as   the   first   sign   of   civilization   makes   much   more   

sense   to   me   than   any   technological   advance   ever   will.   It   means   people   developed   past   a   

survival-of-the-fittest   mindset   and   were   able   to   make   their   decisions   based   on   compassion   and   

dignity.   In   whatever   way   it   presented,   the   existence   of   a   system   of   healing   in   a   society   shows   

they   valued   helping   others   even   when   those   people   could   not   reciprocate.     

We   see   this   emphasis   in   the   Andean   healing   system.   The   varied   ethnic   history   of   the   

Andes   region   means   that   many   of   the   traditions   we   consider   to   have   been   Inca   were   originally   

Wari,   Moche,   or   Nazca   (all   pre-Inca   Andean   cultures).   Since   we   do   not   have   any   written   record   

258Remy   Blumenfeld,   “How   A   15,000-Year-Old   Human   Bone   Could   Help   You   Through   The   Coronacrisis,”   Forbes.   
Forbes   Magazine,   April   20,   2020.   
https://www.forbes.com/sites/remyblumenfeld/2020/03/21/how-a-15000-year-old-human-bone-could-help-you-thro 
ugh-the--coronavirus/?sh=7b192a2037e9.     
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of   these   traditional   practices,   we   will   likely   never   know   the   true   origins   of   rituals,   concepts,   or   

practices   that   today   we   consider   Andean   in   nature.   The   Inca   consolidated   these   rituals   and   made   

them   official   parts   of   the   empire’s   religion   and   belief   system.   They   passed   on   some   of   these   to   

the   various   groups   they   conquered,   creating   an   intermingling   of   cultural   views   that,   in   less   than   a   

hundred   years,   came   to   define   Andean   culture   for   the   next   five   hundred.   Inca   culture   and   religion   

is   not   solely   Inca;   it   is   the   culmination   of   thousands   of   years   of   Andean   history   that   came   to   a   

breaking   point   in   1532.   But   it   did   not   break   despite   all   the   work   put   in   to   do   so.   Andean   culture   

changed.   It   did   what   it   had   always   done:   it   incorporated   certain   aspects   that   fit   its   narrative,   such   

as   the   use   of   alcohol   in   religious   ceremonies.   It   did   not   completely   bend   to   the   European   will.   It   

still   retains   its   inherent   Andean   identity,   an   identity   that   frames   the   relationship   of   Andean   

people   with   their   gods   and   nature,   their   role   in   their   environment,   and   their   place   in   the   universe.   

These   rituals   that   we   have   explored   all   speak   to   that   unbreakable   identity,   that   no   invaders   or   

epidemic   diseases   or   civil   wars   could   blot   out.   

Through   this   study   of   the   Incas,   I   tried   to   portray   how   the   principles   within   rituals   play   a   

role   in   everyday   life.   The   first   chapter   showed   how   the   Incas’   religion   used   rituals   along   with   

medicinal   herbs   to   heal   multiple   facets   of   a   person’s   illness.   The   following   two   chapters   went   

more   in   depth   about   specific   material   culture   within   rituals   and   how   coca   and   chicha   continue   to   

be   culturally,   socially,   and   religiously   important   in   Andean   society.   The   final   chapter,   through   its   

focus   on   modern   Andean   rituals,   shows   how   we   can   still   see   Inca   traditions   and   values   shaping   

these   rituals   today.   Though   we   want   to   avoid   upstreaming,   looking   at   Kallawaya   practices   and   

those   of   other   modern   Andean   groups   can   help   us   see   what   values   might   have   existed   in   Inca   and   

pre-Inca   times.   Through   the   ritual   practices   of   the   Kallawaya,   pre-Columbian   traditions   live   on.   

And   they   will   live   on   past   them,   and   through   them,   and   through   other   groups   as   well.   Andean   
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spirituality   and   philosophy   live   on   in   the   rituals   and   in   the   mindsets   of   people   throughout   Peru,   

Ecuador,   Bolivia,   and   all   over   South   America.   The   rituals   and   practices   will   change,   as   they   have   

over   the   thousands   of   years   since   they   started   and   in   the   five   hundred   years   since   Pizarro   

invaded.   The   core   of   what   they   mean   to   the   people   who   believe   in   them   will   not,   and   Andean   

identity   will   continue   to   thrive.     

By   studying   the   Incas,   I   also   tried   to   show   how   people   living   in   21st-century   America   

participate   in   rituals   as   well.   In   the   last   part   of   the   fourth   chapter,   we   saw   how   rituals   play   a   part   

in   modern   Western   medicine.   This   may   be   strange   to   conceptualize   as   we   tend   to   prioritize   

science   and   data   over   rituals   or   superstition.   Demonstrating   how   rituals   exist   even   within   science   

itself   helps   break   down   that   hierarchy   between   “good”   and   “bad”   or   “right”   and   “wrong”   

medicine   that   we   might   be   comfortable   with.   It   is   human   nature   to   rely   on   patterns   that   do   not   

necessarily   correspond   with   what   the   evidence   tells   us.   Rituals   in   any   context   help   us   feel   

connected   to   something   greater   than   ourselves,   an   idea   which   comforts   us   and   assuages   our   fears   

through   presenting   unfortunate   events   as   having   happened   for   a   reason.   It   is   natural   that   any   

institution   created   by   humans   will   deploy   certain   rituals   to   help   explain   the   unexplainable.   This   

is   not   to   say   that   every   institution   that   has   ritual   processes   cannot   be   data-driven.   Rituals   have   a   

place   in   culture,   science,   and   specifically   medicine.   Much   of   the   healing   process   is   mental,   and   if   

a   ritual,   like   praying,   comforts   a   patient,   they   might   have   a   better   chance   of   success   over   a   person   

who   does   not   have   a   similar   method   of   minimizing   stress.   Praying   does   not   change   anything   

biologically,   but   the   person’s   belief   that   it   will   help   can   sometimes   make   all   the   difference.     

As   long   as   we   continue   to   study   history,   we   will   see   how   similar   people   of   different   eras   

and   cultures   are.   As   long   as   we   continue   to   study   medicine,   we   will   see   that   healing   and   

compassion   are   at   humanity’s   core.   Through   joining   the   two   together,   we   see   that   these   values   
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can   be   traced   back   to   civilization’s   very   start.   What   led   to   the   values   we   hold   today   are   the   

actions   of   our   ancestors   however   many   generations   ago.   In   studying   the   spiritual   beliefs   of   those   

who   came   before   us,   we   become   a   part   of   something   much   greater   than   ourselves   that   has   existed   

for   millennia.   The   human   spirit   of   hope,   compassion,   and   integrity   connects   us   all.   I   initially   

became   interested   in   the   Incas   during   my   freshman   year   of   high   school,   which   was   the   first   time   

I   learned   about   non-Europeans   in   real   depth.   The   story   of   Atahualpa   and   Pizarro   changed   my   

mindset   about   what   history   is;   it   is   not   just   memorizing   a   bunch   of   names,   dates,   and   battles.   It   

involves   looking   back   at   those   who   lived   before   us   with   understanding   and   empathy   and   

knowing   they   had   lives   just   as   rich   as   those   of   anybody   living   today.   They   had   friends,   and   

chores   to   do,   and   gossiped,   and   lived   through   monumental   change,   just   as   we   are   right   now.   Our   

lives   reflect   theirs,   our   actions   acting   as   a   mirror.   When   we   engage   in   rituals   of   any   kind,   we   see   

not   just   ourselves,   but   all   the   generations   of   humanity   who   came   before   us.     
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Appendix   1.   Timeline   of   the   Inca   Empire.    Dates   taken   from:   “Inca   Civilization   Timeline.”   
Ancient   History   Encyclopedia.   Accessed   April   4,   2021.   
https://www.ancient.eu/timeline/Inca_Civilization/.     
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Appendix   2.   Timeline   of   the   Chroniclers.     
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Appendix   3.   My   family   and   I   at   Machu   Picchu   in   Peru,   June   2017.    Make   sure   to   drink   some   
coca   tea   before   heading   up   to   get   a   view   like   this-   we   were   out   of   breath   within   a   minute   of   
walking   at   even   a   slight   incline.     
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Appendix   4.   My   sisters   and   I   (right)   drinking   chicha.    The   large   cup   on   the   table   is   filled   with   
traditional   chicha.   My   sister   and   I   are   holding   a   sweeter,   strawberry-flavored   version   that   this   
chichería   makes   specifically   for   tourists.   Despite   the   historical   inaccuracy,   I   liked   it   quite   a   bit.   I   
also   tried   the   traditional   chicha,   and   it   was   good   as   well.     
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Appendix   5.   At   Ingapirca   in   southern   Ecuador,   June/July   2019.    I   studied   abroad   in   Ecuador   
for   six   weeks,   and   one   of   our   outings   included   seeing   the   Inca   ruins   of   Ingapirca.     
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Glossary     
  

Aryballo -   large   storage   vessel   the   Incas   used   to   store   chicha   
  

Chicha -   Andean   beer   usually   made   from   corn;   has   a   low   alcohol   content     
  

Chosen   women -   During   the   Inca   Empire,   they   were   girls   chosen   to   study   in   Cuzco   and   work   in   
the   Inca   temples     
  

Ch’uspa -   Quechua   word   for   a   woven   bag   that   typically   carries   coca   leaves     
  

Ethnography -   a   study   that   looks   specifically   at   a   group’s   culture     
  

Huaca -   an   Inca   place   of   worship   [flesh   this   out   a   bit   more]   
  

Inca -   can   refer   to   the   people   who   created   the   Inca   Empire   in   the   years   1440-1532;   can   also   refer   
to   any   aspect   or   object   from   the   empire   
  

Kallawaya -   denotes   someone   as   belonging   to   the   ethnic   group   based   in   western   Bolivia;   can   also   
include   the   connotation   about   their   healing   tradition     
  

Quechua -   pre-Inca   Andean   language   that   the   Inca   made   the   official   language   of   their   empire;   
varieties   are   still   spoken   as   an   indigenous   language   today   in   Colombia,   Ecuador,   Peru,   and   
Bolivia   
  

Quero -   ritual   chicha-drinking   cup     
  

Ritual -   an   act   that   can   have   spiritual   power,   define   social   interactions,   and   allow   for   cultural   
transmission     
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